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THE INSIDE VIEW

Ken and Roberta Williams were creating games
back when they fit on a single low-density floppy.
Ibis issue. Ken looks at the state of the art in

gaming: CD-ROM.

look at the issues associated with adding a

( I) ROM drive to your IBM compatible
computer, such as: why buy a CD-ROM drive?

What hardware do you need? What should you

expect to pay? Where should you shop? What
brands are best? Should you upgrade your
existing computer or buy a new one? What
software is available? Should you upgrade this

year, or wait for better hardware next year?

If you are at least thinking about adding a

CD-ROM drive, you are not alone. My
company. Sierra, regularly surveys our
customers to see what hardware they are using.

As of this summer, over 27% of our customers

already had a CD-ROM drive. An astounding

40% of the rest of our customers claimed they

would purchase one before the end of the year.

I have been talking about the benefits of CD-
ROM for years, but until lately, there really

hasn't been a large enough installed base of

< I) ROM drives to justify developing software.

Why Buy a CD-ROM Drive

Before I say why you might want a CD-
ROM drive, I should probably explain what
one is. CD-ROM drives read CDs. The CDs
look like and really are exactly the same CDs
that hold music. CDs can be used to hold
programs and data, just like floppy disks or

hard disks. The best thing about CDs is that

they hold an enormous amount of information.

To give you a comparison, the average floppy

disk holds about one and a half million

characters of information, the average hard
disk around one hundred million characters.

CDs hold over six hundred million characters

of information. This means the entire contents

si your hard disk could be stored on just one
CD—several times over!

You may have noticed a pattern lately. Sierra's

games have been getting larger and larger. Back

when we first started out, our average product

shipped on one floppy disk. Over the years the

numbers of disks in each product has grown
consistently. This year, several of our products

will require as many as thirteen disks.

The number of disks has grown because the

products have grown in complexity. Our
current products also have more and better

graphics and sound. Graphics and sound are

extremely data-intensive. One picture or song

can easily fill an entire floppy disk! While we
develop our products we work with the highest

possible quality artwork and sound qualiry, but

usually, just before we ship a product, we
compress the data down to fit on a reasonable

number of floppy disks. This compression
process shrinks the amount of data, partially

through decreasing the quality of the finished

product. Almost all of our floppy disk products

use low-resolution VGA graphics even though

most of you have computers which are capable

of super VGA graphics. We are certainly

capable of producing products which push the

limits of graphics on your computers. However,
higher resolution graphics require more disk

space than low-resolution graphics, and we
already have problems with using too much
disk space.

Why is disk space so important? My guess is

that you already know the answer. If you are

like me, then your hard disk is always full. It

doesn't matter if you have a twenty- or a two
hundred-megabyte hard drive, your hard disk is

probably full. It seems every rime I buy another

product I have to spend time deleting

something off my hard drive. It has reached the

point where I almost hate buying products
because of the pain caused by having to find a

place to put them. Can you imagine how silly

this would be if music CD players worked this

way? If every time you bought another CD you
had to get rid of the ability to listen to some
previous one, just to have room?

CDs are better than floppy disk in several

ways. They have extremely high capacity,

which allows software developers to offer the

best graphics and sound your computer is

capable of running. They are convenient. You

don't have to search for space on your hard
drive to install a product. You |ust put in the

CD and run the product'. CDs give better

quality, without the headaches associated with

hard disk based programs. And, because (IK
are virtually indestructible, you don't have as

much problem with disks that won't read.

How CD-ROM Drives Work
There are problems with ( D-ROM drives.

Information is recorded on (J)s similarly to

the way music used to be put on records.

Have you ever looked at a record closely?

There is one long continuous groove cut into

the record, and there is a needle which
follows the groove to play the music. CDl
work the same way, but instead of a needle

there is a laser beam that shines a light into a

groove on the CD. If you want to find a

particular piece of information on a CI), the

laser beam can start at the beginning of the

CD and just follow the groove until the data

passes below the laser beam. Unfortunately,

this means that if the data you are looking for

is near the end of the CD, you might have to

wait for as long as an hour for it to pass

under the beam! To get around these long

iMser lenses scan the surface ofa CD, looking

for the right information.

delays, modern CD-ROM drives have
"stepper motors" which move the head
(which has the laser beam) across the CD to

search for information.

Finding information on a CD can take time;

time to find the data and time to load it into your

computer's memory. "Seek time" is the time it

takes the stepper motor to move the head to the

right place on the CD where your data is located.

CD-ROM drive seek times are normally

'Warnmn: Some products ship on (.1) but transfer a

significant amount of data to your hard drive.

Usually this is to allow the product to run faster, and

in many cases the program allows you to decide
whether you want to install from the CD to your
hard drive or just execute off the CD. Hard drive ttA

limes and data transfer rates are enormouslv faster

than CD-ROM drives.
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expressed in milliseconds. One thousand
milliseconds is the same as one second. If you

hear that a CD-ROM drive has a 1500ms seek

time, then it has a one thousand five hundred

millisecond average time to reposition the head.

This is one and a half seconds—and is terrible.

The really good CD-ROM drives can do the

average seek in around 250ms. It is important

to know the seek time before buving a CD-
KOM drive.

Most CD ROM drives sold are modified
versions of CD-AUDIO music players. The
standard spin speed which was used for music

equated to about 150,000 characters of

information per second being transferred into

your computer. If you wanted to read a

50,000-character file into your computer, the

time it would take is the seek time plus the data

transfer time. I it's assume a quarter of a

second to find the data on your CD (250ms).

This would be added to a little over a third of a

second to read the data into memory, for just

over a half second total. Not bad.

One possible use of a CD is to hold movies

or long animated sequences. Many recent ( I

)

based products have long animated sequences,

such as the introduction to King's Quest VI.

Not only do these contain a lot of data (the

KiiR 5 Quest VI cartoon consumed over 40
megabytes); they can also really push the data

transfer rate of your CD to the limit.

Animated movies consist of two parts; a

sequence of images and the sound track. Each

graphic frame in a full-screen movie uses

around 65,000 characters of information. The
sound track uses around 22,000 characters per

second. Saturday morning cartoons are

normally played at around 12 frames per

second, which is considered the minimum for

decent animation. Multiplying 65,000 (the

characters per frame) by 12 (the frames per

second) and then adding 22,000 (one second's

worth of soundtrack) we get 802,000
characters per second that we would need to

read off a CD in order to play a movie. In other

words, for full-screen animation with sound we
need nearly a megabyte per second coming off

the CD! And this is for low-resolution. SVGA
would be 4 megabytes per second! Data
compression allows movies to be played using

only 150,000 characters per second, but only

partial screen, and with compromised quality.

Recently, double-speed CD-ROM drives

have been coming on to the market. These spin

the CD twice as fast as the older drives. This

allows the data transfer rate to be twice as

high—300,000 characters per second. This is

far from perfect, and well below the data

transfer rate of hard drives, but certainly better

than single-speed drives. Many recent programs

are being written assuming a double-speed

drive. Sierra will assume that you have a

double-speed drive when we release our
Christmas 1994 products, such as my wife

Roberta's horror game, Phantasmagoria. The
faster data transfer rate is required for running

super VGA graphics.

For most people, the biggest headache
associated with having ,i CD-ROM drive usually

comes after they take it home. CD-ROM drives

do not integrate seamlessly into IBM-compatible

computers. Even the most recent version of DOS
(6.0) does not handle the presence of a CD-ROM
drive smoothly. This is partially a hardware and

partially a software problem. Perhaps in another

issue of InterAction I'll dig into the reasons

behind all this, but for now let me give you a

sense of the problems you are likely to encounter.

When you purchase a ( D-ROM drive, you

will receive not only the drive, but a floppy disk

containing a device driver. This device driver will

use some of your computer's memory, around

15,000 bytes-. This doesn't sound like much

Many good double-speed multimedia upgrade
kits are available.

given that most ot us have computers with two

or more megabytes of memory. It is. This is

because of the way IBM-compatible computers

use memory. No matter how much memory
your computer has, when running DOS, all

programs have to run in the first megabyte. The
extra memory is usually not used, or is just used

for data. Some of the first megabyte is used by

the operating system itself, leaving only around

600,000 characters available for programs to

run in. If your computer is connected to a

network, then the network driver also must

come out of this first megabyte of memory. Kven

your mouse driver uses up some of this first

megabyte. Do not be surprised if, after you

install your CD-ROM drive, programs that used

to run just fine are suddenly complaining about

a lack of memory. I actually remove the CD
ROM device driver from my computer,
frequently, because of the memory it consumes.

Understanding the MPC Standard

To run today's CD-ROM products, you don't

just need a CD-ROM drive. You may have seen

the symbol MPC on boxes, and wondered what

it meant. MPC stands for Multimedia Personal

Computer. In order to minimize confusion about

what hardware CD-based products need in order

to run, the MPC standard was created.

Microsoft initiated the standard, which calls for

the following minimum hardware:

• IBM compatible computer with a 386sx

16 or faster processor

• SVGA video display capable of 640x480,
256 colors

• Sound Card (with ability to play both midi ^

music and digitized sound\ plus the ability

to mix multiple sound sources ')

• 80 megabyte hard drive

• 600ms or faster seek time

• 150,000 characters per second data transfer rate

• Windows'M.l

• 2 megabytes of ram

The MPC standard, which was expected to

take off overnight, took much longer than

expected to become a standard. It has been

about four years since I first heard about the

standard, and yet very little software is on

shelves that contains the MFC logo. Worse yet,

many software titles are on shelves that bear

the MPC logo but do not run well on the

minimum MPC standard machine.

The MPC standard has gone out of date.

Today's applications require a faster, more
powerful machine than existed when the Ml'(

standard was defined. This has prompted the

MPC group to issue a new standard called

MPC2. I personally would not buy a CD-
ROM-equipped computer today which does

not meet the minimum requirements to be

classified as MPC2 compatible. If you are

thinking about upgrading your existing

computer, you may wish to think about buying

a whole new computer if it can not be brought

fully in line with the MPC2 standard, which is:

• IBM compatible computer with a 486/25 or

faster processor

• SVGA video display capable of 640x480,

65,000 colors

• Sound Card (with ability to play both midi

music and digitized sound, plus the ability to

mix multiple sound sources!

• 80 megabyte hard drive

• 350ms or faster seek time

• 300,000 characters per second data transfer rate

• Windows ?.l

• 4 megabytes of ram

'A "byte" means one character of information; one

letter or number. Programmers call them bytes. I

don't know why, but honest to gosh (I'm not making
this up), half a byte is a nibble. Nibbles are made up
of bits. Aren't programmers fun?

Midi is .1 very condensed way of storing musn. on

computers. It stores music in a form which is based on

the piano. Instead ot storing a song according to how
the song viundcd, it stores it as a sequence ot notes,

somewhat like a piano roll. The same piano roll

played on two different pianos produces two very

different-sounding songs. The notes arc the same but

the instrument sounds different. Midi is popular with

computers because it uses very little data to represent

long songs. Midi can only be used for music though; it

is useless tur speech or sound effects.

*When computers need to reproduce speech or sound

effects, such as a horn honking, they record sound

digitally. Ibis is the exact same process that is used for

digital music on CDs. 1[ takes a lot of data for a very

short amount of sound, but you can record and
playback anything. Early sound cards, like the Adlib,

did not have the capability of playing digitized sound.

^Have you ever seen a mixer panel that bands use?

Your computer has several individual pieces ot

hardware, each of which produces *>und. TTies are:

the internal speaker, the CD ROM drive, the IM
Synthesizer on the sound card, the digitized sound

sampler on the sound card, and the microphone you

might have plugged into your sound card. All ot these

would need a separate set of speakers unless the sound

were somehow "mixed" together. Ml'( -compatible

sound cards have a mixer built onto the card.

\NlERACTION Magazine



Top secret computer pigs from he

are invading computers everywhere.'

These Playing Piggies know that the really cool games require the right tools.

That's why they call Insight for all their computer needs.

Joysticks

ThrustMaster Weapons Control System Mark II .'89

The function of the Keyboard is m your left hand while your

nght hand controls the (oystick Fulty programmable mmthwsti

CH Joystick '39

Games
We have all the new, hot titles.

Call Insight for the lowest prices available!

Speakers
Yamaha Stereo Speakers l119
The ability to reproduce clear and powerful sound at the low

end of the Hertz scale is what sets these speakers apart from

all others. yhystiiioh

Sound Cards
Creative Labs Sound Blaster 16 ASP *209

MMCLSBP1S

Creative Labs Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe.. ..'125

MMCISBPOU

Pro AudioSpectrum 16 *169

True 16 Bit CD stereo sound. Up to 44kHz. Compatible with

Sound Blaster. Microsoft Windows 3 1 and MPC miMVPfloi6

Monitors
17" Insight Monitor $749
Flat, square antiglare screen, up to 1280x1024. non-inter-

laced, 28mm dot pitch. MRP II certified chi7«oof

17" Hitachi SuperScan™ Monitor »949

Flat, square screen, up to 1280x1024. non-interlaced. 28mm
dot prtch, MRP II certified ctmes

15" Insight Monitor *399

Flat, square antiglare screen, up to 1024x768, non-inter-

laced. 28mm dot pitch. MRP II certified cm imi

• C H Insight
Pnce and avatttmty subfect lo change wtthout nonce 30-Oay Guarantor and

Your Direct Source for

Computers, Hardware & Software

800-755-3894
Call 24 hours a day and don't forget to ask

for your FREE Insight Catalog

Direct, Inc., 1912 W. 4th St., Tempe, AZ 85281
1 Yew Warranty have some restrictions Stopping not refundable Al

CD-ROM Drives

Talon DS-200 CD-ROM mwrn. *399

245ms mufti-spin access time . 64K buffer. 330KB transfer rate.

Includes SCSI controller and FREE Software Fractals.

Adventures and National Parks MPC Photo CD compatible

ODTADS200K

Hard Drives

250MB IDE Bare Kit *229 16 Bit Kit *249

Western Digital. 12ms 3.5" 1"H wdksoa

340MB IDE Bare Kit *299 16 Bit Kit *319

Western Digital. 12ms 3.5' 1*H wdjmoa

MultiMedia Kits

Fusion Double CD 16 System ««* $19
Double Speed CD-ROM. PC stereo sound card, amplified

speaker system, and lots of CD Software. MW
Reveal w/ 20 FREE CD Titles $49

MMRVHFXM

Reveal w/ 8 FREE CD Titles
s399

320ms access time, double speed. 300KB transfer rate,

multi-session, photo CD ready SC400 true 16-bit stereo

sound card. RS250 speakers, built-in microphone headset,

stand alone microphone and installation video.

602-902-1 176, Fax 602-902-1 180
are the properties ot the* respective owners O ewght Orect. Inc 12/93



The MPC2 standard has not been well-

publicized. It is rare to sec it even mentioned in

computer advertisements. This has to change if

great software is to emerge. There is too much
confusion in the market now. I have been
around PCs since the beginning and am
uncertain when buying most software whether
or not it will run on my computer. This means
the market for CD-based products isn't as large

as it should be. Sierra is committed to shipping

great CD-based products and may stop
producing floppy based product within 24
months. I hope the confusion stops soon.

Buying a new computer, or upgrading your
current computer, is not easy. Assuming you
can afford it, and have made the decision to get

i ( I)-ROM drive, here are my thoughts. If you
have a 286- or a 386-based computer, you
should look into upgrading to a faster

processor, or consider buying a whole new
computer. Fully-equipped MPC2 computers
with 486DX2/66 processors can be had for

under $3,000, if you look around.

What to Buy and Where to Shop

Make sure you get an MPC-compatible
sound card. The SoundBlaster is not MPC-
compatible, but the SoundBlaster Pro is. Ask
before you buy, you really do need to shop
carefully. There are many great sound cards out

there. 'Hie problem area is in compatibility with

today's DOS-based games and education
products. I would not purchase a sound card

which is not SoundBlaster- or ProAudio-
compatible. In fact, if I were adding a ( I)

ROM drive to an existing computer, my
preference would be for a multimedia upgrade

kit which would come with both the CD-ROM
drive and sound card, preferably from either

Creative Labs (SoundBlaster) or MediaVision

(ProAudio). You will spend somewhere
between $400 and $500 to upgrade. And, this

will be without an amplifier or speakers.

You will not be able to run many popular

programs if you do not buy a double-speed

drive. You can save money by buying a

single-speed drive, and you will be able to run

most of what is on the market today, but it

will be obsolete in a year. Also, make sun
that the seek time is under 350ms. You can
save money on buying a drive with a slower

seek time, but it may not run many CD-ROM
titles correctly.

When it comes time to buy a CD-ROM drive-

upgrade kit, stop by your nearest software

retailer. Many, such as Software Etc. and
Babbages, sell CD-ROM upgrade kits. I would
also pick up Computer Shopper and make
some phone calls. Do not buy anything from

someone who won't be patient with you. Ask
lots ot questions''. You also may want to buy

from a retailer who will install the upgrade for

you. IBM-compatible computers can be
extremely confusing when it comes to hardware
conflict. It is not uncommon upon installing a

CD ROM drive to have some other part ot

your computer that worked fine before stop

working, such as your joystick, printer, hard
drive or modem. You will also find that the

device driver software for your CD-ROM drive

stops some programs you are now running
from working, due to a lack of memory. I can't

reinforce enough that, unless you really know
what you are doing, you should focus more on
finding a retailer who will patiently answer all

your questions, both before and after purchase,

than on saving $50.

Software Availability

Once you have upgraded your computer,
you are ready to run multimedia software. The
bad news, after all this work, is that there really

aren't as many great programs as you would
think. Ask your retailer what is good before

you buy. I purchased my CD-ROM equipped
computer from a mail-order company that gave

25 free CDs along with my purchase. What
garbage!!!! Not one of the CDs has spent more
than five minutes in my computer. Some
companies are making money by simply
spinning pictures and putting them on CD
along with some lame text databases.

A CD can be awesome when it's used
properly. One product that we will be shipping

dames like the science-fact strategy simulation
( >uipnst take advantage of Super VC,A on CI).

The opening cartoon on the CI) version of
Kind's truest VI weighs in at over 40 meg.

Actors like Tim Curry draw you right into the
story on the CD version of (..ibrici Knight.

by the time this article comes out just blows me
away. It is called Gabriel Knight, and is a game
which features actors I am extremely proud to

have been able to work with; Tim Curry (best

known for Rocky Horror Picture Show}, Mark
Hamill {Star Wars) and Michael Dorn (Star

Trek: The Next Generation).

Another hot CD is Outpost, which will be
released early next year. All of Outpost's
animation was rendered in Super VGA. It is

worth buying Outpost just to see the cool

visions of space. Obviously, I am biased
towards Sierra products, but several of our
competitors have great products as well. Just

make sure you talk to your retailer before
spending your money and you'll be okay.

What New Hardware is Coming
I hate it every time I have to upgrade my

computer. It is expensive and a pain. I wish I

could say that if you bring your machine up
to MPC2 standard, that you are safe from the

need to upgrade for a while. Not true. My
guess is that the next trend will be toward
video cards which contain graphic
decompression hardware. Even 300,000
characters per second won't give your
computer the data transfer rate required to

play true full-screen movies. There are ways
to compress graphics so compactly that

300,000 per second can work. The most
popular technique requires extra hardware in

your computer that does MPEG decom-
pression. Sierra is talking to several video

card companies that want us to put MPEG
compressed graphics into our games. We are

also talking to sound card companies that are

bringing out cards that have incredible sound

quality. You can also expect to see games
from us next Christmas which accept spoken

input in addition to mouse commands. All of

this is a long way from being "standard,"

though - so don't worry, you've got plenty ot

time before you may want to consider
upgrading.

The Bottom Line

So, the bottom line is as follows. The hottest

software in the years ahead will be shipped on

( I). It is expensive to upgrade to a CD-ROM
drive, partially because you need a new sound

card as well. You need to use extreme caution

as you make your purchase, as this is a new
standard which is still evolving, and it is easy to

get caught with already obsolete hardware. The
payoff is in the product. To run software that

pushes your computer to the limit, vou need a

CD-ROM drive.

dood Luck!

Kenneth A. Williams

(,'hairman/CEO. Surra On-line Inc.

Most retailers won't know what you're talking about
if you ask them whether or not the CD-ROM drive or

sound card you arc considering is up to MPC-2

spccifu.it ions. Ask: Is it a double speed drive? Is the

data transfer rate greater than }00,000 bytes per

second? Is the sound card SoundBlaster- or I'roAudio

compatible? Does it have a mixer? Is it compatible
with Windows? What products does it work with?

Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation

INTERACTION Magazine



^ COMMIT TO ~£c EXCELLENCE ^1

Front page sportS

ITS MINUS 25 DEGREES,

WINDS ARE HOWLING AT 45 MPH
AND THERE'S TWELVE FEET

OF SNOW ON THE GROUND.

FOOTBALL ANYONE?
That's right Football. Yeah, in this

weather. What are you a wimp?

This is how football was meant

to be played.

~
Front Page

Sports:

Football Pro

is the real

thing.

For the die-hard fan who lives for

Sunday afternoons and can't stand

the thought of the

off-season.

You're not just coach for

a day. You run the

whole league for the

whole season with real

NFL rosters and stats.

You're in charge.

You're the coach so you

control everything, from

designing your own

plays to signing free

agents and making

hades. There's even

a college draft!

Sub in and out whenever you want.

Design uniform colors.

This is your chance to

prove you can coach

your way out of a

paper bag.

i

So pick your team,

call the plays, and

watch your players

spin, flip, dive and

risk career-ending

injuries.

Front Page Sports: Football Pro.

So real, you'll wish you were

wearing a helmet

Available at retail tor IBM/compatibles.

Or call! -800-757-7707.

Dynamix*
^^ D1DT rtC TUt CIEDQ1 C1UII VPART Of THE SIERRA FAMILY

Officially licensed product of the NFL Players Associates TM OR ® ARE TRADEMARKS OF. OR LICENSED TO DYNAMIC, INC. O • 1993 DYNAMX INC



Hi everyone! This is going to be about the

new game OntpOSt. I spoke with Brute Balfour,

the author, who said I should make sure to

mention that it is a serious "science-tact" based

interstellar colonization game.

What happens is there is a huge asteroid

heading toward the Karth. When the asteroid

hits, it will create another ice age. The people

on Earth send off long-range probes that

monitor star systems, and seek gtxxl locations

to start I colony. You get to build and equip

your own ship, but you only have a limited

amount of money and room on the ship. You

have to limit what you can buy. After that you

fly to Jupiter and get fuel. By this time the

probes have come back and you can choose I

solar system to colonize.

This takes around SO to 60 years, so

everyone gets their metabolisms slowed (not

frozen). When you get there you choose a

planet and location for you to start your

colony. Then you launch lasers to blow away

small meteors (no atmosphere to burn them

upl, and solar collectors for energy. Then you

send down automated robots to start building

things, and later everyone goes down to live on

the planet surface, except for a small group of

rebels that start their own colony. And yes, you

can have more than one colony.

Not everything is fun and games, though.

You have to keep the population happy and

employed. There's WO MI'H winds, and solar

flares that can destroy your colony. Eventually

your colony starts making advances. So you

Outpost's 3-D rendered graphics look

incredibly realistic.

start up space travel again and colonize nearby

planets. If you get far enough you can

terraform your planet (make an atmosphere).

Now here are all the cool things about

Outpost: 1. The graphics arc all 3-D rendered

so they look incredibly realistic (it's really

amazing —they art all Super VGA). 2. There

are going to be add-on disks coming out later.

3. This is Sierra's first strategy game and is

By Chris Williams

better then any others (this is unbiased—
almost). 4. It's going to be made multiplayer

and put on The ImagiNation Network
(formerly TSN).

I'm sorry for not being able to answer my
mail. We (my family) just moved to Seattle and

I haven't had time to respond; I'll try to answer

them as soon as I find them. Here's something

cool, (iabrtel Knight has gotten Tim Curry,

Michael Dorn (Wort on Star Trek: The Next

Generation), and Mark Hamill (I.ukc

Skywalkcr) as voices for characters in the CD
version of the game.

New games: Well, let's see here... we have

Phantasmagoria; a sequel to The Incredible

Machine which is Incredible Toons being more

cartoonish, featuring such characters as Al E.

Cat, Sid Mouse, Bik Dragon, Eunice Elephant,

Hildegard Hen, and Muscle Rat plus more!!

(I sound like a game show host!) Then there's

Police Quest: Open Season, and Quest for

Glory: Shadows of Darkness. Plus my mom
has started writing the next King's Quest

(Rosella is back!) and that will, supposedly, be

out by Christmas of next year.

Oh, and just so that you don't flip out, we

only moved the management part of Sierra, not

all of it. Version 2.3 of The ImagiNation

Network will be out soon with some cool new

games; Trivia, \DGotf, Stratego, Spades, and

h.uchre (don't ask me how that's pronounced).

Well that's it, see you in Spring. V

Customer Service & Technical Support

Extended Holiday Hours!
From December 6, 1993 to February 5, 1994

HOURS: Monday thru Friday: 7 am to 7 pm PT. Saturday: 8 am to 5 pm PT

To serve you faster and more efficiently, Customer Service has specialized Post

Office Boxes for your inquiries:

Orders:
Patch Disks:

%
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"j4 Sewcn,'*, ^team &ome> ^icte!"
Linda Bordelon, Dress Shop 2.0 owner, Longwood, Florida

The Bestselling Sewing Software has just Gotten Better! Announcing DRESS SHOP 2.0, which offers a complete

custom fit in minutes. Now with exciting new design options for creating hundreds of style variations.

IT'S EASY AS PIE!

First, get someone to help take your measurements.

Next, load DRESS SHOP 2.0 into your computer and

type in your measurements. Select the pattern, and the

options you want. A cuffed shirt sleeve? No problem. A
V-neck — how deep? Want a pointed collar or a Peter

Pan? The program will fit the collar to the neckline you

just designed. Then just turn on your printer, and print.

ALMOST LIKE BEING A DESIGNER!
Mix and match more than 40 ready-made patterns.

Sleeves, necklines, collars, pleats, cuffs, waistbands all

included! Specify the ease you want in each garment -

you can wear your clothes from skin-tight all the way to

extra baggy. It's the next best thing to being a

professional designer!

For MS-DOS and Macintosh computers. Works with any printer, single

sheet or tractor feed, narrow or wide carriage.

"I've never had a pants pattern that really fit my body
until I started using Dress Shop 2.O."

Helen Parkinson. Benoit, Mississippi

"I enjoy sewing again instead of dreading all

the alterations." ..

.

- , . . , „
TiKio Damewood, Independence, Konsos

DRESS SHOP 2.0 & euuuiaMe at nuuuf tafaoxvie and fa&tic atoneb tuzUaKUude.

DRESS SHOP 2.0 $129 95 DRESS SHOP 2.0 Basic Four $79.95 Individual Patterns $29 95

To order send a check or money order in U.S. funds, plus shipping and handling

Rico, Virgin Islands, Canada, Mexico; $28 all other foreign). California residents

Send orders to: UVINGSOFT P.O. Box 970 Janesville, CA 96114-0970

For more information or lo order by phone, call:

(800) 626-1262 or (916) 253-2700

Visa, Master Card, Discover, and school PO's accepted.

($6 for 48 states; $14 for Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto

add 7.25% sales tax.

01993 LrvingSoft, Inc. Dress Shop ond LrvingSoft ore registered trademarks of LrvingSoft, Inc.

Pockoging and advertising designed by tori LeBoy Design Studio, Los Angela !

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
If you don't get o wonderful fit, or ore unhappy wirh MESS
SHOP 2.0 for any other reason, simply return the product

within 90 days for a full refund of the purchase price In

addition, if the product proves to be defective within one

year from the date of purchase, UVINGSOfT will correct the

problem or refund the purchase price — NO EXCEPTIONS.



Macintosh Game Lock-Ups Solved with

Free Patch Disk

We recently discovered a programming
problem that will cause lock-ups when you

run your Sierra 256-Color adventure games.

When four Mac's clock is reporting a date

<>t September IS, 199? or later, you may
experience problems while attempting to

play your Sierra game. As a quick check to

see if this is the lock-up problem you're

experiencing, go into your Control Panel,

select the Alarm (lock Control Panel, and
change the date to September 17, 199.}, or

earlier. Try starting your Sierra game alter

sitting the date.

If you're able to play the game now,
then Sierra has a patch disk that will

correct the lock-up problem. If you have a

modem, you can download the patch from
the Sierra BBS. The BBS number is 209-

683-446.V Go to the Macintosh I ibr.m of

tiles and download the file M( DA 1 1 SI I

This patch is also available for download
by America On-line, CompuServe, and
< .1 me members.

Sierra will also send you the patch disk

free of charge. To obtain the disk, please

write to our Patch Disk Department and
request the MCD.VI I patch disk. The
address is: Sierra On-line, Patch Disks,

Dept. 10, P.O. Box 485, Coarscgold. ( A
9^614. You can also fax vour request to

209-683-3633. label your fax ATTN:
Patch Disks Dept. 10.

In your written correspondence, please

remember to include your name, address,

daytime telephone number, and the specific

request for the M( DA 1 1 patch. We will be
more than happy to send this patch to you as

soon .is possible. Once you receive the patch,

there will be complete instructions on the

disk that will outline how to apply the patch
to your Sierra game. Note; Mac games from
Dynamix and Brightstar are not affected.

Outpost Visits World Science Fiction

Convention

Sierra Producer-Designer Bruce Balfour

unveiled his new game. Outmost, at the 5 1st

World Science fiction ( (invention in San
FrancitCO recently. OutpOSi is .1 strategy

simulation ot space colonization. The
reaction to Outpost was favorable from
Karthlings and Non-Farthlings alike, with

nine out of ten Komulans declaring Outpost

their favorite strategy game ever. When you
consider how difficult it is to please a

Romulan, this is even more impressive. Pick

up Outpost in March, 1994.

The colonization stars/rip. in iirlnt aroundJupiter,
is being prepared for launch to a distant ( )ulposi

.

Sierra's 900 Hint Line Expands Services

What are the most burning questions ever

asked of ex-LAPD chief I >.irvl I . ( ,ates? And
how did he answer them? Now you can find

out through a new service offered on our
900 hint line. When you call, just follow the

prompts with your touch-tone phone.
Normal rates apply. See page 10 for details.

Strategy Plus Employee of the Month:

Sierras Josh Mandel?

They call him "Sierra's hottest up-and-
coming game designer." But you'll want to

read all about it yourself in this month's
Strategy Plus magazine. In a candid
interview, Freddy Pharkas' co-designer
tells all. You'll learn things like how he got

his job at Sierra, how he got nicknamed
Josho, and why he smells like Al I owes
feet. It just couldn't have happened to a

nicer guy. Oh! If only we'd thought of it

first. Congratulations, you nut.

Sierra Wins Laurels from A Wide Range

of Critics

Sierra On-I.inc has always been the game
company the competitors try to beat. Ifns year,

critics far and wide have showered us with

kudos for an array of Sierra and Dynamix
games. Here's a listing of a few of them:

Freddy Pharkas

Best State-of-the-Art Adventure,

Electronics Games

Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers

Best of Show, Computer Electronics Show

King's Quest V
1993 Reader's Choice Award, PC World

Computer Gaming World has also
nominated four of the hottest titles from
Sierra, Dynamix, and The ImagiNation
Network for its coveted annual awards.
The winners will be announced in

November. The nominees for 1993 are:

Adventure: Quest for Glory III (Sierra)

With most adventure games you play once
and you're done. When you finish QFGI1I,
it's time to play again! In this exotic fantasy

adventure set in a mythical Africa, you can
battle, steal, or conjure your way to success

as one of three different types of heroes: a

Fighter, a Thief, or a Magic User. To win,

you must push your imagination to its

limits! "Frankly, it's hard to believe Sierra

can top this efforx."-White Wnlf Magi/me

Simulation: Aces of the Pacific (Dynamix)

An incredibly detailed flight simulator

which covers carrier operations, torpedo

attacks, anti-ship and ground strikes,

interceptor and escort missions, as well as

dogfights against top historical aces in

W.W.II. Its incredibly detailed manual
contains historical notes, photos, maps.
pilot profiles, tactics, technical spec-
ifications, and color illustrations. "Aces of
the Pacific is smooth, solid, and handsome
—the best air combat game I've en-
countered. "-Computer Shopper

Sports: Front Page Sports: Football ( Dynamix i

A wonderfully comprehensive simu-
lation that lets you tackle football, from
drafting teams and forming leagues to

designing plays and running the action on
the field. Its elaborate artificial intelligence

notes patterns and counteracts player
strategies, learning as it plays. It can even

calculate areas of weakness and exploit

them. "I I'S: Football is one of the most
visually stunning and realistic simulations

of the sport I have ever played."

-Video Games & Computer Entertainer

m
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ImagiNation is the gateway to Yserhius top right).

On-Line Games: Shadow of Yserbius

(The ImagiNation Network)

Meet the challenge alone or form your
own band of heroes in a multiplayer
environment where thousands of
adventurers meet, team up, and venture
forth into the shadowy world ot Yserbius.

Players build their characters' strength,

endurance, and abilities. They complete
quests, acquire spells, and advance in level.

Strategy Plus calls The Shadow of
Yserbius "a champion among multiplayer

fantasy games."

INTEIWC770/V Magazine



WHICH ON-LINE SERVICE
HAS REAL PEOPLE PLAYING ALL

THE IMAGINATION NETWORK!
Chatting with your friends and staying up all night playing games Call 1-800-743-7721 for details on ImagiNation, or see one of the

is fun. But have you ever done it on-line, and in real-time? Well, now retailers listed below and we'll see you on-line,

you can with ImagiNation available at your favorite software retailer.

Inside this box you will find your passport to all the adventure and

new friends that are waiting for you on-line.

All you need to get on-line is at least a 386 computer, VGA monitor,

2400 baud modem, and ImagiNation which is now available from your

software retailer. It already comes with a $20 usage credit that gives

you plenty of time to explore your new world for FREE. ImagiNation Is Available At These Fine Stores.

BaDDages €GGH&D90Pr*ASee.V sOr I vVAnc C*
Incredible

Universe

Computer
City

TM indicates a trademark of The ImagiNation Network • Code Number 481 • 01993 The ImagiNation Network All Rights Reserved



Decisions Behind the Scenes of

Police Quest: Open Season
Decisions, decisions, decisions. Before most projects are complete, a myriad of
decisions has been made, and Police Quest: Open Season it tto exception. These
decisions started when Ken Williams decided to approach Daryl dates. Now why
would he do that* And why did Daryl Gates agree to involve himself with a
computer game? Since inquiring minds want to know, we thought that answers to
these questions, and other tidbits of information, might he of interest.

"The final decision to go with Gates
came when Ken took .1 trip to Let Angela
to see the man personally. The press had
sort of painted the guy as .1 real dictator, so

Ken really didn't expect to like him, but the

impression Ken came away with was very

favorable. Gates' actions were those of .1

perfect gentleman, and he was a real

personable family kind of guy. Ken didn't

really agree with Cites on everything, but

he has always liked people with strong

opinions backed up with conviction.

"Ken also took note ot the commercial
appeal ot Gates around this time. His radio

show on I.A's talk radio station was quickly

becoming one of the most listened to.

despite what the press had to say about the

guy, and his book Chief was selling quite

well. Ken is also a fan of Rush Limbaugh,
and when the first caller to Gates' show
started with the customary "Dittos"
greeting that Rush usually receives, I think

Ken was at the turning point.

"Perhaps the single funniest thing I can
think of that helped sway Ken's opinion,

though, was ,1 magazine story on Daryl
< i.ites with a picture of the Chief surfing ott

the California coast. Ken figured that any
60-plus year-old guy who took the time to

go surfing each morning can't be all bad. so

he made the mental decision to sign him.

"In the end, I think Ken sort of came to

the opinion that Gates had been pinned as

the fall guy for the whole I A Riot thing.

The politics of it all made Ken that much
more interested in Gates, and seemed |ust

one more reason why Gates had the insight

into how our law enforcement organ-
izations really run. He decided the whole
controversy over Gates would ultimately

help the game sell better."

• did America's most experienced—and
< •mtriiveniat—cop wind up at Sierra}

Why Ask Daryl Gates?
When Ken Williams first thought of

approaching Daryl Gates for Police Quest:
Open Season, John Williams was a key player

in the decision. John, who is also Ken's
brother, gave us the following personal insight.

"The decision to use Gates wasn't an e.is\

one. This was well over a year ago now, and
the film clips of I A burning on CNN were
still pretty fresh in everyone's memory. A lot

ot Sierra people come from the Lot Angeles

area so there were some pretty strong
negative opinions against Gates early on. But
the more Ken learned about the Chief, the

more he got to like him, and really believed

that he was the right man for the job.

"Ken continued to talk to Gates and a

handful of other notable law enforcement
professionals over the next few months, but

despite conversations with less controversial

men, the decision kept coming back to the

Chief. When you figure that Gates was with

the I.A Police Force for 43 years, and you
think about the ways that I.A has changed in

that time, you get I real feel for what he brings

to the table. His involvement in the Hillside

Strangler case's is pretty well known, and of

course he had a bird's eye view of the I A Riots

of 1992. Rut Gates was also part of the

Manson Family murder investigations, and he

headed field operations during the Watts Riots.

His time in the streets stretched from the

building of the first I .A freeways to the first

freeway shootings, and he's been everything

from a patrol cop to the police chief. If »r
wanted perspective on things, we couldn't find

a Utter man than Gates. He had the inside

story on every investigation that Ken had read

about in the Los Angeles newspapers. The
decision quickly boiled down to a choice
between dates and a well-known author.

/ ammy Dargan, a former producer for

America's Mm Wanted, leads the protect.

MJERACTIOM Magazine



Marketing the Game
While Police Quest: Open Season was

still in development, the box design
process began with these guidelines: "this

fourth installment of the Police Quest
scries must be more realistic, more like-

real life, set in a real big city—and all this

must be portrayed on the box." Writers

and artists set to work and produced
various elements that the designer
combined into three finished samples.
Feedback was solicited from the field

sales team, from marketing gurus, from

the product development team, and from
top management. That's a lot of people,

and they had a lot of opinions. Debate
raged. Alterations were hammered out
and incorporated. As a final step, the

Brand Manager and Marketing Research

Specialist took three versions to two
different software stores and solicited

opinions from customers and retail

clerks. Comments from customers tilted

the final choice.

Of the three boxes, which are pictured

here, the file folder lost overwhelmingly.

There was a split vote between the city

scene and the bloody hand. Parents often

had .1 side comment about the emphasis

on blood, and we ended up leaning away
from that presentation.

( •ates coached the actors on accurate police

procedures and weapon handling.

Photorealism in the Game
Designer Tammy Darg.in, who has been .1

producer tor segments on TV'i America's
Most Wanted, talked about the decision to

use real photography rather than more
traditional painted backgrounds. She and
teammate cameraman Rod Fung drew on
their knowledge of state-of-the-art photo
technology when asked to come up with
photorealism. They knew about digital

photography but weren't sure if it could be

incorporated into a computer game. After

much research, though, they found cameras
and software to put to a very unique use. To
their knowledge this is the first use of digit. il

cameras in any computer game.

When we say realism, we mean you

walk the streets of LA
The result is they really created I 01

Angeles on screen. This is not |iist a rendition

of I.A in some way, but photography of the

real city. Daryl Gates was involved to make
sure the plot and procedures were real, and
the new camera placed the action in the real

city he knows. If you enter a small apartment,

you'll be entering a real small apartment.
Your computer at home—which will have to

be at least a 386/25, but they suggest a

386/33—is going to give you a very real look

and feel for police work in I.A.

l-xacting investigation methods combine with

a story ripped from today's headlines.

The first victim—your ex-partner—was found

in an alley at ? a.m., tortured and mutilated.

Practice on the pidue shooting range before

you have to face off against street thugs.

Daryl I . (-ales investigated such cases as the

Hillside Strangler and the \Uutson murders.

Why Daryl Gates Agreed
former I.AIM) Chief D.irvl I. dates,

during a forty-three year career in law
enforcement, started as a rookie and moved
up through the ranks to become Chief of the

Department. In the months after he agreed

to work on Police Quest: Often Season for

Sierra On-I.ine he identified several of his

reasons tor becoming involved.

Increased understanding

He sees Police Quest: Open Season as an

opportunity to help people get a more
realistic view of the police. All too often

people form their impressions from TV and

movies, viewpoint! that Chid dates feels are

false, and he believes that even law
enforcement officers arc going to be

surprised at the realism of Open Season.

Following proper police procedures gives the

player a real taste of what it's like to be a

detective gathering information, sorting

through collected material, and securing

proper evidence for a court of law. Chief

( i. lies hopes that understanding will help

overcome some of the wariness people often

teel about the police and will offer a better

appreciation of what officers face on the job.

D.A.R.K. - Drug Abuse Resistance Education

Chief dates is very strong in his support ot

the D.A.K.I-'.. program. "One of the reasons I'm

very anxious to do this particular game is that

Sierra On I me is giving .1 plug to D.A.R.F.

Nine million kids every single day have the

D.A.R.F. program in this country, and it's

spread throughout the entire world."

Drug Abuse Resistance Education began in

Lot Angeles ut> schools badt in 1983 as a

program that put police officers in the

classroom for a 17-leUOn-COUTie on ho\s to

say "no" to drugs. Chief dates again: "A
couple of things happen there. Not only do the

kids learn how to say 'no' and how to resist

peer pressure, but they develop an incredible

relationship with that police officer. They find

out that a police officer is a warm, friendly

human being, and that's going to have a lasting

impact on those kids. When they grow up

they'll look at a police officer and remember
that police officer in the classroom."
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PO Box 234

Rochester VT 05767
Call 800-699-4263

Int'l 802-767-3033

Fax 802-767-3382

S-10017

Visa & MC Accepted. Checks Held 4
Weeks. Money Orders Treated as Cash.
Offer, price, and availability subject to

change. Compatibility guaranteed.
Shipping charges non-refundable.

Shipping Charges: Overnight within US $4
per order. Canada, PR, HI. AK, APO. FPO
$4 per order. Europe, S. America, Africa,

Asia Air Mail $6 per item. COD within US
only add $8. Most Items Shipped Same Day.

Shipping Times not guaranteed.

Handling S2 per shipm

HAND OF FATE-

is the second title

—* in the Fables and

Fiends series Fol-

low an offbeat

*
young mystic, who
must voyage to the

»*- center of the worldm t-
*rm to undo a hideous

£ curse Contains

hours of fun for

all the Legend
of Kryandia fans.

4 / Features unforget-

table characters

and awesome
graphics $34

COMPANIONS flf
COMPANIONS
OF XANTH
Explore PiersWtww^ ~*^R

^ V , *«

Anthony's magical

world of mystic

wonders and be-

St Via come a player in a

game where the

(take* are the ex-

nflPSE

istence of magic

itself Interact with

Elves. Ogres.

Demons. Cen-^ITBl^ taurs, a serpentine

Naga princess,

and the deadly

Gap Dragon $36

LANDS OF
LORE' The dark

army encroaches.

King Richard falls

and Scotia beck-

ons you ... laugh-

ing In her mad
quest for power.

Scotia has rav-

aged the Kingdom

.

She seeks the

throne yet it etude*

her. She's getting

desperate and
mean. Can you
stop her? Do you

even dare to9 $36

LABYRINTH OF TIME' is an epic fantasy of time travel

and adventure on CD The legendary King Minos has
commissioned a Labyrinth bndomg both time and space To

stop him. you must enter the Labyrinth and marapUate the very

fabric of hstory by staring chains of events into motion $39

IBM HARDWARE

Acoustic Research P22 $79

Acoustic Research P42S159
Acoustic Rsearch P570S319

Acoustic Rsearch P6225239
AdLib Sound Card $34

Adfib Gok) Sound Card $99
Adv Gravis Ultrasound $129

CH Weapon Control Sys $44
Cardinal 16 Pro $146

Fighter Slick $79
Flighl Stick $36

Flight Stick Pro $57

Maxx Cobra Flightstick $54
Media Concept $59
Pilot Control Stand $20
Pro Audio Spectrum 16 $149

Pro Audio Spectrum S1 29

Sound Blaster 16 ASP $219
Sound Blaster Deluxe $89
SBlaster Discovery 16 $469
SBIaster Discovery 8 $399
SBIastr Edutainment 16S519
SBIaster Edutainment 8$448

SBIastr Omni CD ROM $280
Sound Blastr Speakers $24

Sound Blaster Pro Dtx $124
Snd Blaster Voice Editor $54

Sound Galaxy BX2 $65
Sound Galaxy NX2 $79
Sound Galaxy NXPRO $119

Snd Galaxy NXPRO 16S169
Snd Galaxy Multimedia $399

Snd Galaxy 16 Mmedia$499
Sound Machine $94

Thrustmastr Dnvng Sys$129

Thrustmaster FCS Pro $99
Thrustmaster Flight Sys $59
Thrustmastr Game Card $27
Thrustmastr Rudder Sys $99

Thrustmaster WCS 2 $94
Video Blaster $349

Virtual Pilot $61

Voice Blaster $64

IBM ADVENTURE

Alone in the Dark $35
Alone in the Dark 2 $36
Altered Destiny $29
Amazon $29
Amazon Trail $32

Animation Classics $39
Batman Returns $32
Beverly Hillbillies $30

Btoodnet $42

Bloodstone $34

Blue Force: Next of Km S42
Companion of Xanth $36

Day of the Tentacle $34

Deia Vu 142 WIN $28

Discoveries ot the Deep $37
Dragon Knight 3 $49

Dragon's Sphere $42
Dreamweb $36
Elf $24

Epic $32
Eric the Unready $21

Flashback $29
Gateway $32

Gateway 2 Homework) $34
Hand of Fate $34

Heaven and Earth $32
Hired Guns $32

Homey D. Clown $27
Hook $32
Indy Jones 4 Fate Atlant $36
Innocent Until Caught $38
Inspector Gadget $34

Island of Dr Quandry $26
Isle of the Dead $38

Jack the Ripper $39
Jagged Alliance $48

King's Ransom $38

Kronofog : Nazi Paradox $42
Leather Goddesses 2 $42

Legend of Kyrandia $32
Merchant Pnnce $39

Metal Mutant $32
Nebulas $27

IBM ADVENTURE

Out of this World $36
Pnnce of Persia 2 $44

Return of the Phantom $37

Return to Zork $44

Rex Neblr Cos Gen Ben $34
Rex Nebular Master Edit $52
Ringworld $35

Sam & Max Hit Road $38
Secret Monkey Island $23

Secret Monkey Island 2 $38
Secret of 7th Labynnth $42
Shadow Caster $52

Simon the Sorcerer $32
Spellcasting 301 $34

Star Trek 25th Anniver $36
Star Trek Judgment Rite $38

Starship $38
Surf Ninias $37

Terminator Rampage $38
Terror of the Deep $36
The Dig $45
Under a Killing Moon $43
Where Amer Past CSO $37
Where in Europe CSD $29
Where Space CSD Dtx $44

Where in Time CSD $32
Where in USA CSD Dlx $45

Where in USA is CSD $29
Where in World CSD $32
Where in World CSD Dlx $52

IBM CD ROM

12 Roads to Gettsyburg $48

7th Guest $59
7th Guest 2:11th Hour $65
Aegis: Guardian of Fleet $54
Airworks Music Library $34

Alone in the Dark $48

Americans in Space $41

B17 w/ Silent Service 2 $42

IBM CD ROM

Backroad Racers $43

Btoodnet $48

Blue Force: Next of Km $42

Buzz Aldrin Race Space $59
Campaign $35

Castles 2 $50
Chaos Continuum $42

Chessmaniac 5 Bill & 1 $38
Chopper Pack $39

Conan $26
Conspiracy $44

Curse of Enchantia $26

Cyber Race $48

CyberSpace $38
Dark Seed $48

Day of the Tentacle $45

Discoveries of the Deep $37

Don Quixote $24

Dracula $48

Dracula Unleashed $51

Dragon's Lair $36
Dune $59
El Gnto Del Jaguar WIN $46

Eric The Unready $36
European Racers $44

Eye of the Beholder 3 $48
F15 Strike Eagle 3 $44

Fantasy Empires $45
Fascination WIN $39

Fatty Bear's Funpack $34
Great Naval Battles $55

Guy Spy $29

Hard Day's Night $29
Hell Cab $56

HiTech Aircraft $43

Hunters of Rafk $54

Indy Jones Fate Altantis $52
Iron Helix $60

Jack and the Beanstalk $34

Jersey Devil $34

Jet Pack $46

Jungle Book WIN $24

IBM CD ROM

Jutland $52

King's Ransom $38

Koshan Conspiracy $48

Labynnth $39
Lands of Lore $44

Lawn Mower Man $45

Legend of Kyrandia $44

Lord of the Rings $38

Mad Dog Mcree $32

Magic Death $26
Man Enough $48

Mantis Experiment Fgter$48

Mario is Missing $44

Microcosm $49

Mosaic Magic $34

Myst $64

Oshkosk 92 $39
Patrician $38

Protostar $44

NfM A- .snail $44

Return To Zork $48

Return of the Phantom $42
Ringworld $38

Rodney's Funscreen $46
Secret Monkey Island $39

Shadow of the Comet $48

Sherlock Holmes 1 or 2 $29

Sherlock Holmes 3 $51

Bhutto $29

Sim Ant $48

SimCrty $48

Sim Earth $48

Star Trek 25 Annrversary$59

Star Wars Chess $49

Stronghold $36

Team Yankee 2 $29

Terminator 2 Chesswar $27
Terror of the Deep $36

Ultima Underworld 1 & 2 $52

Under a Killing Moon $48
Who Killed Sam Rupert $21

World War 2 Pack $39
World of Xeen $42

IBM SIMULATIONS

A T P 2.0 $29
AT.A.C $30

AlOAvenger $46
A320 Airbus $44

AH-64 Helicopter $46
Air Duel $34

Air Warrior SVGA $35

Armour Geddon $32

Armoured Fist $52

Art of the Kill $26
Attack Pack $42

B17 Frying Fortress $19
Birds of Prey $32
Blue Max Aces Great War $6
Coaster $32

Cyber Race $42

Delta V $48

Elite Plus $19

Eye of the Storm Fit Sim $29
F117A Stealth Fighter $42

F153AcesPak $49
Ft 5 Strike Eagle III $41

F19 Stealth Fighter $12
Falcon 3 $48

Falcon 3 Seen 1 $24

Falcon 3 Seen 2 MiG 29 $33
Falcon 3 Seen 3 F/A 18 $35

Falcon 4 $59

Falcon AT $16

Fire a Forget 2 $30
Flat Top $48

Fleet Defender $48
Flight Planner $24

Flight Sim TootKrt $58

Fry the Grand Canyon $39
Grandest Fleet $36
Great Naval Battles $45
GNB America m Atlantic $21

GNB Super Ships of All $19
GNB Scenario Builder $28
Gunship $12
Gunship 2000 VGA $37
Gunship 2000 Scenario $24
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STAR WARS
REBEL ASSAULT
CO' Take control of

three Star Wars
vechiles in a vari-

ety of challenging

piloting, targeting,

and combat
scenarios in this

awesome CD ROM
game Defend

Tatooine from

Imperial attack,

challenge Walkers

on Hoth and com-

bat the Empire in

deep space $44

/
'—WHt II JHIM l<»ZORK

RETURN TO
ZORK' is the next

generation in the

classic Zork series

Return to Zork is an

amazing interac-

tive adventure of

danger, intrigue,

and low cunning.

Filled wrth fascinat-

ing puzzles. It fea-

tures a cast of Hol-

lywood stars, a

revolutionary inter-

face, over an hour

of spoken dialogue

4
•asfta

npocost

PRIVATEER' In

the far reaches of

space you live by

no man's rules but

your own Live the

life of a pirate mer-

chant
, or merce-

nary. Keep a

couple steps

ahead of the en-

emy and you're a

free man Explore

a complete uni-

verse with more
then SO bases and

planets in close to

70 systems $47

STAR TREK:
JUDGMENT
RITES' Captain's

Log stardate

6238 4 Vou're be-

ing watched. By
whom or what is

unknown, but

strange events are

happening. You're

a long way from

Starfleet command
and only you can

discover what is

challenging your

mind beyond your

nightmares $38

SIMCITY 2000
is the long awaited

follow up to

SimCity that

takes urban plan-

ning into the next

century SimCity

2000 adds a new
level of realism 4

sophisticated
gameplay. New
features include

underground water

and transportation

systems. 3D
views and SVGA
ry:i\,<- c S42

IBM SIMULATION IBM SIMULATION I IBM ROLE PLAYING I IBM STRATEGY IBM STRATEGY IBM BUNDLES

Harrier Assault $32

Harrier Assault SVGA $48

Heroes of the 357th $15

Indy Car Racing $39

Jet Fighter 2.0 $39

Jet Fighter 2 Miss Disk$19

Jump Jet $39

Jump Jet Aces Pack $50

Knights of the Sky $19

Ltghtspeed $9

Lunar Command $26

M.G29 $48

Mantis Experimental Ftr $28

Mantis Exp Speech Pak $19

Maximum OverKill $43

Max Overkill Miss 1 or 2 $28

Mechwamor 2 $42

MegaFortress $12

Megafortress Miss lor2 $26

Microsoft Flight Sim 5 $49

Pacific Strike $52

Pacific Stnke Spch Pak S18

Prrvateer S47

Privateer Special Ops $22

Prrvateer Speech Pack $17

Reach for the Skies $19

Sea Wolf $52

Seal Team $37

Seal Team $42

Secret Weap Luftwaffe $34

Secret Weap Exp 1-4 Ea$21

Shuttle $26

SkyChase $9

Speed Racer $36

Strike Commander $46

Stnke Com Spec Ops 1 $24

Strike Com Spch Pak $18

Stunt Island $37

Sub War 2025 $42

Syndicate $33

Tie Fighter $48

Tornado $48

Ultratxits Sanction Earth $36

Voice Command F 1 1 7A $18 Red Crystal $36

Voice CommndF15SE3 $18 Star Trek: Next Gen S46

Wing Commander $19 Stonekeep $52

W C Secret Miss 1 S 2 $20 Stronghold $39

Wing Commander 2 $48 Summoning $16

W C 2 Operation 1 or 2 $22 Ultima 7 Black Gate $46

WC2SpeechMod $13 Ultima 7 Forge of Virtue $18

Wing Commander Acad $34 Ultima 7 5 Serpent Isle $46

World Circuit $36 Ultima 7 5 Speech Pack $18

X-Wing $38 Ultima 7 5 Pi 2 Sil Seed $20

X-Wing Mission 1 or 2 $20 Ultima 8 Pagan $52

Yeager s Air Combat $21 Ultima 8: Speech Pack $17

IBM ROLE PLAYING

Ultima Underworld 2

Unlimited Adventures

Wizardry 7 Crusaders

$46

$33

$32

Arborea Jour Inner SancS34

Black Crypt $32

$44

IBM STRATEGY

Challenge of 5 Realms

Champions $37 \ Train $34

CHARACTER EDITORS $16 * Train Construction Set $23

Cobra Mission $42 fcrbucks 12 S34

Cyberspace $39 Ambush at Sohnor $42

Dark Sun $52 Ancient Art of War Sky $34

Darklands $37 Battles of Destiny $36

Darklands Master Edit $51 Breach 3 $36

Dungeon Hack $46 Campaign 2 $36

Dungeon Master 2 $36 Capitalist Pig WIN $19

Dusk of the Gods $24 Carriers at War $19

Elvira 2 Jaws Cerberus $19 Carriers War Const Kit $29

Eye of the Beholder 3 $21 Carriers at War 2 $42

Forgotten Castle $55 Castles 2 $36

Gryphon Masters Havlar $38 Civilization $38

Interactive Movie 1 S52 Civilization WIN $46

Legacy: Realm Of Terror $42 Clash of Steel $42

Loremaster $29 Command HO Classic $19

Loremaster $39 Conquer for Windows $39

Lure of the Temptress $37 Conquered Kingdoms $34

Metal and Lace $49 Conquered King Seen 1 $25

Might 4 Magic 5 $41 Crime City $13

Pirates Gold $42 Detroit $36

Prolostar $39 Dommus $39

Realms of Arkania $37 Dune 2 $32

El Fish $34

Empire Deluxe $35

Empire Deluxe Seen 1 $21

Empire Deluxe WIN $35

Fantasy Empires $42

Fields of Glory $42

Gettysburg $22

Global Domination $34

Harpoon 2 $52

Heirs to the Throne $36

Humans Insult to Injury $14

Lemmings 2: The Tnbes $35

Lost Admiral $19

Lost Admiral Seen Disk $23

Lost Admiral Enhanced $44

Master ol Orion $42

Nano Tank WIN $28

Napoteomcs $27

Perfect General $34

Perfect General Seen 1 $21

Perfect General Seen 2 $23

Ported General 2 $44

Populous $17

Populous 2 $26

Powermonger $34

Rag* to Riches $36

Railroad Tycoon 2 $42

Sk) Meir's Crvil War $58

Siege With Exp Disk $24

Sim Ant $32

Sim Ant Windows $34

Sim City 2000 $42

Sim City Classic $27

SimCity Classic Win $37

SimCity Graphic Set 1 $18

SimCity Graphic Set 2 $23

SimCity WIN $34

Simearth $34

Simearth WIN $34

Simlarm $41

Simlrfe $39

Simlife WIN $42

Smokin' Gun WIN $28

Space Hulk $38

Spaceward Ho 1 $38

Spaceward Ho' WIN $36

Special Forces $39

Star Control $29

Star Control 2 $36

Star Legions $12

Strategic Forces $9

Strike Squad $41

Sub Version $36

Task Force 1942 $39

Tegefs Mercenaries $19

Tegel's Mercenaries 2 $44

The Victory Pack $48

Unnatural Selection $38

Visions of Aftermath $24

Walls of Rome $39

War in the Gulf $34

Warlords $12

Warlords 2 $40

When Two Worlds War $34

IBM WAR GAMES

Action North Atlantic $19

Battles of Napoleon $24

Blood 4 Iron $52

Blue and the Grey $38

Dreadnoughts $34

Dreadnoughts Bismark $29

Dreadnoughts Deluxe $89

Dreadnoughts Ironclads $29

Drums of Glory $44

Gary Ghgsby Pacfic War$46

Gary Gngsby War Russ $48

Grand Fleet $36

Third Reich $34

V Victory Market Garden$44

V Victory Utah Beach $44

V Victory: Velikye Luki S44

V V Gold. Juno. Sword $44

World War 2 $34

ADD Collector Edition 2 $46

ADD Starters Kit $35

Air Combat Classics S45
Combat Classics $19

Eye Beholder Collection $52

Gateway Collection 142 $32

Land Sea Air Trilogy $12

Land Sea Air 2 $29

Lost Treasures Infocom $39

Lost Treasure Infocom 2 $29

Marvel Trilogy $12

Max Pac $19

Megafortress Mega-Pak $38

Power Hits: Batttetech $32

Power Hits Movies $17

Quarterdeck Game Bun $62

Sec Weap Luftwaffe CD $42

Spellcasting Bundle $34

Spetlcasting Bundle CD $32

Ultima Bundle 1-6 CD $59

Ultima Tnlogy $39

Ultima Tnlogy 2 $48

Wing Commander Dlx $48

Wizardry Tnlogy $32

Wizardry Tnlogy 2 $38

IBM SPORTS

Bassbal for Windows $46

David Robnson NBA Act $44

Hardball 3 Collection $42

Joe Montana Football 2 $42

John Elway Quarterback $6

Links Pro 386 Golf $32

NFL Chal Premium Ed $59

NFL Coaches Club Dlx $48

NHL Hockey $42

OuarterPole $36

Tom Landry Football Dlx $32

Tony LaRussa 2 $36

Unnecessary Roughnes $36

Wayne Gretsky Hock 3 $36

WIN INTER 2



Sins of the Fathers
Enter a dark, sensuous setting: the New World of the late 1600s.

Gunter Ritter, witch-hunter and forefather of Gabriel Knight, has

been summoned to South Carolina to investigate the ritual murders

of several colonists.

These pages are taken from Sins of the Fathers, a 32-page graphic

novel included in every copy of Gabriel Knight, the groundbreaking

new supernatural thriller from Jane Jensen, co-designer of King's

Quest VI. Sins of the Fathers explains the origin of the Knight

family curse. Gabriel must unearth the sins of his forefather and

atone for them before the curse can be lifted.
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ACalltoHeroa

In Quest for Glory: Shadows of
Darkness, you must deal with your share
of foul and ferocious monsters. Yet
between desperate encounters with terrible

monsters and life and death decisions lie

many light-hearted, humorous, and
downright silly moments. And each victory

will yield valuable experience and treasures

beyond your wildest dreams. You'll meet
some very peculiar individuals, indeed,
living—or formerly living—in the Land of
Mordavia.

So it is your time. Time for learning to

think, to reason, and to solve problems as
only a Hero can. As you face the
challenges of Mordavia, your success
depends upon your wits, your strength of

character, and your bravery. For now,
you're no longer a green "wannabe
adventurer". You're a seasoned adventurer
with many skills and talents to help you in

your Quest for Glory.

Qoat for Oory: Shadows of Darknew
"To this day, when the moon is dark,

and the winds are still, strange things can
be seen near the Cave of the Dark One.
Forms and shapes of things that were once
human still lurk in the vicinity, whispering
in the ni^ht strange tales of a High Priest

that did not die, but waits within the dark
confines of the cavern, guarding a ritual

that will someday again be used to
summon the very Shadows of Darkness."
-Call of Avoozl and the Cult of Amon
Tillado by P.H. Craftlove

It
,

«aMoo«rr-F^-Mon«er\ybridOntlTi«

"Time was when anyone with a sword
or a spell could go around calling herself a

Hero. All you had to do was fight a

dragon or two, rescue a princess maybe,
and you were set for life. Well, we've come
a long way since those days and being a

Hero in today's monster-eat-monster
world means more than just swinging a

weapon and hitting your target.

"Why did you ever want to be a Hero in

the first place? Was it for the endless
opportunities of wading through monster
Kuts and goo.' Or did you prefer swearing

through sweltering swamps? Maybe you

A sinister setting and a sophisticated gaming
system add up to an unparalleled adventure.

were looking for a pat on the back for

hacking through hordes of horrific

hobgoblins.

"Whatever your reasons were back then,

you must now prove to the world you're
not just another mediocre good guy.
Because in the Land of Mordavia, what

Six Hot New Spells For Magic Users

Magic is a skill that requires brains,

common sense, and talent to perform
correctly. Knowing what to cast and when
to cast it is the mark of a true mage.
Here's a glimpse at six hot new spells and
what they do for you.

Aura (Defensive Spell) - This spell

protects you against the dreaded Undead.
When you absolutely, positively can't
avoid the Undead, use this spell.

Glide (General Spell) - This spell operates
when you step upon a liquid surface. With
it, you'll skate around the water's surface

as if it were solid ice.

Frostbite (Offensive Spell, Area Effect) -

This is the only combat spell that can

20

do no longer

matters. What counts is how
you do it and how you look while you're

.it it. If your idea of Heroism is more than
mere gore and a handshake, then you will

have to go beyond the average Studly
Dorigbt, Mickey Mage, or Sneaky
Feetie." -from The Hero as an Artform
by hish Crawdad

The Town of Mordavia

"Mordavia is a small valley nestled
amidst the Malignant Mountains to the

east, the (.arphatologic Mountains to the

west, the Aphotic Alps to the north, and
the Heinous Hills to the south. There is

but one pathway to this valley and as it is

currently cut off by a mephitic and
quagmire-filled swamp, entrance to

Mordavia is rather difficult. This isolation,

though, creates an atmosphere of fear and
mistrust that will add immensely to the

emotional state you will experience here.

affect more than one monster at a time,

assuming the monsters are close to one
another. It is particularly useful against
fiery creatures such as Fire Lizards.

Hide (Defensive Spell) - This is the spell

to cast when you are being chased by a

monster and really need to get away. With
this spell, as long as you don't move, most
monsters won't even know you are there.

Protection (Defensive Spell) - This acts as

a magical shield in combat, and can really

help reduce damage from wicked, sharp
claws and teeth.

Resistance (Defensive Spell) - This spell

reduces damage from element-based
magical attacks such as fire, lightning,

and cold.

INTERAC770/V Magazine



"From the abandoned Borgov Ostle,
whose- last inhabitant disappeared under,

shall we say, mysterious and suspicious

circumstances, to the malevolent Monastery

of the Mad Monk, to the uncanny and
horrific Month of the Dark One, Mordavia
has everything to put that spine-tingling

chill in your blood and the delirium <>t

incipient madness into your mind." -from
Mordavian Nights by October Derleth

"When Aeons pass where the Dark
Things Lurk, And Mindless Servants do
meaningless work, The ancient men will

develop a quirk, And Everyone else will just

look like a jerk, Then shall Avoozl arise

from the Murk!"

-The Necrofihiltcoit

Detailed World and Hot Combat Act ion

"We've done quite a bit of work in the

Shadows of Darkness design to adapt to

different player styles. In particular, each

player can set a 'player skill level' which will

determine whether combat is arcade-like or

purely strategic," said designer Corey Cole.

"This will allow both teenagers and middle-

aged gamers (like ourselves) to have an

enjoyable and exciting play experience.

We've also greatly increased the number and
variety of puzzles as compared to the first

three games

—

Shadows of Darkness will

definitely provide a fun challenge for serious

adventure gamers. Of course, all of the

puzzles can be solved with clues in the game
—this is above all a fair adventure."

( ambat can be as deadly as today's hottest

arcade hits or an exercise in strategy.

"In Quest for Gloty III, we pioneered a

new interface to allow the Hero to both talk

about subjects and ask questions," said

designer Lori Cole. "In Shadows of
Darkness, we've expanded on this to give

very real feeling interactions between the

Hero and other game characters."

You Make the Rules

You can start fresh or import your
character from Quest for Glory I, II, or ///.

Choose to be a Fighter, Magic User, or

Thief. You'll fight monsters with a

sophisticated new battle system that lets you
choose skill level and combat type—from
pure strategy to adrenaline-pumping thumb-
twitching arcade action. And you'll unravel

A LOT of puzzles—nearly three times as

many as found in other adventure games.

Add to this a hot new soundtrack and
puzzles, combat, and other obstacles that

change according to your style. Now more
than ever, Quest for Glory will suit every

Hero's needs, v

Winter 1993

Ad Avis - A swarthy vampire and the

ultimate bad guy.

Baba Yaga - Although this Slavic Ogress

is certainly self-centered and eats humans
on occasion, she does keep her word.

Bella (Innkeeper's Wifcl - She's a bit

reserved, but your actions can draw
her out.

Bonchcad - This talkative and sarcastic

skull is still employed as the gate guard

to Baba Yaga's hut.

Burgomeistcr - (Dmitri Ivanov) This is .1

bitter man with a large full beard and

mustache. His clothes suggest noble

ancestry.

Child (Tanya Markarov) - Despite her

bloodthirsty tendencies, Tanya is a very

sweet six-year-old, pointy-toothed
vampire.

Chief Thief - (I.orrc Pctrovich) I le looks

like a man from the waist up, but with

swollen tick abdomen and legs.

Dr. Cranium - Let's sec. ..fuzzy hair, a

wild manner and friendly voice.. .could

this be Corey?

Domovoi - This hairy old man with

large expressive eyes is just a Slavic

House Spirit.

Erana - Erana was once the most
powerful spellcaster of all Faerie Folk.

Now, she's just a dream.

Erasmus - The most powerful wizard

living in this world. Definitely a good
friend to have.

Faerie Queen - Watch it! This arrogant

and haughty creature can hurt you.

Fenrus - Fenrus is Erasmus's intelligent,

magic-using, and sarcastic rat familiar.

Franz, Hans, and Ivan - These three

peasants are the spokespersons for

the village.

Gatekeeper - (Boris Stovich) A tall, thin

man who ran away from his domineering

wife, Olga, and now has the high-status

position of castle doorkeeper.

Ghost Wife - (Anna) 25 years ago, Anna
was out gathering berries in the forest

when she was killed by a monster. Now
she's a ghost because of her love for

Nikolai (the Old Man).

Gnome - (Punny Bones) Curly hair, pointy

ears, childish face, large mouth with

perpetual smile—that's ( iiiome, all right.

Goon Guards Goooj are big and ugly

with not much brain in their heads. In

this respect, they resemble some humans.

Gypsy Davy - A very handsome young
gypsy with wavy dark hair and dark eyes.

Gypsy Fortune Teller This is a very

beautiful older woman. Although her

hair is silver and she has some wrinkles

on her face, she carries herself with

pride.

Igor - You can tell Igor by his distinctive

shufflcd-lurch walk, hunched back, cloak

and cowl.

Innkeeper - This hard, stern man lost his

daughter and all hope many years ago.

Katrina - This vampire will woo you
with her innocent charm.

Leshy - This man with long, chartreuse

hair parted in the middle and a very

long beard is actually a Slavic Forest

Spirit. His face should be brown like

wood.

Old Man - (Nikolai) Tired old man who
has been hoping for news of his missing

wife (Anna) for 15 years. Anna was
killed in the forest and is now a ghost.

Piotyr - He's the spooky, ghost grand-

father of Burgomcister.

Rusalka (Ilyssa Pavlovna) - Other than

the fact she is dead, she is very sexy.

Shopkeeper - (Olga Stovich) Short, fat,

peasant woman with a most unpleasant

manner.

»



The
dream begins, as it always does,

with shadowy images. He sees a fire,

a strange golden medallion, a
beautiful woman in flames. But
gradually, the dream changes. A lone

figure stands back from the flames, a tear

catching the dancing reflections of the fire.

As he watches, a snake coils around his

neck, and then transforms into a noose.

Lightning flashes to show a figure
hanging by the neck from a tree. As the
lightning flashes again, he sees the face of
the hanged man. It is his own.

Once again, Gabriel Knight wakes up
screaming, a cry echoing into the dark,
uncaring night.

To Sleep, Perchance to Scream

This eerie, intense nightmare sequence is

your introduction to the world of Gabriel
Knight. Haunted by dreams of another era

fraught with horror and supernatural, he
must find his place in a frightening past
and dangerous present.

Gabriel Knight is a writer and antique
bookshop owner. His latest project is a
book on what appear to be brutal voodoo
murders in his native New Orleans.

But as Gabriel searches the side streets

and back alleys of the city for clues to the
ritual murders, he begins to realize that the

horrible nightmares he has been having are

somehow connected to the killings. The
images he sees in his terrifying dreams are

rooted in voodoo, a religion still practiced

in the fringes of society by those who
worship the dark gods.

Gabriel starts to understand that if he
can solve the mystery of the voodoo
murders, perhaps he will be cured of his

nightmares. And if he can find the key to

his nightmares, perhaps he will discover
who the killer is. As Gabriel learns more
about Ins past, he discovers a chilling secret

which has haunted his family for 300
years. In order to break a centuries-old

JaneJensen and Project Manager Rob Holmes
with Tim Curry, the voice of Gabriel.

By Leslie Sayes Wilson
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cone, Gabriel must atone for a wrong that

was committed before he was even born.

A Dark, Erotic Journey

Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers is .1

Neo Gothic journey into the supernatural.

Game designer Jane Jensen classifies the game-

as a "psycho-thriller," making Gabriel Knight

the first psychological suspense adventure-

game. Jensen, a published horror fiction

writer and a seasoned Sierra designer (whose-

credentials include co-designer credits for

King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Cone
Tomorrow and EcoQuest: The Search for

< etus), has created a shadowy, threatening

atmosphere for Gabriel Knight. Jensen cites

Ann Rice's Vampire Chronicles, the films of

Tim Burton, Blade Runner, Angel Heart, and
Francis Ford Coppola's Dranila as current

fiction and films with themes and atmo-
sphere similar to those- of Gabriel Knight.

A Driven, Haunted Hero

Gabriel himself is not the typical
computer game hero. He is not flawless,

altruistic, or humble. Gabriel Knight is not

driven by a sacred mission, a world in

danger, or g thirst for justice. He is driven

by his own haunted past and his dark,
unexplainable visions. Gabriel se-e-ms the

prisoner of a past marked by slavery,

superstition, and religious hypocrisy.

INTERACTION Magazine



(iahriel's destiny is either to atone for the sins of
the fathers, or to die trying.

Are Ciahriel's horrifying dreams a warning—or

a premonition r

The interrogation room allows (iahriel to

investigate supernatural events.

Gabriel is more typical of the hero of a

psycho-thriller. He's street-smart, skeptical,

and even a little arrogant. He is also

reckless in the face of danger.

This was a deliberate choice on writer

Jensen's part. Gabriel is not just a

character to be manipulated. As the game
progresses, so does Gabriel. With the

player's help, Gabriel develops as the story

unfolds, and at the end of the game,
Gabriel has become a better person.

A Deep, Engrossing Game
Gabriel Knight is a deep and en-

grossing game. The player doesn't simply

solve puzzle*, be or she actually

challenges the characters and forces that

seek to conceal the sins of the past and

the crimes of the present. Kach action

must be designed to advance and unfold

the story, revealing the secrets so crucial

to understanding Gabriel Knight's
haunted life.

Other characters can actually be

interrogated, using a conversation system

that expands and evolves as Gabriel picks

up more and more clues.

The story also advances depending on

the way Gabriel talks to others. He can be

insulting, demanding, solicitous, or

flirtatious. The reaction of the other

characters to his approach will help

determine how much information he can

actually get from them.

A Game Apart

It's the dark, psychological aspects of

the game, though, that truly set it apart

from other adventures. Many clues, for

example, can only be found by interpreting

Gabriel's nightmares. The images and
events of his dreams represent the attempts

of his subconscious mind to make him face

things too horrible or unbelievable to be

contemplated.

( ,ahriel's liookstore is a haven from the dark

occurrences in mysterious New Orleans.

The skillful blend of psychology and

actual horror keeps the player on the edge

of the scat, wondering where the mind's

subconscious tricks end and the real-life

supernatural terror begins.

Gabriel Knight is recommended for

mature gamers, and a warning to this

effect will appear on the box. The
recommendation is not made because the

game employs suggestive language,

nudity, or graphic violence. K.ither, the

recommendation is made for two reasons.

First, Gabriel is faced with moral and

ethical dilemmas which younger players

might not grasp. Situations are simply not

black and white as they arc in most

adventure games. Second, the mood of

the game is dark and unsettling, and less

mature players might find Gabriel Kmgbi
disturbing.

Even Scarier on CD
(re.it CMC has been taken to ensure that

Gabriel Knight will—well, horrify the

player. The music suggests New Orleans

while creating an ambience of sen

suousness and mystery. In the CD version

of the name. Sierra will employ the talents

of world-class actors. Tim Curry will play

Gabriel Knight; his supporting cast will

include Michael Dorn of Star Trek: The

Next Generation, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.,

and Mark 1 1. mull.

These arc a few of the reasons that

Gabriel Knight: Sins of the lathers is so

effective. At the last Consumer Electronics

Show, Gabriel Knight won Best of Show.

Johnny I . Wilson of Computer Gaming
World Magazine said, "It was the first

time I've actually experienced fear when
viewing a computer game... that's because

the designer understands where real horror

exists—within the human mind." ft

Designer Jane Jensen

By Patrick Bridgcmon

Jane Jensen had always dreamed
of becoming a writer. When she

went to college, however, she

studied programming because she

wanted a career at which she could

actually earn a living. While in

college, she embraced programming
because of her logical mind. Her
father was a mathematician, and
Jane's whole family has always been

into jigsaw puzzles, crossword
puzzles, logic puzzles, and games.

Several years ago Jane decided to

take the plunge. She quit her job,

moved to Europe, and tried to write

a mystery novel. To relax in her

spare time, she bought a PC and
two computer games: Manbunter:
San Francisco and King's (Jttcst IV.

She'd never played a computer game-

before, and became realty obsessed

with them. After the first taste, she-

started buying and playing every

Sierra game she could find. It

occurred to her that writing

adventure games would be a really

good mix of all the things she

enjoyed.

She moved back to the United

States and kept trying to get a job at

Sierra. It was kind of scary to

change careers like that, but then

they finally called for an interview.

When she was hired, it felt like

someone had walked up to her in a

grocery store and said, "Hey, you
want to be in a movie?"

Jane wants her characters to grow

and learn, and wants the same thing

for herself. She also wants her

games to be consistently complex,

meaty, and deep. Jane creates a

world where players can really

explore, full of characters they can

get to know—an intricate puzzle to

DC unlocked a piece at a time.
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By (We agreed that were

not going to use my
name, right?)

I'm over thirty and I play Leisure Suit Larry.

I guess it was about 7 years ago, when
my old lady left me for a door-to-door
ilicone implant salesman. I knew I

shouldn't have let that guy into the house

for the "free evaluation."

It was devastating. Every day seemed
dark, gray and gloomy. Food lost all its

taste. People seemed cold and heartless.

Life became a corrupt parody of itselt:

dull, meaningless and cruel. (In retrospect,

I realize now that this was due to the fact

that I was living in Chicago.)

Just to sort.i console myself and help the

long, lonely hours pass, I bought I

computer and a couple of games. Leisure
Suit Larry in the Land of the Lounge
Lizards was one of them. The other was
some sort of airplane simulation thingie,

but the manual was over 100 pages so I

threw it all out

Anyway, I started playing Leisure Suit

Larry. And a funny thing happened.

I learned to love again.

It was the part of the game where l.arry

gets rejected. Remember? Well, it struck a

nerve. I realized 1 wasn't alone in the world,

that there were other shlubs just like me,
searching endlessly for Ms. Right, getting
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put down simply because I wasn't tall

enough or rich enough or charming enough
or because I smellcd and wore an orthopedic

toupee. Larry was me; I was I.arry.

Then Leisure Suit larry 2: Looking for

Love in Several Wrong Places was
released. And it was like falling in love all

over again, except with fictional characters

(which makes a long-term commitment
impossible, but that's okay with most men
my age). Just as nothing had changed in

my life, nothing had changed in Larry's.

We were both still on the prowl, still

getting chopped down right and left by the

women of our dreams, still performing
heroic deeds of dcrring-do and saving the

world from Communism. (All right, maybe
only l.arry did that, but I helped.

|

And before I knew it, before my palms
were even dry, there was Leisure Suit

Larry ?.- Passionate Patti in Pursuit of the

Pulsating Pectorals. And for the first time,

I really got to know Patti. The kind of
woman any man would be proud to carry

around as a financial burden for the rest of

Ins life. But since she went off happily with

Larry at the end of the game, I was afraid

I'd never see her again. And I (eared that

I'd lost Larry as a best friend. I was
crestfallen.

|"JM" pauses, takes a sip of water.
|
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When leisure Suit Larry $ came out, my heart leapt. Somehow,
Larry and Parti had hroken up. I was in the running again! I wrote
Patti love letters. I stole a car and drove to Half Dome in Yosemite,
hoping to catch a glimpse of her, hut she never showed. Eventually I

got sonic tropical fish and tried to forget about I'atti.

But I still missed Larry. I felt so sorry for him, and didn't want to
lose the kinship we'd once shared so intimately. (Yeah, never you
mind about THAT.)

Miracle of miracles: after two years of Larryless, loveless nights in

front of the monitor, leisure Suit Larry 6 is on the hori/on. I mm
what little they've told me, I know that l.arry wins a trip to la Coctt
Lotto, the fancy-shmancy resort and health spa. A spa loaded with

babes. Probably more babes than all the other Leisure Suit l.arrys

stacked together.

I'm- heard other things, too. And I've been promised it'll be one of

the most challenging
l.arry games ever
devised. Just imagine it:

the biggest, longest,

hardest l.arrv ever.

Can you imagine:
Those incredible women
so close, so well-defined

you can see every freckle

on their sun-drenched
skin, every gooscbump
as they emerge from I.a

Coita l.otta's hot
springs. And Larry,
close-up and personal as

we've never seen him
before, every rapidly

emerging wrinkle on his

middle-aged face, every

blooming follicle in Ins

ears, every pre-car-

cinogenic bump on his

pale white body, every

carefully arranged
strand in that thinning

aop circle he calls a

"head of hair."

Best ol all, on the CD
version, we'll actually

hear Larry speak. Alter

all these years, we'll

finally be able to listen

to the mating call of the

perennial loser, hitting

on every woman in

sight, pleading, begging, whining (and that's just the foreplay),

delivering his greatest pick-up lines with his usual savoir faire. And
we'll hear the sultry, sexy voices of the babes tempting, tormenting,

and teasing him, searing him into a state of Pentium-grade meltdown
before they reject him. Reject him more vividly than ever.

|"JM" shudders and takes another sip.|

I can't wait. I won't even be able to peel off the shrinkwrap
without taking a cold shower afterwards.

Maybe my life is a little too entwined in Larry's. Maybe there's

something terribly, horribly wrong here. Maybe I shouldn't be so

involved with a character in a computer game.

Or maybe I should just face it. There's a little bit of Larry in

everyone. It's nothing to be ashamed of.

Hut we agreed that we're not going to use my name, right?

/ ditor's Note: We promised to protect bis anonymity, so even

under threat of torture and slow agonizing death we would
never, ever reveal that josh Mandel wrote this article. *

Winter 1993

Al Lowe's magnificent

physique and handsome
features belie a superior

intellect. Al last appeared in

the Fall 1992 InterAction

centerfold, wearing nothing

hut a staple.

Help Larry keep his wick dry and his dinghy
afloat in Leisure Suit Larry 6: Shape Up or

Slip Out.

Whoa! La i.osta Lotta Spa's massage therapist

demonstrates the importance of the "point-and-

grope" interface.

•*rfl ^
Al Lowe's patented sense ofhumor can give a
rush to any digitized little creep, especially Larry.

Disclaimer: Sierra On-Line disavows any
knowledge of digital enhancement on the part of
the babes of Leisure Suit Larry 6.
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Computer Gaming World
Review

It is the rare game that can make a jaded
player laugh out loud. Rarer still is one that
can make a jaded player laugh out loud
frequently, and rarest of all is one that can
make a jaded player laugh out loud
frequently before it is even instilled. Until
recently, I would have felt comfortable
substituting "unheard of for "rarest of
ill" — but no longer, not after playing
Freddy Pharkas, Frontier Pharmacist, the
latest symptom of Al "Creator of Leisure
Suit liirrx" Lowe's dementia.

Freddy Pharkas is the Mazing Saddles of
computer games. Lowe and co-designer
Josh Mandcl jump on the Wild West genre
and ride it for all it's worth, pinching
tropes from every great Western right up
to Unforgwen and treating them with the

disrespect they deserve.

Like Clint Eastwood's character at the

end of last year's Best Picture, Freddy
Pharkas gives up a life of violence for one
of respectability: the cx-gunfighter studies

pharmacology and opens his own shop in

the wretched town of Coarse-gold,
California. Will he, like Clint, eventually
have to strap on the of spurs and holsters

and revert to old ways to see justice done?
Do you even have to ask?

Freddy When You Are
The game opens with a backstory that

takes a poke at the Ballad of Davy
Crockett, singing of Freddy's achieve-
ments as a youth, the loss of his right ear

at the hands of a crackshot villain named
Kenny the Kid, his disillusionment with
gunfighting, and his decision to become a

pharmacist. ("Now our hero, Freddy
Pharkas,/With his wounded pride and
earless carcass/Vowed to the heavens to

give up gunnery...") As the last strains of

the catchy theme music dwindle, the player

finds him- or herself staring at .1 sepia-

toned Mam Street while a toothless Cabby
Hayes imitator narrates the start of the
adventure, with occasional interruptions
for hawking, coughing and forgetting what
he has said.

It seems that Coarsegold is mysteriously
turning into a ghost town. It already has
one foot in the grave, not to mention a

crooked sheriff and banker |ust waiting, if

one might mix metaphors, for the other
shoe to drop. Actually, not just waiting.
Sheriff "Chicken" Shifts and banker P.I I.

Balance are doing everything they can to

hasten Coarsegold'i shuffling off of its

mortal coil.

This is where our "peerless, earless and
free" hero comes in. Me h.is .1 lovely,
colonial style pharmacy toward the end of
-Main Street and he does not want to see it

shut down. Nor does he want to see all his

customers driven out of town. What can
he do when the water supply is poisoned,
when rowdy cowhands come 111 to shoot

GAME
Review

Sheep Shots

up the town, when an arsonist torches the

Ass*) Office, when horses stink up the
town with their artificially induced
flatulence, or when a big-city gambler
arrives to cheat people out of their deeds?
He can roll up his sleeves and get to work,
that's what.

The standard Sierra interface is pressed

into service once again, here containing
Wcstcrn-thcmed icons (a pair of boots for

"Walk," a leather strap and buckle for

"Inventory," a pair e>f wire-rimmed
glasses for "Look"). These commands
function |ust as their counterpart! do in

the King's Quest and Space (Juest games.

Bv Charles Ardai
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the one new feature being that each icon
(and every object in the game) has a hot
spot: a brightly colored pixel that
indicates which portion of the graphic is

"active." This helps eliminate a lot of the
fumbling that has made some previous
Sierra games frustrating. Never again will

one ask "Why can't I pick that up?" while
clicking the wrong portion of the hand
cursor on an object.

Puzzles consist largely (and unavoidably,
given the pure point-and-click interfae

recognizing that certain objects on the
screen can be picked up, of picking them
up, and then bringing them into contact
with other objects. What makes Freddy
Pharkas's puzzles much better than the
norm is that solutions often contain several
steps, forcing the player to think in weird,
convoluted ways.

So, for instance, dousing the fire in the

Assay Office is not entirely a matter of
smothering it with the right substance.
That would be too easy. Freddy also has to

find the right tool to distribute the
substance over the area of the fire, another
tool to get into position to make the first

tool work, and so on. Almost everything
I teddy does, from making himself a new
ear through assembling his gunfighter
outfit to diverting a stampede, requires
several actions. Each step may be simple
and straightforward, but the overall
solutions rarely are.

As Pharkas the Eye Can See
All of the game's events take place in the

same location, the town. Coarsegold
consists of about a dozen exterior screens

and roughly the same number of interiors.

This may seem small — it is small — but it

is also a wise tactical choice. The limited

number of scenes means that the player
has to revisit each location several times.

This enriches the simulation, since by the

end of the game one really knows the town
inside and out. It starts to feel like home,
making the storyline that much more
effective. Coarsegold may be a rotten little

town, but it is our rotten little town, one

ultimately feels, and it's worth fighting for.

It is also worth noting that while the
environment is small, the game is not short
by any means. Divided into four acts, each
containing plenty of puzzles and goings
on, Freddy Pharkas unfolds at a steady clip

and never runs out of material. The limited

environment permits Lowe and Mandcl to

pack the game with more characters,
animations, jokes, and music than they
would otherwise have had room for. One
can spend the first hour of the game just

wandering around the town, never even
looking for a puzzle to solve, because
everything one encounters has a gag (or

two or three) attached to it.

It took me more than an hour just to

make it all the way to the end of Main
Street, because I was having so much fun
fooling around in the saloon, the
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Beyond fantasy. Beyond legends.
If you've been looking for the mother of all

fantasy role-playing games, we know where
you can find it.

Online, in GemStone III"*. That's because this is

no kill-the-dragon computer game. And it goes far

beyond other so-called "legends."

In this game, you're joining some of the best role-

players and game masters from across the country

online, in real time, in a vast mythical world of

adventure, magic and medieval chivalry — rich with

fascinating characters and demanding quests.

GemStone HI is a game you can play forever. And
you can afford to - because GEnie's standard

connect charge rate is just $3.(X) an hour in

non-prime time. Our subscription rate is only

$8.95 a month. And that includes </ credit for

yourfirst jour hours of standard connect lime

each month!'

This is the ultimate in fantasy — and your
friends arc already here. So sign onto GEnie'

today, and welcome home to GemStone III.

1 U.S. prices. Non-prime nine fipm to Kam kical tunc. Mon.- r-'ri.. all day
Sal. ami Sun. and selected holiday*.

<JemStcinc III is a trademark of SimiitroitK v ( <>i|>

"Shadow* World" is a registered trademark ol Iron r. "rown l-.iiirtprises. Inc.

(iIiim* iv a registered trademark ot (ieneral Klectric Company.
Optional graphic fniot-end pnigram availahle for IBM Pt"only.

For more intoniialHm annul GEme in the U.S. <>r Canada, call I XOO <>lx '*> W,

Sign up now:
I . Set communication software for half duplex

(local echo) at 300, 1 2(K) or 2400 baud. Dial toll

tree: l-8(X)-638-8369. Or in Canada. I -800-387-8330.

Immediately upon connection, enter IIHH (Please

note: Every time you sign onto GEnie, you need to

enter HUH upon connection.)

At the U#= prompt, enter XTX99242, FOREVER
then press <RETURN> Have a major credit

card ready. In the U.S., you may also use- your

checking account number. (There is a $2 monthly

fee fof all checking accounts.) In Canada, VISA
and MasterCard only.

(ii_mStone.il ':

Shadow World*
on

SpbimuTRonicb

GEnie9

multi-player games

100% Organ"
Oppose"!



barbershop, the bank, and "Mom's," a
homey restaurant run by the mother of all

battle-axes. When I finally got to Freddy's

pharmacy I realized that I hadn't even
started the game yet, in the conventional
sense, even though I had been playing and
laughing myself sick for quite a while. The
game acknowledges this peculiarity of its

design when one unlocks Freddy's door.
"Congratulations," it says, as J00 points

arc added to one's score. "You are
halfway through the game."

W.nti Street, filled with sidewinders,

bushwhackers, polecats and varmints.

Once one enters the pharm.io. one gets

a crash course in Freddy's tuw profession

as a situs of townspeople come by to

have their prescriptions tilled. The player

has to learn to manipulate all the tools in

Freddy's back room, following in-

structions printed in the hilarious
Modern Day Book of Health and
Hygiene that comes with the game. Yes,

this is copy protection; but between
juggling polysyllabic chemicals and
figuring out which compound to mix to

address a particular complaint, one-

forgets that one is also demonstrating
that one has a legitimate, and not a

pirated, copy of the game. This is the
way copy protection should be done, if it

must be done at all.

After the first round of prescriptions

has been filled, the Sheriff comes by to

close the pharmacy down. Not to worry
—Freddy can still come and go as be
pleases, despite the "CLOSED" sign in

the window. (I.owe and Mandel never
both to explain why, if every other
closed establishment has its door
boarded up, Freddy is allowed to wander
in and out of the pharmacy. I guess the

answer is, "Because otherwise there
wouldn't be a game.")

Freddy's job from this point on is to foil

each scheme by Sheriff Shift, P.H. Balance,

and an unnamed mastermind lurking in

the shadows to drive the townspeople
away. Along the way, there's more
chemistry to be done, a visit to be paid to

an Establishment of III Repute, a noble
rescue to be performed (not to mention a

couple of ignoble ones), and three or four

gunfighting sequences offering rudi-
mentary arcade action.

As usual, the action sequences are not
the game's strong suit, though they aren't

bad. There are better games if one wants

target shooting practice. Some gamers
might enjoy the interludes but, thankfully,

the rest of us are given the option of
playing these sequences at a very forgiving

"easy" level.

There is no such option for the game's
climactic gunfight, but there it doesn't
matter so much, since whatever one does,

Freddy will end up lying in the dust
spouting blood like a geyser. Is this the end
ot our hero? Or will he struggle to his feet

and drag himself to the villain's lair for a
showdown?

The Funny Frontier
Actually, the final showdown is

surprising and satisfying, though a tad
misogynistic, and it brings matters to a
smashing finale. In terms of its demands
on the player's craftiness, Freddy Pharkas
maintains a high feel right up to the end.

Puzzle hounds will find this game a treat.

However, even the puzzles, as good as

they are, are not the game's real strength.

Its real strength is its comedy. Though
satirizing the Wild West is by no means a

new idea, the trail having been blazed by
everyone from Mel Brooks to "I Troop,"
Lowe and Mandel manage to find new
)<>kes to crack and new ways to crack old

ones. One of the weapons in their arsenal

is self-deprecating satire. That is, not only

do they parody the Wild West, but
computer games as well, including a great

takeoff on lemmings and cameo
appearances by suitable sleazy ancestors of

I cisurc Suit Larry and Ccdric, the King's

Quest owl.

Other gags come out of left field,

which is where the best gags tend to be
born. Across from the church is the
Coarsegold synagogue, which Freddy
can't enter because he is not "one of the

chosen people." Outside the graveyard is

a coffin which, if opened, starts coughin'.
Flalfway through the game, Freddy finds

a faithful Indian companion: Srini
I.alkaka Bagdnish. The stampede Freddy
has to stop is a stampede of snails. They
(the gags, not the snails) come fast and
furious.

Nor can one overlook the ever-popular
toilet humor. Not that anyone in the Wild
West had toilets, of course, but there are
two outhouses in the game and they get

plenty of use. Three puzzles have — how
shall we put it? — excretory themes,
requiring Freddy to come into contact with

substances the rest of us would just as
soon not touch. There are lots of jokes
about buggery, too: Trixie the
Accommodating Sheep is running loose in

the streets for much of the game and, for

those with more refined tastes, a sheep in

heels and makeup is available over at

Madam Sadie Ovaree's place.

I est I frighten away sensitive gamers
with this description (or Tipper Gore,
should she happen to be reading), rest

assured that nothing either disgusting or
raunchy actually happens on the screen.

They're just jokes, folks. Furthermore,
Lowe and Mandel are in good company,
displaying a coprophilic glee worthy of
Jonathan Swift or Laurence Sterne. Given
that most people read Gulliver's Travels,

with its dung-smeared yahoos, in school,

no one should complain about Freddy
Pharkas's flirtation with similar subjects.

All great satirists play in the muck. That's

their job.

Oh give me a home where the escargot roam...
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Ireddy's faithful sidekick. Srini, is a hit

different from what you'd expect.

Lowe and Behold
Lots of gamers were unsure whether Al

Lowe would be able to top himself. After

all, where can one go but down after

creating a success like Leisure Suit
Larry? The answer is now clear: one can
go up. Ireddy Pharkas contains more
con-centrated hilarity than any of the
Leisure Suit Larry games, plus better

puzzles, great music (one can sample any
of a dozen compositions from the piano
player in the saloon), art that calls to

mind Don Martin's characters from Mad
magazine, and even (just to put the
cherry on top), a funny installation
procedure and documentation that would
be worth reading even if there were no
games to go with it.

Now the question is, where can Lowe
go after Freddy Pharkas': God only
knows, but there is no indication that he-

is ready to ride off into the sunset. One
has to assume that he has more crazy
adventures in store for us. For now,
however, Lowe can cut another notch in

his gunbelt and take a well-deserved rest.

Once again he's proven himself the
quickest draw in town, v

Reprinted from Computer Gaming
World, August 199 ?. hor subscription

information call 1 -H<)()-827-44>0.
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Close encounters nightly.
For the cold readies of space, there's an awful lot

ofchummy people here.

That's because Federation II is no mere shoot-the-

ship computer game, ll ' an online universe full of

people, romping and role-playing their way up the

intcrstallar ladder of commerce, busily building their

fortunes. And they'd love to throw some work your
way so you can do the same - after the proper amount
of bargaining, buying and bulling, of course.

Gcxxl thing you can afford to stay and enjoy

yourself. Our standard connect charge rate on GEnie
is just $3.00 an how in non-pi imc time. The
subscription rate is only $8.95 a month. And
that includes a creditfor your first four iiours of
standard connect time each month! 1

So stop in for a visit, and see what an adult space

fantasy is like. Meet us in Federation II only

on GEnie'.

Sign up now:
I. Set communication software for half duplex

(local echo) at 300, 1 2(X) or 24<)0 baud. 2. Dial toll

free: 1-800-638-8369. Or in Canada, 1-800-387-8330.

Immediately upon connection, enter HHH (Please

note: Every time you sign onto GEnie, you need to

enter HUH upon connection.)

3. At the U#=prompt,enter XTX99243. STELLAR
then press <RETURN> 4. Have a major credit

card ready. In the U.S., you may also use your

checking account number. (There is a $2 monthly
lee for all checking accounts.) In Canada, VISA
and MasterCard only. For more information about

GEnie in the U.S. or Canada, call I -800-638-9636.

Federation 1

1

on
®GEnie

multi-player games

I U.S. price*. Non-pruiK- lum-: tynw in Xam kx.al hriK". Mmi In. .ill <lay Sal. .umI Sun. .mil selected holxLiyv
is a rcgixtcrvxJ irattcittark <>l < k-ik -i.iI I l.<tm < nnipany.

I tie*, live dale as ol 7/l^> V Price* subject to cluuige without mHkc
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< oktel Vision's Lost in Time is new,
different, and a lot of fun to click around. Inca

fans will have a great time because Lost in

Time sports the same kind of powerful first-

person interface, only now Coktel has pushed
things a step further. You can zoom in, behind,

and under objects in every room with just the

click of your mouse. It feels more like you're in

an interactive movie than an arcade or
adventure game.

You play the part of Doralicc, who has
inherited an old castle in France. When you
arrive, you discover many strange and
dangerous things are afoot. You set out to

explore the castle and its grounds. Behind each

locked door, beyond each secret passage, you
discover a myriad of fun and clever puzzles.

And you must solve each puzzle peacefully,

using only your wits.

Writer and project manager Muriel Tramis
puts it this way: "Doralice prefers solving all

problems through deduction and logical thinking,

as violence does not get her very far. She h;is no

weapons, only tools she creates herself using

common object!. I or example, to avoid forcing

open a door, she manages to make an
electromagnet with just door handle, wire, and
a battery filled with vinegar—all this in order to

pick up a key." Doralice is 1 lot like MacGuyver.

Step into new and different worlds, each

with its own feel

"A large part of the filming was done in

Brittany (France)," said the team's 3-D graphics

and video specialist, Frederic Chauvelot.
"Muriel and I first went over looking for a

manor, a lighthouse, and gardens that were
suitable for the story. All the exterior scenes in

the game were filmed there. We met the owners
of the manor and managed to rent it for a week.

Then for another week, we rented an island

with a lighthouse."

Set in France and the Caribbean Islands,

these scenes include original hand-painted,

digitized backgrounds from the renowned
French comic strip artist, Segur. It all adds up to

fun times in foreign places. Chauvelot described

how they achieved this, too.

"The interiors, like the different rooms of the

manor or the lighthouse," he said, "were mostly

filmed in the Perigord (South of France) where

we once again had to search for and rent the

places needed. Other scenes like the zoom effect

on the elevator, some of the gardens, etc., were

filmed in the outskirts of Parts."

A refreshing interface, too

You can have a great time just dinking
around with Lost m Time's interface. Just click

and stuff happens. For example, at the

Coktel Vision's Refreshing Intensive Action Adventure Movie
beginning of the game you're imprisoned in the

hold of a dark and musty ship. So what do you
do? You click to it! You click to the right, and
the hold spins around. You click to the left, and
the hold spins again. Get it? Now click again.

See the hatch? Click the hatch. Oops! It's too
dark to go down there. See that poster? Click

the poster. Oops! You can't take it with you. So
just click some more. There's so much to

discover in Doralice's cinematic world.

Holy holocom, Melkior man
In Lost in Time, hi-tech gadgets abound.

You'll befriend .1 secret agent from the future

named Melkior. He'll give you a host of hi-tech

goodies. One such device is a holocom—

a

futuristic communication device. When you call

him, his hologram appears before you. You'll use

the holocom to scare the natives during your stay

at one of the Caribbean islands. For example,

when you use it inside the medicine man's hut, he

runs and hides because he thinks you possess

great magical powers. Ho! What fun.

You'll use the tools you gather. Inside a

secret passageway of the Manor, you find a

large wooden box. To open it, however, takes

clever thinking on your part—and plenty of

tools. Before you're through, you'll use pliers,

floats, copper wire, a small pipe, some water, a

fire extinguisher, and a club (made from a piece

of hardened hose).

You'll find another clever puzzle inside the

captain's safe. It's a specially linked box with no

apparent openings. As you start playing with it,

you discover it has sliding panels. As you work
the box, you have to figure out in what order you

must slide them to open it. It's a real challenge

and will keep you occupied for some time.

System requirements

To play Lost in Time, you'll need a 286/16
MHz or faster CPU, 640K RAM, 18 MB hard

disk space, VGA graphics, and Microsoft
compatible mouse. The game also supports

standard sound cards. Lost in Time is available

on both diskettes and CD-ROM.

Conclusion

Loss in Time is a perfectly rendered and
realistic 3-D world. From its opening scene,

when Doralice wakes up in the locked hold of

a ship, to its dramatic conclusion, you'll feel as

though you're on a cinematic roller coaster. If

you've never played a Coktel adventure,
perhaps you'd like to check out Lost in Time.

As Muriel Tramis puts it: "I think that many of

you will even want to play Lost in Time a

second time." V

By Pat Bridgemon

At the Gate with Doralice: Don't

Try This at Home, Kids.

When Doralice arrives at the gate of

her own castle, she finds it is locked. Not

only that, there's .i big horse blocking her

way. She has only a couple of items in

her inventory. She also sees a tractor to

the right.

What would you do first?

Uh huh. You'd examine the tractor

carefully.

On top of the cab, you find a basket.

You look in the basket and find an apple.

You examine the tractor some more. You
decide to take the tractor's batten.

Finally, you discover a toolbox and take

some things from it. One of the items is a

small pipe.

Wlm knows what awaits you behind the

locked gate ofyour own castle.

How do you get that horse out of

the way?

Right again. You give him the apple

and coax him away from the gate. No*
you can concentrate on that gate lock.

You have a small pipe, some tools, and a

tractor battery.

How do you open that gate?

Three for three. You're going to have

to break the lock. You can burn it off

with battery acid. Just use the small pipe

on the battery. Then use the small pipe

on the lock. Voila. The lock burns away.
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We don't know from friendly skies.

You've beaten all the flight sims? A furball

doesn't raise a sweat anymore? Ten minutes of

WWI combat isn't even challenging?

Hmm . . . Maybe you are ready for Air Warrior*.

It's the most realistic combat flying there is. This

game does more than correctly model 28 different

aircraft, right down to spins, stalls and buffeting.

In Air Warrior, you're facing the ultimate foes —
other human beings, aviation fanatics, playing online,

in real time, for as long as you all can go.

Good thing you can afford to stay and play. Our
standard connect charge rate on GEnie is just $3.(M)

an hour in non-prime time. The subscription rate is

only $8.95 a month, and that includes a < r editfor

your first four homy Off standard connect time

each month!'

f
U

So if you think there are no challenges left, you've

got to try this one. Air Warrior- on GEnie .

Sign up now:
1. Set communication software for half duplex

(local echo) at 3(X). 1 2(X) or 2400 baud. 2. Dial toll

free: 1-800-638-8369. Or in Canada, 1-800-387-8330.

Immediately upon connection, enter HHH (Please

note: Every time you sign onto GEnie, you need to

enter HHH upon connection.)

3. At the U#=prompt,entcr XTX9924I , ACES
then press <RETURN> 4. Have a major credit

card ready. In the U.S., you may also use your

checking account number. (There is a $2 monthly

fee for all checking accounts.) In Canada, VISA
and MasterCard only. For more information about

GEnie in the U.S. or Canada, call 1 -800-638-9636.

Air Warrior
Oll

9#Ub#IMm
GEnie

multi-player games

1 I s prfteaa Mo I" rite lime fifim to K.wn Iih. .il Iiiim'. Mix: In .ill <l.i«. S.»l

and selected rnHnl.iv>.

Air Warn.* » a registered trademark of Kcmilii ( 'xxjKXWtKm < iElue u a n-gi\lered

trademark of Camera] Klectnc Company (rrnphK interface raajtrcd and available !<ir

selected machines. hffeciivc dale a* of 7/l/V.V Price* subject to change without rax tee.
corporation
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"I found this game

exhilarating. Many a

night the adrenaline was

pumping and palms were

sweating."

-FredJ. Philipp, QtuttBtuten

"The skillful synthesis of

full motion video,

digitized speech, CD
audio quality soundtrack,

and a pleasing variety of

game play make INCA

one of the finest

multimedia games yet

published."

-Stephen Poole,CD-ROM Today

a cinematic tour-de-force. .

."

-VideoGames & Computer Entertainment

Multimedia CD

Advanced animation and video
captures bring a legend to life.

Inc.i combines cinematic arcade action

with adventure puzzles.

mm\m
Part of the Sierra® Family

Puzzle your way through mazes as you
battle Spanish conquistadors.

See offer on page 68



ategy Gui

A beginner's guide to the nation's most popular Fantasy-Role Playing game.

The most talked-abuut (and played) on-

line fantasy role-playing game ever is

finally available in a deluxe boxed set. This

means you can play Shadow of Yserbius

and the all-new Fates of Twinion solo,

experiencing all the thrills, chills, .ind hack-

n sl.ish excitement without paying on-line

rates. Better yet, you can build your
character up off-line, then pop onto the

Ima^tNatum Network with your buffed-up

adventurer and join others from coast-to-

coast for some group heroics. (The boxed
si t of Shadow of Yserbius even comes with

a free INN start-up kit and a FULL
\K >NTH of free on-line time.)

lor the seasoned Yserbius player, this

represents one of the greatest Fantasy-Role

Playing bargains available. But for the

uninitiated, exploring the echoing hallways

ot this dungeon can be very frustrating.

There are many, many areas to explore,

and—at least at first—you'll get killed a

lot. Without the gentle guidance of more
experienced players, the solo adventurer

may wind up wandering around,
scratching his helmeted head and
wondering what the point of this deadly

dungeon crawl actually is.

Don't despair. You just need to know what

you're looking for.

Getting the Keys to the Kingdom
You'll need to get three very important

keys to really get started on your hero
career: Cleowyn's Key, Clcowyn'f
lockpick, and the key to Cleowyn's
Palace. You should also plan on finding a

Blue Lockpick, which will get you into

many of the locked r<x>ms in the dungeon.

• Cleowyn's Key: do to the Northwest
corner of The Mines (level 1 ). There you'll

find .1 K.ipior standing over key. Once
you've defeated him in battle, the key will

go into your inventory. Use it to open the

locked door |iist North of the battle site.

• Cleowyn's I ockpick: Work your w.iy

South through the maze on the West side

of the Mines. You'll find a room about
midway down where you'll need to take

on some leeches and wizards. Victory here

will give you Cleowyn's Lockpick. From
here continue South, then Flast, till you
work your way back to the main hallway.

Head to the teleport door on the Fast wall

in the upper part of the room. This will

take you to the Vestibule.

• Key to Cleowyn's Palace: Use your Rune
Reading skills on the tapestries to learn

the secrets of the doors. One series is

unlocked using Cleowyn's Lockpick.
Travel through these doors as you work
your way to the center of the room. You'll

eventually reach a dead end where you'll

Oft •« IUK* 4«H,1THVW t*V
«»• •*mumw*i mt9m mm -

HtMOIMMMM
im mtnmw nxm

Start in the Mines try finding and fighting for

King Cleowyn's Key, and Cleowyn's Lockpick.

(•a nn to the Vtstibmlt and fulline the course of
Cleowyn's lockpick. You'll find the Palace Key.

Bv Kurt Busch

have to battle four Bronze ogres. After

you defeat them, you'll find the key to

( leowyn's Palace.

• The Blue Lockpick: This one is randomly

placed, but I've usually found one in the

( ire.it Corridor. Getting there can be a little

tricky. Starting at the outside hallway of

the Vestibule, work your way through the

series of doors opened by Cleowyn's key.

At the center of the room, you'll find a

teleport which leads to the Palace corridor.

Get through the doorway at the south end

of the hallway, then move North and Fast

till you reach another teleport. This will

take you to the Rune Room, do through

the teleport to your left. Now you're in the

Cre.it Corridor, light your way through

the passageway to the South, moving
toward the West side of the room. With
any luck, you'll get a Blue Lockpick in

battle. Remember, though, battles in this

neck of the dungeon are very tough,
especially for characters under level 13.

Your First Quest

C )nce you've secured these keys, you're

ready to start an actual quest. A good one
to start with is King Cleowyn's Quest.

King Cleowyn ruled this joint back
when it was actually a castle. At some
point, he got on the wrong side of a pretty

wicked wizard, who buried his castle

under a volcano, sent him off to the realm

of the ghosts, and made off with a bunch
of his most prized possessions. It's these

possessions you must recover.

Before you start out on this quest, stop

by the guild hall and pick up a Sovereign

Scroll or two. When used in combat, these

scrolls exert control over your enemies,

forcing them to fight amongst themselves.

Phase 1: The Palace

The quest begins in Cleowyn's Palace.

There are a couple ways to get there, but I

find the fastest is to go through the Prison.
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hollow a long hallway in the Palace to meet
King Cleowyn's ghost and start the quest.

From the dungeon entrance, turn right

and head into the Soldiers' Quarters. Enter

the first door you pass and turn left. Make
a U-turn at the first corner and head West
toward the teleport. This will take you to a

small room, lower in the screen. Cross that

room and go through another teleport.

Now you're in the Prison. Follow the

halls to the Southwest quarter of the

screen and look for a pit. Drop into the

pit. You'll now be in the King's Domicile.

Head North. A secret trap door will take

you into the Palace.

Once in the Palace, head due North.

This area is riddled with traps, so don't

stray too far from the path. Head through

a door on the right side of the upper
chamber and move east to the lowest

accessible room. In the Southeast corner of

this room you'll find a pillar that will slide

aside as you approach it. Pick the lock on

( loud spell. Watch your hit points carefully,

using a Heal spell when they get too low.

If you manage to defeat all the ghosts,

the spirit of King Cleowyn will appear and
send you on a quest. Seems his robe,

scepter, and crown are missing, hidden in

secret rooms somewhere in the dungeon.
He'll give you a special ring, ask you to

recover the items, and warn you against

trying to keep or sell his treasures.

Phase 2: The Rune Room.
Retrace your steps until you are back in

the main hallway of the palace. From here,

head north into the Palace Corridor. Use
the teleport in the North East corner. This

will take you to the Rune Room.

In the exact center of this room is a

cross-shaped series of doors which can be

entered from each direction. Travelling

through these doors will open different

locks throughout the Rune R«M>m.

renter the center section from each
direction, checking which doors have opened

after each passage. Explore each room until

you locate three keys, each marked with a

vowel. Once you have the keys, head for the

mazes at the bottom of the screen.

These mazes will take you to three secret

rooms where-after a lot of battle-you'll

use the vowel keys to get the robe, scepter,

and crown. Once you've recovered these,

teleport back to the Guild Hall and get

ready for the fight of your life.

"O" Vowel key
here. Open door by
crossing center

from West to East.

"I" Vowel key here.

Open door by
crossing center

from East to West.

crF

the door behind it and follow a long, dark

hallway to the bottom center of the screen.

You'll face several large monster parties in

this hallway. If you can defeat them,
they'll give up magic weapons and armor
that can be found nowhere else.

When you can't go any further, turn

North. Here you'll encounter a large party

of ghosts. Use your Sovereign Scroll

immediately. While the ghosts fight each

other, cast a Shield spell on yourself, then

attack each group of ghosts with a Poison

"E" Vowel key here.

Open door by
crossing center from
South to North.

Cross through
this section to

open locks

throughout
the room.

Once you have
the keys, go to

the hidden
rooms through
these sections,

•rs here are

> opened by
crossing the
center section.

Phase 3: The Mausoleum

Now that you've recovered the items, you

have to place them in their rightful resting

places in the king's massive mausoleum.
The hallways of this tomb are winding and
VERY dangerous. Combat lurks at ever)

turn and the monsters are meaner and more
plentiful, do in with a Sovereign Scroll or

two tucked into your tunic.

Make sure you're well-stocked before

entering the Mausoleum. Once you start

this leg of the quest, you're committed. If

you teleport out or die after returning one
of the items to its resting place, that item

will be stolen by dwarves and returned to

its original hiding place. You might want
to save your character to disk before
attempting this part.

Also, be aware that combat in here is

VERY tough. If you are level 15 or below
at this point, you may want to consider

going on-line with your free ImagiNatiati

Network hours and enlisting some help. If
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Replace the C.roum, Robe, and Scepter (in that

order) in the Mausoleum to finish the quest.

you're determined to go it alone, go
prepared for some very hairy swordplay.

From the dungeon entrance, head West,

through the teleport to the Hall of Doors.

Take the first two right turns until you come
to a locked door. Follow this for a few steps

until you reach a teleport to the mausoleum.

You'll have to battle a large party of

monsters once as soon as you enter the

Mausoleum. After defeating them, move
North, then East, and you'll find yourself

in large corridor with four doors. Enter the

one on the top left and follow a dark
passageway that winds back and forth five

times. This will eventually lead to a

doorway that brings you into a small

chamber. After defeating more monsters,

you'll find a niche for the crown.

When you place the crown in the niche,

a new doorway will appear. Ignore it for

now. Retrace your steps to the large

corridor and enter the door on the upper

right. This will lead you to a niche for the

robe. Replacing the robe will reveal a

doorway which leads to a hallway that

winds toward the upper parr of the map.

Follow this hallway until you reach a

door. Once through this door, look at

the wall on your right. A few steps in,

you'll find a hidden doorway to the

North. Beyond it lies a truly brutal battle

and the rightful resting place of
Cleowyn's scepter.

Once you've replaced it, you'll be
rewarded with magic weapons and armor
and enough experience points to boost you

up at least one level.

The Rest of the Quest

< ongratulations! You've completed
your first full-fledged quest. Of course,

now you have to go find King Qeowyn's
hones. And did I mention the Flex Sword
or the Harvest Horn? How about the

( Ik-ns piece? The 1 ava K

Well, you've got a good start. But this is

a biiiiiiiiig dungeon. V
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At the source of the rainbow.

fe an Ad Lib Gold

"Sound that's rich and
clean, clean, clean"

- Strategy Plus

"Hot, very very hot"
- PC Review

"The cutting edge of

sound technology"
- PC Entertainer

"Well worth the wait"
- PC Games

PC Games Hardware
of the Year

sound
standard

II2
Microsoft
Windows

«r

Software Developers

A«e« Software

Accolade

Acirvtwon

Amte* Software

Apogee Software

Artk Software

Artwou Software

Asymetrix

Autotkil! International

Sefcrr Associates

Capstone /Intracorp

Centennial Research

GMMIM
Cool Snoes Software

Dr T's Mitmc Software

Dynaniu nc
Eclipse Tecfwwiogtes

European Software Creators

floydDenofi

Great Game*
Horn/ware fntertamment

Howhng Dog Sjrstems

Human Machine Interfaces Inc.

IMS

kom Simulations

tnterpiayl ..
u - . J. J. I .fc . ,, ,.,.uiuwifuyc WTWlmWl
leoprid Entertainment

1MB
Lips Software

LlKaSArtS

MathematKa kKorporrttd

M*a<t«h
Micro league Spor.s

Mkroprose

Miles Osior
MKS Informatiqut

Gold 1000

faction
Guaraot

»i*h Panel Sofuwe

•monalData
Sysfeeaj

M

4of"*are Design

•tin Softwortn

S*rra On lint

Singing Electrons

Str-Teth Software

Software Torjtworks

Sorif IO\.faiy

Sound Work*

Spectrum Hotobyte

SSI

The Audio Solution

The fit Man
UKC
Wart frsney Computer Software

Westwocd Studios

Mutt Wort Production

WordPerfect Corporation

Are you ready to try the absolute best

sound card on the market today?
The one that PC Games and PC

Entertainer have named "Hardware
Product of the Year"? Are you ready to

make a RISK-FREE investment? Then
you're ready for the AdLib Gold! That's

right... AdLib MultiMedia is so confident

in the AdLib Gold 1000 Stereo Sound
Adapter, we are offering a 14-day money-
back guarantee. So pick up that phone
and dial AdLib MultiMedia Direct... you
don't even have to pay for the call...

1-800-463-2686 ! !

!

Ad Lib MultiMedia Direct

1-800-463-2686
(orders only)

AdLib
Mull i M<iii;i

Order now to receive extra special

Gold Software - Absolutely FREE!

Available from AdUb MultiMedia

• Ad Lib Gold 1000 $179
• Ad Lib PC Video $399

...and much more!

Dealer inquiries welcome

• Prices do not include

shipping and handling.

All prices in US dollars.

VfcrwmAI

AdLib MultiMedia Inc.. 350 80 Franquet Street. Ste-foy, QC Canada G1P 4P3

Toll free order line (800) 463 2686 Phone: (418) 656-8742 Fax: (418) 656-1646

Ot993 AdLib MultiMedia AdLib. AdLib Gold and AdLib PC Video are trademarks of AdUb MultiMedia Inc

Other names are trademarks of their respective owners



Riding

Do you remember when most people
were- h.ippy playing text games? Or what a

big deal it was when Sierra introduced 16-

color vector graphics to go with the text?

How about when Sierra introduced 256-

color graphics, digitized sound effects.

music, and speech into computer games?
Sierra has a reputation of riding
technology's cutting edge until blood is

drawn. And now. Sierra leads the computer
game industry into the future by producing
multimedia games on CD-ROM.
There arc many reasons for Sierra to

Capitalize 00 multimedia technology.
Graphics, ever more realistic and detailed,

require a tremendous amount of disk
space. As game soundtracks become more-

complex, moving from simple PC speaker
tunes to fully orchestrated, digitized songs,

more disk space is required. Sampled
human speech and realistic sound effects

are also limited by available disk space.

Are you starting to see a pattern here?

CD-ROM was the obvious solution to
many challenges. Not only does the CD-
ROM provide the equivalent of over 400
high-density J.5 inch floppy disks, but it

lowers the cost of duplicating and snipping
big games, allowing Sierra to provide the
best games possible for the best price.

Graphics

With the arrival of 3-D rendering,
photo-realism, and blue-screen filmmaking
technologies, it would have been im-
possible to produce big, animated games
on a reasonable number of floppy disks.

< l> ROM gives Sierra the disk space
required to make full use of your
computer's capabilities.

Rendered graphics are complicated
three-dimensional images, built from wire-

frame computer models, adorned with
textured surfaces, lighted from several
angles, and then mathematically processed
to produce a realistic, animated sequence.
The result can be several megabytes in si/e.

Photo-realism is a general term used to

describe images that have a photographic
quality. One way to accomplish this is to

copy a real photograph on a digital

Kind's Quest VI has many hours of dialog and
narration hv internationally famous actors.

Herolittionan,' \iatented lift synching
technology draws you into the ftOTJ

By Leslie Saves Wilson

-

scanner, but Sierra recently acquired the
technology necessary to create an
immediate digital photograph without any
intermediate steps in the process. Again,
this digital photograph contains a
tremendous amount of information to be
manipulated by the computer while you're
playing a game.

The blue-screen process takes photo
realism to the next level. Filmmakers have
been using this process tor years, but they
have not had to deal with the difficulties of
showing the result on home computers.
The blue-screen process works like this:

using a blue background, actors move
around on an empty stage or a stage
equipped with blue furniture. The blue
areas are later replaced in the computer
with painted or rendered images, making it

appear that the actors are performing in an
entirely different environment, lor
example, the blue wall in the back of the

stage could become a forest scene.

Sierra's multimedia releases acclaimed
for their graphics are numerous. ( oktel's

Lost in Time used blue-screen techniques to

create a unique world in which sleuth
Doralice travels through time to catch a

criminal. Coktel's team included a 3-D and
video specialist, and background filming

took place in France and the Caribbean
Islands. Dynamix's frenetic The Adventures
of Willy Beamish used the vast storage
capacity of multimedia technology to create

a demented day-glo cartoon world where
kids rule, and good news! You're one of
the kids.

King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Com
Tomorrow begins with a seven-minute
introductory cartoon developed by the

INTERACTION Magazine



Hollywood animation company Kronos,

bed known for its special effects work on
the movies Batman Returns and The
lawnmower Man. The (I) version of the

Same features a special Video for

Windows'* presentation of The Making
o/ King's Quest VI, including interviews

with Roherta Williams and rare behind-

the-scenes footage shot during production.

High-resolution 640 by 400 close-ups of

game characters using accurate lip-

synching technology make the player feel

.is it he or she is controlling an interactive

movie. These and other multimedia
hrcakthroughs inspired reviewer IVter

Spear to call King's Quest VI "proof that

the era of CD gaming is upon us."

Speech

Another limitation has disappeared with

the arrival of sound cards (which can
handle human speech) and CD-ROMs
(which can store large speech files for

playback on your computer). Now entire

scripts of spoken dialogue, impractical to

reproduce on floppy disks, enhance your

gaming experience and make it more
cinematic. With this advance in

storytelling capability, Sierra also realized

its need tor skilled voice actors to breathe

life into game characters.

A east of over 50 voice actors contributed

to King's Quest V's being selected as Ml'(

World magazine's "Best Multimedia
Fantasy/Adventure dame." Even Roherta

Williams gets into the act, performing the

voice of Amanda in the Bake Shop. Gary

Owens of I a ugh In fame narrates Space

Quest IV, and other professional voice

actors round out the cast. The script of

I Antra Bow in The Dagger ofAmon Ra was

over 600 pages in length, and took several

months to record. Digitized voices and a

new script vastly enhanced the CD version

of the computerized board game Jones in

the hast Ixine.

Music and Sound Effects

There was a time when people thought

it was cute to have a simple tune hooping

and beeping out of their PC speakers

while they played a game. But that was
the computer equivalent of the Stone
Age, a time when computers were
simpler, sound cards did not exist, and
Ken Williams had long hair. Now, we are

capable of using complete professional

orchestras to record music of the same
quality you'd hear while watching a

movie or listening to a music CD. We can

also provide a vast array of sound effects

to enhance your aural experience.

Stellar Fire, based on Damon Slye's

classic space shooter Stellar 7, is the first

title Dynamix created especially for Sega

( I). Stellar lire takes maximum
advantage of Sega's superior sound
capabilities by creating a sci-fi scenario in

which rockets blast, enemies explode,

plasma cannons thunder, lasers hum, and

Winter 1993

Kinn's Quest VI is an adventure so vast, von
may never see it till.

lost in I imc i- a line intcr.i, tier action adven
lure morie offering UUpttUt, nominee, and
inquiry mil) the meaning anil nature of lime.

Ifyou think The Adventures ol Willv He.iiinsh

looks ureal, wait till you bear it!

In I aura Bow; The Dagger of Anion K.i you'll

have to watch your hack as you search for the

murderer among the rich and famon

Police Quest: ( )pen Season makes use of digital

pholograplry for a greater taut of realism.

as wild as your
Imagination.

As Unique As
Your Personality.

Create itwith
GAME-MAKER.

Create action adventure games with

Game-Maker's WYSIWYG game
design tools. Design your own
animated characters, monsters, and

full screen 256 color VGA scrolling

scenes. Design sounds, play SB
sounds and music, and import

pictures. No programming needed.

GAME«MAKER includes three

modifiable games and reusable

monsters, charac-

ters, objects, and

backgrounds.

49 (Plus $4.00

express shipping).
]

ORDER GAME'MAKER TOLL FREE:

1-800-533-6772
(CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONL Y)

Call 603-332-8164 for more information or

write: KD Software. Great Falls Avenue.

P.O. Box 448. Rochester, NH 03867

Requires AT compatible PC. 386. or better with color VGA
monitor & mouse Joystick optional Game^Aaker designed

& produced by Recreational Software Designs



radios crackle with SOS messages to you,
the lone hope for the survival of the
universe. Stellar Fire also boasts an
amazing soundtrack that positively
catapults the player into the action.

Inca-CD from Coktel Vision is widely
acclaimed for its haunting soundtrack,
which features authentic Incan in-

struments. The music is so memorahle, in

fact, that it has been played on radio
stations in the United States and Europe.
The player hears the Incan language while
English subtitles translate. The makers of
Inca-CD unleash the power of multimedia
to recreate the Empire of the Inca.

Kohcrta Williams's Mixed-Dp Mother
Goom won MPC World magazine's "Best
Multimedia Title—Learning for Children"
1992 award, thanks in large part to the
music. When children solve the game's
puzzles (for example, find Old King
Cole's pipe, bowl, and fiddlers three), the
characters in this delightful adventure for

pre-readers perform not just songs, but
show-stopping production numbers.

But these aren't the only notably melodic
games in Sierra's symphony. King's Quest
VI features the song "Girl in the Tower"
and a stirring soundtrack. Space Quest IV's

rocking score was written by Supertramp's
Bob Siebenberg. And the jazz soundtrack of
Laura Bow in The Dagger of Anton Ra
effectively evokes the extravagance and
excess of the Roaring 20s.

Taste

At the moment, CD-ROM does not
provide us with the capability of using all

of your senses, such as taste. But continue
to read InterActum. We'll keep you posted.

The Future is Now
Sierra is continuing its quest to create

experiences that will stimulate all your
senses, drawing you ever deeper into the
worlds we've created. Our upcoming
games, shipping on CD-ROM in the
next few months, will dazzle you with
their phenomenal use of multimedia
technology.

Gabriel Knight, created by Jane Jensen,
is a Neo-Gothic psycho-thriller with
gorgeous graphic novel art. This
adventure is making use of some of
Hollywood's best voice talent. Tim Curry,
who has performed in The Rocky Horror
Picture Show, as well as numerous other
film and television productions, is the
voice of Gabriel Knight. Michael Dorn
and Mark Hamill will also have leading
roles in this exciting game.

Open Season, the next installment in

the Police Quest series, is authored by
former Los Angeles Police Chief Daryl F.

Gates and directed by Sierra's Tammy
Dargan. Its photo-realistic look will bring
you as close as you can get to the crime
scene without a badge. The game will also
feature the latest music, including rock,
rap, and hip-hop.

Phantasmagoria, the new horror game by
Roberta Williams, is being videotaped using
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the blue-screen process to create Sierra's

most cinematic-looking adventure game so
far. The entire story will be filmed, which is

a first. In Phantasmagoria you'll see real

people moving and speaking. You'll also see

many different views as the camera angle
changes, just as you do when you watch a
movie. Yet even with filmed sequences, the
story is still interactive. Everything is driven
from the player's actions. For example, if

there is a water glass on a table and you
click the cursor on it, you'll see and hear the
actors perform the storyline that involves
the glass. Phantasmagoria will be available
in June of 1994.

Outpost, created by Bruce Balfour, is

Sierra's first foray into the field of
strategy/simulation games, and it takes
full advantage of all that CD-ROM offers.

The player is forced to leave Earth
quickly, and must select another planet to
colonize. Probes return with star system
data such as number of planets, and
whether the planets are terrestrial or
Jovian. The player selects a star system,
and then a planet within that star system.
Then the player must colonize and survive

on a hostile planet.

( )utpost is full of 3-D rendered animation,

which gives a photo-realistic image. For
example, if the image is to be a spacecraft, it

is created on the computer by first building a

wire frame which can be viewed from any
angle. Surface material and texture, plus

many other variables, are identified. Then
the computer translates all the information

into mathematical form and creates the final

image. It's a very involved process. A string

at single frames can take 12 to 36 hours to

complete. When the final scene is completed,
it could fill an entire 3.5 inch high-density

disk. Since a CD-ROM is the equivalent of
about 700 floppy 3.5 inch disks, you can see

the advantages of CD. Plus, with a fully

orchestrated soundtrack from Hoist's "The
Planets," and 3-D rendered graphics,
Outpost promises to immerse you in a

realistic simulation of space colonization.

Look for Outpost in March.

Welcome to the Future

CD-ROM drives continue to become
faster, cheaper, and easier to use. One day,

perhaps in the not-too-distant future, we'll

be sitting around our computers reminiscing

about those simple old Sierra favorites that

required less than 600 megabytes of storage

to run. When you consider that CDs are

practically indestructible and can last for

over sixty years, you might just draw the

conclusion that disk drives are the turntables

of the '90s.

Technological breakthroughs continue.

As you read this, CD technology is

evolving into doublespeed technology, and
doublespeed will evolve into something
else. Truly, only one thing is certain in

these dark times—that by utilizing the
latest technology to provide the best
computer games, Sierra will continue to
lead the industry into the future. Ar

Advanced animation and video captures bring
the cinematic adventure oftNC.A to life.

Ihemusu «/(,.il)rnl Knight creates an
ambience ofsensuousness and mystery.

Gabrid Knight: Sins of ihc I .nhtrs is a Neo-
(.othu thriller with gorgeous graphic novel art.

Ouiposi it full of i-l) rendered Ultimatum,
which will put you in orbit.

V

Ira

< )ui|x.M promises to immerse you m a realistic

simulation of space colonization.
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Order

Multimedia com-

puting is the most

exciting, fastest growing segment

of the PC market. There arc hundreds of

new products-both hardware and software

being introduced monthly.

Let Multimedia World magazine

bring order to the confusing choices

that confront you.

Each month Multimedia World
brings you news, reviews, and buyers'

guides for the latent

multimedia equipment.

And starting in December.

Multimedia World will be available on

the newsstand. If you don't see it, ask for it.

Of course, you will still be able to get

this great resource by subscribing to PC
World Multimedia Edition. You can get

the next 1 2 issues of Multimedia World,

plus all the great editorial in the world's

leading computer publication-PC World.

Call us on our TOLL FREE number and order 12 issues of PC World Multimedia

Edition for only $24.95. Act now and well give you a FREE ARIS ENTERTAINMENT
CD-ROM with over 80 megabytes of clip art with your paid order. Call now.

1-800-825-7595 ext.501 (39AH)

PC World Mogozine, 501 2nd street, 6th floor, San Francisco, CA 94107 • Fax (415) 882-0936



HOT DYNAMIX CHRISTMAS DEALS!

Red Baron
Originally 169.95

Red Baron
Mission Builder

Originally $29 95

Total Value $99.90

Both only

$39.95
Save S59

3 5 & 5 25 DOS version

available

Aces of the Pacific
Originally $69.95

Aces «f the Pacific

W.W.IM946
Originally $29.95

Total Value $99.90

Both only

$49.95
Save $49.95

3.5 & 5 25 DOS version

available

Take«A» Break

CrossWords
Deluxe

Originally $49.95

Take»A»Break

Pinball
Originally $49.95

Total Value $99.90

Both only <,

9.95
Save $49.95

Windows'" Only

Save Over $200 on the Framed Limited-Number
Collector's Edition King's Quest VI Print!

The San Francisco Art Exchange is proud to offer this exclusive lithograph at
a very special price to InterAction readers. The Lord of the Dead, from
King's Quest VI, has been specially recreated in this collector's edition
limited in run to a total of 450 prints. Each 19" x 26" framed lithograph is

numbered. Now is your chance to own a piece of game history.
Print originally sold for $300.00
(Archival frame is a $200.00 value.) ; $10 S&H

U.S. Only

HOT NEW HINT BOOKS!
ONLY

$9.95 5
INCA

INCA
You'll get all the inside

information on the
making of the game The
hints are to the point and
there are maps, clues and
special tips to help you.

King's Quest VI
This hint book has detailed
clues and tips on each
game episode as well as a
story about the game.

OR 2 FOR

$14.95

J Black Cauldron

J Castle of Dr. Brain

J Colonel's Bequest

J Conquests of Camelot

J Conquests of the Longbow
J Dagger of Amon Ra

J Ecoquest: The Search for Cetus

J Freddy Pharkas

JGobliins2

J Gobliiins

J Gold Rush!

J Heart of China

J Iceman

Jlnca

J King's Quest I

J Kings Quest II

J King's Quest III

J King's Quest IV

J King's Quest V
J King's Quest VI

J Leisure Suit Larry 1 (Text vers.)

J Leisure Suit Larry 2

J Leisure Suit Larry 3

J Leisure Suit Larry 5

J Lost Secret of the Rainforest

J Manhunter 1

J Manhunter 2

-I Police Quest 1 (Text vers.)

J Police Quest 1 (Icon vers.)

J Police Quest 2

J Police Quest 3

J Quest for Glory I (Icon vers.)

J Quest for Glory I (Text vers.)

J Quest for Glory II

J Quest for Glory III

J Rise of the Dragon

J Space Quest I (Text vers.)

J Space Quest I (Icon vers.)

J Space Quest II

-J Space Quest III

-I Space Quest IV

J Space Quest V
J The Prophecy

J Willy Beamish

Ask about new titles!

OR 3 FOR

$19.95
S2.00 SS

CALL 1-800-757-7707
Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. PT Mention Offer #1395

Ail orders subject to Shipping and Handling charges and Sales Tax where applicable; CA 7.75%; II TX 6.65%. MN. PA 6%; MA 5%; WA 6.5% All prices in U.S. Dollars. Single packs ship for $4 U 5 $5 Canada
Combo packs ship for JS US.. $6 Canada Offers good in U.S. and Canada only. Offers not valid with any other Sierra offer or coupons Expires 1/31/94.

40
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HOT SIERRA CHRISTMAS DEALS!
Plus Free!

Screen Antics
Originally $34.95

LongBow
Originally $69.95

Hoyle 3
Originally $49.95

Gobliiins
Originally $39.95

Total Value $194.80

3.5 DOS version available
S150.00

Space Quest Saga
Originally

Space Quest I - $59.95

Space Quest II - $49.95

Space Quest III - $59.95

Space Quest IV - $69.95

Total Value S239.80

All 4 only

$59.95
SO I & IV VGA, SO II & III EGA

3.5 DOS version available

plus j«n
Save $175.00

Computer Gaming World
Award Winners Bundle

King's Quest V
Originally $69.95

Red Baron
Originally $69.95

\i-\on

\VlSNtRb

***

plus S&H
aveS150.f

Rise of the Dragon
Originally $59.95

Total Value S1 99.95

DOS VGA Version

Macintosh Version

Larry 1
Originally $69.95

Freddy Pharkas
Originally $69.95

Total Value $139.85

5.25 DOS Only

Both only

plus S&H

CD-ROM SPECIALS!

LOST IN TIME

Originally $69.95

THE DAGGER OF AMON RA

Originally $69.95

NOW $39.95 NOW $49.95

WINDOWS

STELLAR 7

Originally $39.95

NOW $24.95

Hoyle Classic

Card)

Originally $49.95

Slater & Charlie

f>0 r^mninn

Originally $49.95

Sensational Stocking Staffers (3.5 DOS Only)

No Back Orders

A-10 TANK KILLER

Originally $59.95

STELLAR 7 NOVA 9

Originally $34-95 Originally $34.95

RISE of the DRAGON
Originally $59.95

SIERRA MUSIC CD
Originally $12.99

INCA MUSIC CD
Originally $12 99

Originally $599 rigina.,
y ,59.05 YOUR CHOICE

YOUR CHOICE $19.95 NOW $19.95 YOUR CHOICE $19.95 NOW $19.95 NOW $7.95
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FRONT

PAW
SPORTS*

FOOTBALL

You May
Already be

a Winner!
Amazing! Kven after months of game

play, I still haven't gotten over how great

Front Page Sports: Football l//*S7 is. Now
Dynamix has released Promt Page Sports:

Football Pro just as the new NFI. season has
started! It's hard to believe that a state-of-

the-art game could be improved so much,
yet Pro has set a new standard for computer
sports games. The improvements in graphics

and sound, the aggressive computer
opponent AI (artificial intelligence), the
uniforms, the play editor, the....

Wait a minute. Am I scaring you? Relax!
As many features as this game has, the best

one of all is its adaptability. Whether you
are Don Shula or Don Knotts, Pro is the

one football game that will fit you like a

glove (or is that helmet?).

Pro does make the assumption that
you have a basic understanding of the
game of football, but if you don't know
the difference between a fly pattern and
a dress pattern, you can enjoy this game
as fully as the lifelong student of X\
and O's will. let's first take a quick
overview of both games, and then see
how Pro can be adapted to suit your
wants and needs.

I i>r those who are unfamiliar with
FPSP, it combines the thrill of tremendous
graphics and action with the ability to get

involved with rosters, leagues, trades, play
design and just about every aspect of the

real game. Players arc- rated in categories

such as intelligence and discipline as well

as speed and agility. In a career league
mode players age, try to improve skills in

training camp, or possibly retire because
of injury or lack of playing time. You
have the ability to create and edit leagues,

/ l<r >\isy tt> understand manual provides

coaching to the beginner one step at a time.

Bv Bill Holmes
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plays and teams, play exhibition or league
games, practice plays, create game plans,

compete against the computer, simulate a

season, coach or play arcade style

—

virtually everything you can imagine. The
flexibility of the game is incomparable.

The Name of the Game is Control

Pro is all of this and more! In addition to

the "generic" leagues of players, the 199?
NFL teams and rosters are included. (The
game was being shipped as final rosters

were announced, so a few players are either

not listed or still on their former team's
roster. A few minutes with the player editor

feature, and you will be off to the races.)

The team management screen now gives

you a three-color slide-bar palette for

uniform colors, so if you are not satisfied

with the hue of the Dolphins' pants, you
can change it. Similarly, if you are creating

a fictitious league you can tailor your team's
look to your heart's desire. Player statistics

can now be sorted by categories, and all the

screens can be printed out (as can the plays,

game plans, rosters...).

The new Coaching Profile is a remark
able tool that allows you to select and save

multiple play options for every possible

INTEFMC770/V Magazine



" The humor and originality of Zork

are always present. . . its images are the most spectacular

in the history of video games"

MSMKMAGAIM

"The interface may be revolutionary [and] allows a richness

that has been absent heretofore in graphic adventures."

Johnny L Wikon, COUPUJEK GAMIHG WORLD

'3

.ast of Hollywood Actors Over I hour of Spoken Dialouge Revisit Flood Control Dam #3 Try to Outwit Devious Dwarves

"GflfEM

AcWisioH

Available for IBM and Compatibles. Enhanced version for CD-ROM also available.

To order: See your local retailer or call 1-800-477-3650
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ituation (down, field position,
l( to go, son- ,ind tunc remaining).

With this feature, you can create a pass-

aggrcssivc team that will be smart enough
to go to the ground in the fourth quarter

up tin dock, or center your strategy
rid .i dominant running hack with the

to start airing j| out if you are
the game and running out of time.

Within each possible situation you can
: three different plays (or play types)
assign percentages to each one to
mine the chances of that play being

called in that situation. The plays
selves are better ,ind there are over a

thousand available to choose from.
use Dynamix changed the file

. ptment from the FPSP design, it is

possible for any team to use any play

created by any Pro user.

I could go on forever listing the
hundreds of features that are part of the

Pro experience, but you'd be better
id reading the game manual, which

is \ei> e.isy to understand and is

arranged in a logical and patient manner.
There is .1 step In -step tutorial for each
ma|or segment of the game (play editing,

running the ball, etc.) complete with
screen slim-, so you can learn at your
own speed. As with any large project, it

may look overwhelming, but the
cssful player will take it one step .it .1

time. I he game can be played in an
iviion (arcade) mode, a playcalling

ich) mode, or even a combination of
the two, and each mode has basic,
standard and advanced settings.

Adjust Pro to Suit Your Style

Voti s.iy you've never played a computer
ill game before, or feel like you are

in over your head? Okay, no problem.
Choose the basic settings in both action
and playcalling. You will signal the snap
ol the ball and can even audible the play if

you so desire, but the computer will move
tlie players according to their assignments
in the play you choose. The plays
themselves will simply be generalized as
"piss long right" or "goal line run."
Although these plays may be selected from

• il that fit the description, the type of
pla) will be similar and you will start to

learn what works and what doesn't work
in certain game situations.

When you start to feel a little more
comfortable, change the playcalling from
basic to standard. Now the play names arc-

displayed along with a small diagram of
the play. Write down the ones you arc
particularly impressed with to add to your
game plan. Notice the quarterback
checking his primary receivers, where the
running backs seem to find the most
success, whether the blitz is scaring the

opposing quarterback or letting him kill

w>u with screen passes. You'll also notice

thai there is .1 white box around one of the

Don't run the same play too often—the Al will
burn you if you're too predictable.

Signal the snap or even audible the play ifyou
want. It's all up to you.

I
\s#>."

// your play fails, try usinx the preselected

plays and see what happens.

I eelinf; a little cocky Switch (0 .nhamed
mode and control the key players.

I here's no limit to what you , an A,, 1,1th Iriim

I'jkc- Spnris: I ixithall I7<>
— "Coach."
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play windows. This is the recommended
play from the Coaching Profile. If you find

that your play selection is not successful,

try using the preselected plays for a while
and see what happens. There are many
ways to skin a cat!

You're a little more confident, and you
want to control the players. Select
"standard" action and "standard"
playcalling. The standard action gives you
the option of controlling the key player,
but docs not force you to do so. Take
control of the quarterback before the snap
and he is yours to control. Toggle through
the defensive players until the one you
wish to be is highlighted. Look at the play
route in the small diagram, and follow
your assignment, or choose to improvise if

you wish!

Don't overload your game plan with
too many fancy plays—pick a few
different types and practice them until

you get the feel for the timing and where
you should be. You'll start to notice that

certain players will get open more often,

or you get an extra second moving
behind a particular offensive lineman.
Don't keep running the same play
repeatedly, even if it works. The Al in

this game is no automaton; it will

actually learn your patterns and will

burn you if you are too predictable.
Again, the Coaching Profile selection is

highlighted with a white border.

Now It's Time to Get Tough

You've had some success now, and
you're feeling a little cocky. If you want
to control the players, switch to

advanced, and now you have to control
the key offensive or defensive player.

They'll just sit there like statues if you
don't! For playcalling, either create vour
own ideas from scratch, or edit an
existing play. What would happen if

that receiver went in motion before the

snap, would it fool the defense and
make the draw play more effective?
Change the blocking, flip the play from
right to left, substitute faster wide
receivers in the halfback slot on a sweep
play. There arc no limits to what vou
can do. F.ventually you will learn the
best way to utilize the attributes of your
team personnel and take advantage of

your opponent by targeting his

weaknesses.

Pro has enough razzle-dazzle, grunts
and shake-and-bake graphics to please the

diehard action fan, but is also complex
enough to be a game that the serious fan

will not outgrow. The learning curve is .is

gradual or as steep as you wish to make it,

and when you are ready to go deep, you
have in your hands a game that will match
you step tor step. Whatever your
preference or skill level may be, you will

be a winner with Front Page Sports:
football l'ro. V
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Find a well
Cast a spell

Make a
Goto

SIMON™e
_JRCERER_
Wherever you go, expect the unexpected.

Because Simon is no ordinary sorcerer.

He's an adolescent with an attitude, who

accidentally stumbles upon a magical

dimension on

the very verge

of collapse.

As fate would have it, only

Simon can save it from a tyranny of

evil. Armed with a sharp wit and a

tongue to match, our reluctant

hero set

forth

Simon The Sorcerer is available for

IBM and compatible computers.

stake
Volt

Bl his quest. In a wacked-out world filled with

^er-swilling trolls, a schizophrenic two-headed

clerk, swamplings, werefrogs and more, he

st acquire the knowledge of a sorcerer

defeat the evil

Discover a

wondrously animated world. Unravel

thdjflnystcrics of a puzzling plot. And

beware that your biggest mistake

would be

.Simon The Sorcerer!

NIFOCOIIV
An Activision" Company

K order: see your local retailer or

lj call 1-800-477-3650



Welcome to the totally wacked-out
world of Sid & Al's Incredible Toons—
the newest and zaniest member of the

award-winning The Incredible Machine
(TIM) strategy game family. Step right in.

Slip on your safety goggles. Pull on some
rubber gloves and a raincoat. You're in

for a one-of-a-kind ride that's going to

expand your mind, tickle your eyeballs,

and leave your cheeks so sore from
laughing you'll have to make a fish-lips

sandwich with your hands!

CAT-SIZED PITFALLS AND
SPLAT'-SIZED CAT TRAPS

Solve puzzles in this kooky Toonscapc
by building comic strip plots that help the

cute and clever Sid V. Mouse pound his

muscle-brained nemesis, Al K. Cat! Drop
anvils on Al's head! Entice Al to sit on hat

pins! Smash Al in the foot with a really

I. Ii HAMMER! See Al wince or howl or

go nuts with pain! Then, laugh your guts

out as Sid escapes from his screaming bud
along a path of contraptions and cat-sized

pitfalls you lay out with your very own
crazed and twisted brainy-brain!

Each puzzle in the game asks you to

carry out unique, fast-action-reaction

Get away from TV violence and enjoy some
made-for-PC mayhem.

By Ken Embery

cartoon missions (like "Pull Al's tail, then

get Sid safely to the mouse hole in the

attic") by connecting weird characters ,ind

weirder parts. There are 'seeing-eye

baseballs' and teapots that blow their tops!

There are vacuums that can suck the ivory

out of billiard balls and several kinds of

(KAP()VC'!| cartoon bombs! There's a

smelly old air mattress Sid found in his

attic and an elephant who... whoa...
adrenaline overload! I.et's call time out.
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PICK-UP THE
^^M

AND PICK TWO
GAMES FREE!

«.*,

1-800-877-1995

Choose any Ttoo Sierra Games
when you switch to Sprint

Sprint long-distance service just

became more valuable - up to $159.95
more! Now, when you switch your
home long-distance service to Sprint,

you can select any Sierra game, free!

And after enjoying six months of high-

quality long-distance, you'll receive a
second Sierra game or one month of

free long-distance service.*

Only Sprint can offer you a

nationwide 100% digital, fiber optic

network that provides the long-distance

quality and reliability you need.
Experience for yourself Sprint's "fiber

optic" clarity that makes both your
long-distance calls and PC data
transmissions crystal clear and error free.

But unsurpassed call and data clarity

is just one of the many benefits you will

enjoy as a Sprint customer. .

.

"The Most""" A Unique Calling Plan
Sprint offers an unprecedented long-

distance calling plan called "The
Most" " available now for all customers.
The Most will save Sprint customers 20
percent on already low rates on their

calls e^ch month to whomever they talk

to the most, including international

calls-even if the called person is with a

competitive long-distance carrier.

The Most will also provide automatic
20 percent discounts on all calls to

Sprint's millions of customers, anytime
and anywhere.
When the most frequently called

number in a given month is a Sprint

customer. Sprint will combine both
discounts for an effective overall

savings of 36 percent on calls to that

number.**

Save on Long Distance When
You're away from home too!

Sprint's FONCARD'' travel card lets

you continue to take advantage of

clear calling and savings even when
you're away from home. Plus the
FONCARD is free, with cards available

to every member of your family.

The Service You Deserve
At Sprint, we make no compromises

when it comes to dependable, personal

service - we do it all; operator services,

directory assistance, customer service.

even instant credit for wrong numbers.
And we do it 24 hours a day!

No Risk Guarantee
Your satisfaction is guaranteed: we'll

pick up the cost of switching your long

distance to Sprint, and will even pay to

switch you back if you are not completely

satisfied. (Some restrictions apply.)

So why not sign up for Sprint and
receive the clarity, savings and service

you want while getting two Sierra

games you enjoy?

Sprint

* Offer valtd only in the US and for new Sprint customers

Not valid for FONCARD only orders. Certain restrictions

apply Free month is up to S2S usage on 4th month invoKe
To qualify for a second game or free month of long-

distance the customer must bill $20 per month in 3 of the

first 6 months
• * THE MOST discounts apply to intrastate calls only where
authorized.



LET SID AND AL CARRY
YOU AWAY!
As you can see, it's pretty easy to get

carried away with all the fun and wild
animation built into Sid c* Al's
Incredible Toons. Once you see the
game, once you play the game, it will be
impossible to ignore the fact that it

makes you laugh. But, what's odd is that

sooner or later you will also begin to
appreciate that Sid & Al's little cartoon
factory is the most sophisticated
pu/zle/strategy game yet devised.

I et's take a look at this last claim and
see if it holds water. To begin with, the

game contains nearly 100 different
puzzles and more than 75 animated
p.irts. It has four levels of difficulty (Cake
Walk, All Brawn/No Brain, Really Really

Hard, and Loony Bin) appropriate to
players from 8 on up. It boasts a totally

unique puzzle-building feature (called

Home Toons) that allows you to
construct, save, and trade cartoon puzzles

with your friends. And beyond the sheer

size and uniqueness of the game is the

depth and breadth of thinking needed to

solve its puzzles.

TOON PHYSICS AND
ZANY MACHINERY
Unlike other mechanical strategy

games, most Incredible Toons parts have
two or more ranges of motion. And many
of these multiple element parts have
engineer-quality movements that depend
on the laws of physics. The Skeleton
Pitton both pushes and rotates. The
Super Duper dear Converter can push,
pull, or create continuous oscillating

motion. Combine parts like these with
the timer or other 'sequencer' parts and
for the first time ever you will be dealing

with puzzles that can't be solved without
taking timing into consideration.
Combine parts like these with the
Curtain Letter Revealer or the Quickie
Counter and your head will soon be
reeling with the fun of trying to spell out
words and tap out numbers with the
bonks and conks of a cartoon mouse and
cat spat.

CAUTION! WARNING!
DANCER!
Okay. Let's review. S;,/ e> Ai'i

Incredibh luons. Funny game. (Laugh so
hard you blow snot bubbles.) Thinking
game. (Cartoon puzzles so ingenious your
brain will glow with cleverness.) Unique
game. (Make, save, and trade cartoon
puzzles with your most demented pals.)

That's about it. Except ... you think
maybe this game should come with a

'DANGER! Likely to cause laugh
explosions!' warning label? V

Yom-Ugol
with Sid V. Mont
mJAlZCat.
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mm\ crash!mm ms
FLUSH! AND THAT NAUSEATING

SOUND A CRT MAKES

MARKING UP A HA1RBALL
That's Al E. Cat and Sid The Mouse.

A twisted feline and a demented

rodent who splat, crash and blast

their way through over bO loony

Rube Goldberg-style puzzles and over

^ 75 mind-bending Toons parts includ-

^^ ing hair dryers, hat

®_, pins, and anvils

Welcome to Sid and Al's

Incredible Toons" Following

in the footsteps of its

award-winning predecessor,

The Incredible Machine," Toons seems

harmless enough. Put once the -*».

boulders start rolling, •^Htf^J'r
anvils start falling, and

dynamite starts

blasting, you know

you're in for a sick ride. 5
With four different levels of difficulty, there's

something for everyone. There's even a Home

Toons Mode so you can trade

your maniacal cartoons with

all your deranged friends.

Sid & Al's Incredible Toons.

You couldn't have more fun if you

dropped an anvil on your own head.

PART OF THE SIEHRA FAIM.V

Available at retail for IBM/compatibles. Or call 1-600-757-7707.
OK » ARE TRADEMARKS OF. OR LICENSED TO DYNAMIX. INC. WINDOWS IS A TRADEMARK OF MICROSOFT CORPORATION. © 1993 Dynambt Inc.



EARTH'S FINAL HOPE

A
FOR THE SEGA CD

It would be a suicide mission even if there

were 500 of you...

Planet by planet. System by system. The
Draxon cybernauts march across the
galaxy consuming, destroying and
assimilating life forms. One by one, Terran
defense outposts have fallen. Now the
Lord and Master of the onslaught, Gir
Draxon, has aimed his mechanized terror

at Earth itself.

In a last-ditch effort to turn back the

cybernetic demons, an elite, covert Stellar

Force makes its way near the Draxons 1

home world of Arctura. Their mission is to

destroy the Arcturan command base and
Gir Draxon with it. A fierce dogfight with
Draxon scouts wipes out all but one Stellar

Fighter—yours. That's right. The only
thing keeping nine billion human souls

from being roto sliced into the Draxon
blender are your piloting and blaster skills.

So concentrate. Gir Draxon MUST die!

With a breathtaking and visually
stunning opening sequence, the hottest
new title available on the Sega CD, Stellar

lire, drops you in the middle of a suicide

mission so hopeless all you can do is

swallow your terror and blast your way
toward the horizon. Your goal: to destroy
the Draxons once and for all.

The techno-wizards at Dynamix
surround you with the thunder of battle by
taking full advantage of Sega's CD-ROM
format. The vast storage capacity of the
CD-ROM permits bigger games with CD
quality stereo soundtracks and sound effects

and enormous animations that arc simply
not possible or feasible on other console
based games. For instance, the average-

cartridge game today contains about two
megabytes of information, whereas a CD-
ROM can hold 650 megabytes—over 300
times more than a cartridge.

Due in part to the extra storage capacity
of the CD-ROM, but also to the sensational
artistic talents at Dynamix, Stellar fire has
some of the most outstanding VD art ever

seen in a product ot this type. Stellar I ire

makes use of 3-D polygon technology to
create a hyper-realistic 3-D environment.
Because most console-based games today
are still using old style bitmap art, which is

flat in appearance, the harsh surfaces of
Stellar lire's five moons are mind-blowing
in comparison.

Arctura's third moon, for instance, is a

glacial nightmare. Your ship actually slips

and slides on the ice-covered surface of
this cruel and terrible world. On Zoreq,
Arctura's fifth moon, towering,
mysterious spire-like rock formations
dominate the landscape. Special effects,

such as screen-shakes and explosions, add
to the illusion of reality. Some recent

Point-of-view action and a stark, hostile

universe get you right into the thick tf things ...

In space, everyone can hear your
turitothrusters scream.

games with polygon-style 3-D graphics
require a special chip to operate. Stellar

Fire, however, makes use of the hardware
found inside every Sega CD console, so
you don't need to pay extra money to get

the best graphic effects ever.

( ameplay in Stellar lire is FAST. It feels

as though you are traveling at hundreds of
miles per hour as you roam the surfaces of
each of Arctura's moons. You're at the
helm of the Raven, your super high-tech
warship, trying to destroy the borg-Iike
bosses the Draxons have put in place for

protection. As you seek out each boss you
must fight off malevolent alien tanks and
fliers, avoid obstacles and collect power-up
crystals to upgrade your weaponry.

When you start the game you are given
three lives. You can earn extra lives while

By Barbara Ray

playing the game by collecting extra-life

power tips. You can also earn "continues,"
which allow you to continue playing even
if you have lost all of your lives. Choose
your level of game play from easy, normal
and difficult. On the easy level, aliens are

easier to kill. On the difficult level, aliens

are extra deadly and very hard to kill.

The rushing adrenahzed pace of Stellar

lire is further enhanced by the killer techno-

rock/industrial soundtrack. You won't find

any repetitive, misplaced melodies in Stellar

Fire. Stellar Fire's sound is a driving, dark
and mysterious high-tech entity unto itself.

You simply won't believe your ears.

Stellar Fire has the unbeatable
combination of top-shelf, cutting-edge 3-D
graphics, fast action intergalactic battle

and a soundtrack so good you'd buy it bv
itself. Looks like Dynamix has another hit

on its hands!

A Guide to Arctura's Moons
Zoreq (zho-wrcck) - The outermost moon
orbiting Arctura, its landscape is notable
for its eerie and terrible spire-like rock
formations. This is the first moon you will

encounter.

Xarz Voor (zharz-vur) - A cruel and barren
wasteland, this moon is known for its

harsh rocky surface.

Nibor-Fren<nee-borc-frcn) - This moon is

polar nightmare covered with ice and
snow. The Raven actually slides around icy

corners on Nibor-Fren.

Ta Eliab Vcc (tah-eelcc-ab-vcc) - The
hottest of Arctura's moons, Ta Eliab Vee
burns with relentless, unbearable fire.

Mok Zoh (mawk-zoh) - The innermost
moon orbiting Arctura, Mok Zoh's surface

is a vast, unyielding desert wasteland. This

is your last challenge before arriving on
Arctura itself. V
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... as you fight an evil empire that will settle

for nothing less than universal domination.
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Draxon's Revenge Brings the 3DO System

Roaring to Life!

Stellar 7

—

Draxon's Revenge is a spine-

chilling, action-packed, first-peraon ihooter

that takes full advantage of the awesome
game play capabilities of the all new JDO
system. Based on the enormously popular

Stellar 7 for the PC, Draxon's Revenue is

an addictive and visually stunning battle

*'ifj,

I nimies inhabit every corner of this incredible

game universe.

The fast, fully animated game play of UM> is

the perfect platform for this space shooter.

wagon that fills the television screen with

astonishing M> special effects! Dyn.imix'

ingenious designers have used the

machine's three Megs ot memory to give

players sure-footed control, millions of

colors, killer CD-quality tcchno-rock
music, and lightning fast m-gamc action!

Gir Draxon's Back and More Ruthless

than Ever!!

The Draxon's Revenge story line takes

the classic Stellar 7 plot and gives it an

ingenious deep space twist.

The most cii.ilxilic.il tyrant in the galaxy

has his sights set on the unified planets ot

the Terran Confederation! Gil Draxon,
Supreme Overlord of the Arcturan Kmpirc,

is mobilizing for a massive invasion of the

Bv Ken Emberv

lerran System. In a desperate attempt to

meet this threat, the lerran Defense Fleet

has ken dispatched to destroy the Arcturan

invasion force as it assembles, loo late,

lerran scientists have discovered the

existence of Warplinks— mysterious
phenomena allowing the transfer of matter

between distant worlds, (.ir Draxon is using

these Warplinks to marshal his invasion

armada in seven space-time quadrants near

key lerran colonies and command centers.

With the Terran Fleet flung halfway across

the galaxy, the only thing standing between

humanity and certain annihilation is a

prototype assault vehicle, code-named
RAVEN. YOU must pilot the RAVI \
through the Warplinks and eliminate Gir

Draxon's invasion force before it can attack.

So grab the controls! Blast and keep
blasting! dir Draxon MUSI die!! hr

III.1st your opponents, pick up power modules,

and stay on votir toes!

I
See your software

retailer now! or

Call 1-800-757-7707

PC, Mac and in noons

formats available.

- Registered owners,

call for a 119.95

(plus StH and tax

if applicable)

upgrade. Mention

offer ,394.

awTMrttC*****""*" ol. or IcnMd to. Dynarm. « 01993 Dynamr, *
Dynamo
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"4 rare gem/ Betrayal At Krondor sets new standardsjt
-Jay Kee, Computer Gaming World, O

games!'

: «*fc.
»

:

Betrayal At Kr„

j a nine chapter v

fantasy univeu.
of magic, adven;

and bloodshr

I

fc* •••I

zed actors and
nery combine with our

farrj/)us3:

rt worlds.

mm

armies at every
I

3.

best-selling

jymondE
Fetst's Rifflfer Legacy.
Experience the betrayal.

Welcome to krondor.

n&mix:
PAHT Of THE SIERRA FAMILY

of. Of licensed to Dynamu.inc * 19*S Dynamix INC. Available at retail for IBM/compatibles. Or call 1-800-757-77



Single, crazed hacker
seeks others to engage in
puzzle designing contest!

Kevin gave the world a game with
56 tools, 160 puzzles, and thousands
of possible solutions! And now he
wants the world to give him back
little chunks of it for a chance to
WIN FABULOUS PRIZES AND GET
RIDICULOUSLY FAMOUS! !

even. W&

Knter Kevin's GET MF.I. HOME CONTEST! It's totally easy! Just use the cool

new puzzle builder of The Even More Incredible Machine to make and save .1

puzzle that GETS MEL HOME IN ONE PIECE. Your puzzle must guide Mel

from the bottom of the screen and pop him safely inside his house at the top of

the screen. The puzzle must leave at least five different, moveable solution parts

in the parts bin. Locked screen parts must contain:

1

.

At least three Ernie Alligators.

2. At least three different power generator*, (i.e., mouse motor, solar panel,

windmill, etc.)

After you build your puzzle, save it on a disk and send the disk to Kevin at the

address below. The person who designs the puzzle Kevin likes best wins some

really cool stuff! first, you win $500 WORTH OF ANY OF DYNAMIX'
( ,RI A I GAMESl! Von pick em! You got 'em! And in addition to the games,

the winning designer will get his/her pu/zle placed in the upcoming MK) version

of The Incredible Machtne\ This is no jokel You'll get credit and everything!

Sound like a longshot? Hey! Get some confidence! Your puzzle will be

GREAT! And besides... EVERYONE WHO ENTERS WINS A FREE
SPECIAL EDITION VERSION OF:

Cartoon Puzzles So Funny...

Even Your Brother's Stuck-Up 42.
Girlfriend WW Laugh

Her Guts Out!

PUZZLE *>

GAME OF -

tTHEYEAR-

Puzzle Goal: GETMEL HOME!

lire I ten Ware Incredible Machine

Go ahead. Enter Kevins contest. There's nothing to lose! Be sure to include your name, address,

zip code and phone number with you entry. Get after those puzzles now! Kevin's waiting!!

Send puzzle entries to: InterAction, Ann: KEVIN, P.O. Box 485. CoarsegoW, CA. 93644. Entries must be received by April 1, 1994. Grand pnze winner mil be notified on April 15, 1994.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of prizes
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Tips and Hints for

Some ofYour favorite

Dynamix Games!
Take a Break: Pinball • Football Pro

Betrayal at Krondor • Aces Over Europe

TAKE A BREAK: PINBALL
by Louie McCradv

Goodness Gracious, Eight Balls

of Fire!

Take a Break Pinball for Windows'" has
eight pinball games, all based on hit Sierra

and Dynamix games. Pinball's play
surfaces are loaded with over 1000
animation sequences and 1.5 Megs of
digitized speech and sound effects. Because
there is so much to see and do on each
playficld, you can play for days and still

not see everything. To help you get the
most points for your flips we've prepared a
lew tips tor some of the playfields.

Quest For Daventry

One of the trickiest puzzles on this
playficld is the Endless Desert Temple
Stone Wall trap. The key is to hit the
ball into either side of the Dark Abyil
next to the Witches' Hovel. When the
ball is released, it is in perfect position
to be hit into the Stone Wall trap. The
Stone Wall trap opens when you hit

both the Open and Sesame targets. It is

timed and you must hit the ball into the
temple before the w.ill closes. Score
250,000 points and Cedric flies off to
Madam Mushka.

Another tricky spot is the path to Queen
Iccbella's Mountain Castle. To get the ball

up this path, hit the ball into the Ycti cave.

After the Yeti drops the ball into the water,

hold the left flipper up and let the ball hit it.

The ball will travel up the left flipper lane.

When it comes back down, wait until it is

lust to the tip of the left flipper and whack it

good. With practice, it works every time.

Planet Pinball Level II

The trick to winning this surface is to

stock up on extra balls. When you go
shopping at the Gallcria, grunch like mad
(grunching is when you tip or hit the
machine to help roll the ball a certain way

—

in Take a Break Pinball puss Control Shift)

to drop all of the Callcria targets. I lit the

flashing Bueka/oids t.irget and get an extra

ball. There's no limit to the number of extra

balls you can earn this way.

Draxon I

Conquer nine planets to earn this

playficld's Super Jackpot of 5 million
points. Turn on Sarah, Stay in Good Repair
with your robot friend Sparky, Travel to

Nine Planets and Warp it Good. This
surface will really test your grunching skills.

Place a ball in the S.A.R.A.H. trap hole to

activate the on-board computer. Use your
grunching skills to hit all the S.A.R.A.H.
drop targets for multi-ball play.

This surface has one of the hardest
puzzles to solve. To win the game, you
have to travel the Cosmic String ramp nine-

times when lit to visit the nine planets.

With practice, you can nail it most of the

time. Cradle the ball with the left flipper.

Let the ball roll down the flipper a little bit

and hit it hard.

Larry may be easy, but Larry's Bin Scon- ism 7.

More action than lorry's ever seen!

Leisure Suit Larry

One of the hardest pu//ks to solve on
this surface is knocking out the Mafia
Boss. The best way to beat this one is to

shoot the ball up the expressway to the

Tramp Casino. When the ball rolls

down from the casino, it usually
bounces off the Yes Men drop targets

and onto the upper flipper. With proper
timing and practice, von eaii use this

opportunity to whack the ball right into

the Mafia Boss's kisser for one million

points and a one million point addition

to the Super Jackpot.

INTERACTION Magazine



You am I lip nut Willy, Willy's parents, Willy's

teacher, and even Will\\ pet frog. Horny.

Flipped Out Willy

A cool way to get extra bonus points on
this playfield is to solve the Gigi trap

puzzle. Every time you no into the tree

house the Gigi trap lights up. Shoot the ball

into the Gigi trap hole to add points to the

Frog Jump Contest Super Jackpot. An easy

way to get the ball into the Gigi trap is to

let the ball come down through the Yo-Yo
lanes. When the ball is bouncing off the

Duffy, I'.n. 11111,1 and Tiffany bumpers,
grunch the ball to the left.

FOOTBALL PRO

We know all you serious tooth. ill

addicts don't really need any strategy tips,

but maybe one of your less talented friends

COllId use tOIXK pointers. It so, here are

some playing hints from the Football t'ra

development team.

OFFENSE

Running Plays

On running plays, have as many blockers

as you can. For plays to the outside, use

receiver* and extra running backs as lead

blockers, lor inside plays, use a lead

running back for a lead blocker. Also, try to

throw stiff arms and spins to avoid tackier*.

Passing Plays

Short Pattern:

Short routes with turn-around work well

against a man-to-man defense. Have your

receiver run about five yards past the line ot

scrimmage, then turn and face toward the

QB. This will allow your QB to fire a bullet

in underneath the pass coverage.

Medium Pattern:

Use "Throw a lake" logic to try to juke

defenders off. Vary your pass routes with

direction and crossing pass routes.

long Pattern:

Utilize your fastest receivers and send them
streaking down the field. Throw lobs over

the defense once your receiver has passed

them, lis work well for surprise- long pass

receivers. Also utilize RBs for extra pass

protection; the more blockers you have, the

better chance you will have to make the

completion and avoid the sack.

QB Fakes:

Use fakes on Medium and long pass routes.

Pump fakes and fake hand-offs will

sometimes fool blitzing linebackers and give

your QB that extra second to make the pass.

DEFENSE
Zones: Short zones will work well against

the pass and the run. Defenders in a short

zone will abandon their zone to pursue the

ball carrier if he comes within "range" of

the defender. Be careful about mixing
defensive logic. Zone and Man-to-Man
logic may not work well together without

careful consideration.

I iioih.ill Pro brings you all the blood, sweat,

and bone-crunching action of a live game.

Blitzes

Always blitz with at least one guy. This

will put pressure on the QB and may
force him to make a bad pass or

scramble. It will occasionally result in a

big sack too. Use "Fake" blit/es to try

and force the QB to audible.

Man-to-Man

For short pass defenses use "Shade
Underneath" to defend against the short

pass (usually a bullet). Also use the Bump
man at line to try to hold up the receivers

long enough to allow the pass rushers to

get to the QB. For Medium pass defense

use a mix of Underneath and Deep
coverage. For Long pass defense use

Shade Deep to defend against long lob

"bomb" passes.

Defensive Line

Vary your rushing technique. Use
blitzing I.Bs from alternating ends and
middle areas. Also make sure to defend

against the QB scramble.

The ref makes the calls on the field, and vnu
make the calls from the sidelines.

A defender playing in a "short" /one (five

yards from the line of scrimmage or lessl

will LEAVE his zone and chase the QB if the

QB rolls out to the defender's side of tin-

field and there are not receivers in the zone.

The "block nearest" command will

make the player look for the nearest

opponent to block when he reaches that

logic box or anywhere along the last

tour yards of a "move to" if the

defender is within four yards of the

player with the "block nearest"
command. In other words, if the last

logic box has a "block nearest" m it,

that player will look for someone to

block up to four yards before he actually

gets to that command. He will only do
this on the last segment of his "move
to," though, so if you want him to not

block until he gets to that final logic

box, then move him out there with one

line, then give him a very small turn of a

few pixels before dropping a logic bos

and giving him a "block nearest." Since

I'aiind through the defensive line or lob a Hail

Mary into the end zone.

Do you go for the field goal or fake out the

defense? You decide; you 're the coach.

he will only do the "block nearest" on

the last segment, he will get all the way
out to that last small line before he-

blocks.

The defense will key on a hot player by

looking at the last eight plays that the

offense ran and taking the average-

amount of distance gained by each
offensive player on those plays. Whoever
has the highest average is the "hot
player." for example, if you have a WR
who caught a pass tor ?() yards on the

first play, then a KB who runs tor I I

yards on the next play, the hot player is

the WR. If, on play three, the same RB
goes for another I I yards, the hot player

is still the WR, because he has M) yards

in three plays for an average of ten yards

per play, while the RB has 22 yards in
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three plays for in average of 7..V? yards.
If the same RB then runs for a gain of ten

yards or more, he will become the new
"hot player" because he has 31 -plus
yards in four plays compared to the \X K
who has JO yards in four plays.

Don't forget that the "stopclock" play,

where the QB spikes the ball into the
ground to stop the clock without using a

time-out is on each of the first three lines

of the special teams groups so you can
find it and call it quickly. Also remember
that you can call a play by double
clicking on it which is taster than single-

clicking it and then clicking the Ready-
break! button.

You can design defensive plays where
the defender has a very, very small /one to

cover (only a few pixels). Unless a receiver

runs right through the /one ivery unlikely)

then the defender will cover that zone and
watch what happens. If it is a pass, he will

run towards the catch /one. If it is a run,

he will leave his zone and go into pursuit

logic. This is a awful trick for short pass

defenses and for LBs in the middle when
you think the play will be either a short
pass or a run up the middle.

If you just want to watch the
computer play itself in the short
"demo" game you can start it quickly
from the Main Menu screen. Simply
move your cursor to the upper left hand
corner and click. A five minute quarter
demo game with two random teams will

start. This game switches views every
play, and any key press will return you
to the Main Menu.

Tired players do nor play as well as

"fresh" players. Keep an eye on the fatigue

level of your players (especially in

Advanced Playcall mode). Substitute fresh

players for fatigued players, (iive your
star players a chance to catch their breath.

Doing so will make a big difference
toward the end of the game.

Study your plays well; you will have a

much better chance of a successful play
it roil know what is supposed to

happen. Print the plays out prior to

playing the game so you can pause the

game and refer to your printed plays

repeated plays and eventually stuff you
for a big loss. Also vary who you go to
on plays. The defense will start double-
covering players who carry the ball

ACES OVER EUROPE
by Tucker Hatfield

often enough.

Whether you're an experienced Aces
pilot, or just out of flight school, Aces
Over Europe has a wealth of new ways
to test the mettle of would be aces. Even
pilots who racked up impressive kill

rates in Aces of the Pacific may find
themselves scratching their heads trying
to figure out what went wrong. For
those of you striving to be the best of the

best, here are a few hints and
suggestions that may get you started on
your way.

Wait a minute! How'd he get on

my tail?

Don't expect to encounter any lightly

armored aircraft that you can just burn
out of the sky with a quick burst of
machine gun fire. Even a pilot in the
legendary P-51 will have his hands full

keep your eye on everything: the plays, the

• Imk. eivn the fatigue level of the players.

when needed.

l'lay smart football: vary your plavs

often. The defense will "pick up" on

The Spitfire, with its amazing maneuverability,

could fly circles around the enemy.

against the best the Germans have to

offer. To make matters worse, the best-

performance aircraft are not necessarily

the ones with the most impressive
weaponry. Learn your aircraft's

strengths, and force your opponent to
fight on your terms.

New weapons and bombers

Allied bombers arc one of the biggest

threats the German pilots face. A B- 17 can
bring as many as seven machine guns on a

single plane. Multiply this by the number
of bombers in a formation, and you could
find yourself flying into a meat grinder.

Your best bet is to damage bombers
enough that they separate from the
formation and lose the advantage of
covering fire. Do this by making high-
speed passes, practicing until you can hit

the engines from beyond the bomber's gun
range, or by using your new weapons.

The new GR-21 mortar rockets can
devastate bomber groups, but they fire

lirst person point-of-view and realistic action
drop you right into the cockpit.

upward in an arc, and you must learn
when and where to fire them so they will

drop into the formation. Practice stern

attacks from beyond the tail gunner's
range until you can drop the rockets into

the formation reliably.

Loaded only on Me-262s, the R4M
rockets are your best weapon against
Allied bombers. All twenty-four rockets
fire off in a volley, so an effective tactic is

to aim slightly ahead of the lead bomber
and begin a slow turn toward the back of

the bomber formation as you fire. This
will "walk" the rockets along the bomber
formation, and increase your chances of

crippling or destroying your opponents.
Move in and finish off the stragglers with

your cannons.

Scramble!

Your plane may have been loaded for a

different mission type before enemy
aircraft were spotted. If you are flight

leader, change the ordnance role in the

prefhght options. If you aren't the leader,

be prepared to dump your ordnance as

soon as you are away from your runway.
Be aggressive, but remember that much of

the action will be down low, and bailing

out at low altitude is very dangerous.
Gain altitude any time the opportunity
arises. If there are fighters present, they
will try to get on your tail while you are

trying to shoot down the bombers, so

your best bet is usually to attack the
escorts first.

Now practice

Practice and imagination are your best

weapons. Use the Mission Recorder to

study your mistakes and your victories. IK
various aircraft to learn their strengths and
weaknesses. Most of all, have fun!

It's either them or yon, so blow erumx lighters

right out of the sky.
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BETRAYAL AT KRONDOR
by Tim McClurc

Keep the mages in the rear of the party

Magic using characters are the weakest
mcnilx-rs of the- party when it comes to melee

Combat, but armed with the proper spells they

can be formidable fighters, capable of

delivering devastating offensive blows, or

casting powerful defensive spells. Such abilities

require a great deal of concentration, however,

making it impossible tor casters to use their

magic if an opponent is in an adjacent combat
square. Keep them clear of any hand-to-hand

fighting. It Decenary, have other inemlxrs of

the party move to protect your magicians if

they are unable to shake an < ipponcnt.

Betrayal at Krondor is a revolutionary game,
called a "virtual fantasy" by revieucrs.

Use spells that paralyze

Spells like Despair Illy 1 yes and Grid
of a Thousand Nights are some of the

most powerful spells in the game,
especially when there are only one or two
opponents. They allow you to attack an

opponent that cannot attack you back. In

the case of the betters of Rime spell it does

damage to an opponent and freezes him so

the fighters in the party can attack without

fear of being harmed.

Keep weapons and armor repaired

The condition of these items directly

affects the success ot your combat, so be

careful not to let them become worn. A
greatsword at 10% is almost as useless as a

normal broadsword. Make sure to check

the condition of your equipment after each

battle (or at least every other battle), and

make repairs (using your character's

Weaponcraft or Armorcraft skills) at every

opportunity. It doesn't take long for a

brand new sword to become useless. Also,

try to keep a fully "charged" whetstone and

armorer's hammer on hand at all times.

A tip on repairing weapons and armor
Armor and weapons can only be

repaired after they have been "damaged"
during combat, so if you find a suit of

armor with a really low condition (less

than, say, 20".,
i and it appears you cannot

repair it further, don't just drop it. Put it in

your "using" area (on the left side of your

inventory screen) until you get into

combat. When you use the item, chances

are it will be damaged further. When you
leave combat you can then repair the item,

increasing its usefulness dramatically.

When your character tries to repair an
item, his repair skill (Weaponcraft or

Armorcraft depending on the item) is

checked and the item's condition is

increased using the following formula:

100 minus the current condition of the

item (expressed as a percentage) multiplied

by the character's repair skill (expressed as

a percentage).

If the characters repair skill is 50% then

the item's condition will be increased 50%
(not to exceed 100%).

Example: ( ionffa finds a suit of elven armor
at I I".,; when he tries to repair it he finds

that it cannot be repaired further.

Undaunted, Gorarh dons the armor and

proceeds down the road where he is

ambushed by some nasty Moredhel. During

the battle Gorath is hit and his armor
condition falls from 11% to 10%. After the

combat he uses his Armorcraft skill

(currently at 70%) to repair the armor. The
armor goes from 10% to 6.3% which is 70%
of the difference between 10% and 100%.

Always use the best weapons and

armor available

Below is a chart detailing the statistics for

weapons and armor in the game. It should

be noted that some weapons are better at

different things than others. For instance a

Rapier is better than a Goblin Sticker

when thrusting but does much less

swinging damage. It you have a preference

tor a particular combat technique then you
may find this chart especially useful.

Swords Thrusting Swinging 1 (trusting Swinging

Weapon Damage Damage Accuracy Accuracy

Broadsword (1 7 10 -5

Moredhel 1-amprey J 15 5 -5

Rapier 25 10 20 -5

2 H Broadnracd 8 21 10

Goblin Sticker 15 29 10

Sword of Kinnur 25 33 15

Galon Grie&nakef 29 42 15 5

keshian Tapir 20 45 ID -5

Greatsword K 52 10

Sword ot 1 mis Kragma 49 71 10

(niarda Revanche 73 so 50 10

Staves Thrusting Swinging Thrusting Swinging

Weapon Damage Damage Accuracj Accuracy

Owyn'i Staff ] IS

Lightning Suit 7 20 10

( ryst.il Staff 12 5 10 -5

Staff of Macros

Crossbows

10 25 IS 15

( rowbow Type Damage Accuracy Five ways to get a
light Crossbow

Medium ( rossbow

I'siir.ini Light Crossbow

7

IS

20

5

-5

1 •

game hint.

1) You can call our 900 hint line. (If

Elven ( .rossbow 25 25 you're under the age of 1 8, you must get

Isur.mi 1 le.iv>
1 (rossbow 40 your parents' permission' first.) It costs

Bessie Mauler 75 -10 73 cents per minute. The number is:

Quarrels Accuracy 1-900-370-5583
Quarrel Type Damage Modifier 2) You can write down your hint

Quarrels (Normal) 1 questions and mail them to our hint

Tsurani Quarrel 7 5 department. Address your envelopes to:

Normal Poisoned 7 -5 Sierra Hint Dept., P.O. Box 200,

IK en Quarrel 9 15 Coarscgold, CA 93614.

Tsurani Poisoned 14 -10 3) You can FAX your hint questions.

Elven Poisoned

Flaming Quarrel

15

25

10

-10

Our FAX number is 1-209-683-3633.

(We normal ly answer your FAX hint

Magical Quarrel 30 20 questions within 48 hours.) Please

Armor
include your FAX #, name and address.

4) You can call our BBS with vnur
Armor Type Rating modem at 1 209-683-4463.
Kingdom Armor Is

Elven Armor 2S 5) You can pick up one of our hint

Tsurani Armor

Dwarvcn Armor 40

books—a complete reference to our

games including hints, points list, and

maps—for just $9.9$. Order direct at

Dragon Armor Ss
1-800-757-7707. Or stop by your local

Vallum Armor 70 software store.
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Choose the type of hero that suits your

style—Fighter, Magic User, or Thief.

Pick a combat system - from pure strategy

to thumb-twitching arcade action.

Dark settings and light-hearted humor
combine in this fun-filled fright fest.

•sierra

The Dark One awaits. A

crazed cult has kept his evil

image alive in an isolated

mountain valley. Now a

beautiful but deadly vampire

has enlisted the aid of some

wicked Wyvems, raucous

Revenants, nefarious

Necrotaurs, and even a wild-

eyed wizard. The dark forces

wait with weapons ready and

fangs bared.

A Fun-Filled Fright Fest Where YOU Make the Rules!

• Create your own character, choosing a Fighter, Magic User, or Thief. Puzzles,

combat, and obstacles change according to your character type and development.

• Start fresh or import your character from Quest for Glory I, II, or ///.

• Fight monsters with a sophisticated new battle system that lets you choose skill

level and combat type-from pure strategy to adrenaline-pumping thumb-

twitching arcade action.

• Unravel A LOT of puzzles-nearly three times as many as found in other

adventure games.

~ SIERRA9

See your local retailer or call: 1 (800) 757-7707
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Bright Star

Kid's Typing

$42.45
Windows/Macintosh

Jjffl

Sierra

Quest for

Glory IV

$59.45
MS-DOS/Macintosh

Dynamix
Football Pro

$59.95
MSDOS

Coktel

Inca CD

$49.95
CO ROM

MS-DOS
ALL NEW GAMES VGA 3.5* DISKS only
A few titles available in 5 25* inks please ask

J A-10 Tank Killer v. 1.5 19.95

J Aces of the Pacific 39.95

J Aces of Pacific Mission: WWII: 1946! .19.99

J Aces Over Europe New' 54 95

J Betrayal At Krondor 49.45

J Castle of Dr Brain 25 45

J Conquests of the Longbow 33 95

J Dagger of Amon Ra 59.45

J EcoQuest: The Search for Cetus 25 45

J Even More Incredible Machine -New' .29 95

J Freddy Pharkas 59.45

J Front Page Sports: Football Pro-New? 59 95

J Gabriel Knight -New.' (1194) 5945

JGobliiins 19.95

J Gobliins II 33.95

J Goblnns Ml New! (12t93)

J Hoyle Book of Games Classic ...SALE! 34.95

J Hoyle Book of Games Vol. 3 42.45

J Inca 50.95

J Inca II • New! (12193, 50.95

J Island of Dr Brain 42.45

J Jones in the Fast Lane 19.95

J King's Quest V 59.45

J Kings Quest VI 67 95

J Leisure Suit Larry 1 19.95

J Leisure Suit Larry 5 33 95

J Leisure Suit Larry 6 • New! (11193) 59 45

J Lost in Time New' (11193) SO 95

J Lost Secret of the Rainforest 42.45

J Mixed-Up Fairy Tales 25.45

J Mixed-Up Mother Goose 25.45

J Mega Math - New* 42 45

J Nova 9 19.95

J Pepper's Adventures in Time 42.45

J Police Quest 1 19.95

J Police Quest 3 59.45

J Police Quest:Open SeasonNevWri2/9.?)59 45

J Quarky & Quaysoo's Turbo Science 42 45

J Quest for Glory 1 19.95

J Quest for Glory III 59.45

J Quest for Glory Shadows of Darkness -

New! (12193) 5945

J Red Baron 29.99

J Red Baron Mission Builder 19.99

J Rise of the Dragon 19.95

J Sid * ALs Incredible Toons - New' 34 99

J Slater A Charlie Go Camping 29.95

J Space Quest 1 19.95

J Space Quest IV 33.95

J Space Quest V 59.45

JStellar7 19.95

J The Prophecy 33.95

J Willy Beamish 33.95

JYserbius • New! ... 50 95

J Now
A.J 's World of

Discovery
MS-DOS

Disk S Doco only

FREE wm
Pay only S7.00S&H

(Must have this to

run lessons below)

J Math. Ages 4-5 19.95

J Language. Ages 4-5 19 95

J Math, Ages 6-7 19.95

J language, Ages 6-7 19.95

MPC VUu.inJnK

-683-4468

These offers do not apply to UK and Europe;

call 0734-303171 for pricing and availability.

COMPUSERVE • SIERRA BBS (209-683-4463)

For Customer Service call 1-800-(SIERRA-5) -- 1-800-743-7725

(Product/Order Inquiries, Policy/Promotion Information)

AND MULTIMEDIA CD GAMES
J Dagger of Amon Ra SALE 49 95

J EcoQuest: The Search for Cetus 59 45

J Gabriel Knight - New' (12193) 67 95

JGoblmns New! (1)193) 39.95

3 Goblnns II New! (11193) 39.95

J Inca New' SALE 49 95

J Jones in the Fast Lane 59.45

J King's Quest V SALE 44 95

J King's Quest VI SALE 49 95

J King's Quest VI - Upgrade! 39 95

J Leisure Suit Larry 6 - New.' (It94) 69 45

J Lost in Time - New.' ( 1194) 39 95

J Mixed-Up Mother Goose 59 45

J Outpost - New! (3194) 59.45

J Police Ouest-Open SeamnNewHIIHi .67.95

J Sneak Peeks (plus J 1 50 S*H) 8.00

J Space Quest IV SALE 39.95

J Stellar 7 24.95

J Willy Beamish 59 45

J Sierra Music CD
J Inca Music CD

7.95

795

FOR MAIL ORDERS. JUST CHECK THE GAME(S) OF YOUR CHOICE. FILL OUT THE ORDER FORM BELOW
AND MAIL TO SIERRA ON-LINE. Prices good in U.S. and Canada only. All prices in U.S. dollars.

— ^— MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM — MM MM MM MM MM M

GREAT! SEND ME THE GAMES I'VE CHECKED. I'M ENCLOSING $

TO COVER THE GAMES, TAX, SHIPPING AND HANDLING.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

-I Check/Money Order (payable in US. funds to Sierra On-line, Inc.) Mo COO orders accepted.

CHARGE TO: J VISA J MC J AM EX -1 DISCOVER

ACCT. NO.: EXP. DATE:

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE (required)

DAYTIME PHONE (needed for credit card purchases)

SHIPPING: US. - $4 for 1st game, $2 ea. add'l game. Canada - $5 for 1st game; $2 for each additional game. Hintbooks.

SI.50 if ordered separately. Other - Please call or FAX for shipping information.

TAXES: CA 7.75%; IL 6.25%; MA 5%; MN 6%; PA 6%; TX 6.25%; WA 6.5%. (Canadian customers are responsible for

GST taxes & any special Poste fees. Do not include with payment to Sierra.) .

MAIL TO: P.O. Box 978, Oakhurst, CA 93644-0978
BY FAX: In the US 1-209-683-4297 • From Europe 0734-303201
Policy and prices, including shipping charges, may change without notice. All orders are subject to acceptance by Sierra. Prices effective

1111/93 1/11 194 Above prices not valid with other coupons/promotions New = estimated to bo shipping by date in parentheses Offer »1 394 _

J Ad

J Alphabet Blocks 42 45

J Basic Spelling Tricks (formerly Yobi's

Magic Spelling Tricks) 42 45

J Beginning Reading (formerly Ready, Set,

Read with Bananas & Jack) 42 45

J Early Math - New' 42 45

J Hoyle Book of Games Classic SALE '34 95

J Kid's Typing - New' 42.45

J Lost Secret of the Rainforest 42.45

J Pepper's Adventures in Time 42.45

J Screen Antics/Johnny Castaway 19.95

J Slater » Charlie New! 29 95

J Take-a-Break" Crosswords Oekne New!. .34.95

J Take a Break ' Even More Incredible

Machine • New/ 34.95

J Take-a-Break! Pinball 34.95

J Take-a-Break" Sampler Set 9.95

J The Laffer Utilities 20.95

3D0

J Stellar Fire -New

J Willy Beamish

5995
49 95

MAC
J Advanced Spelling Tricks - New.' .42 45

J Alphabet Blocks .42.45

J Basic Spelling Tricks (formerly Yobi's

Magic Spelling Tricks) 42.45

J Beginning Reading (formerly Ready,

Set, Read with Bananas & Jade) 42 45

J Castle of Dr Brain 25.45

J Early Math- New.' .42 45

J Even More Incredible Madw»e-New'29 95

J Freddy Pharkas • New! 50.95

JGabriel Knight - New.' (1194) S945

J Hoyle Classic -New' SALE! 34.95

J Kid's Typing - New' 42 45

J King's Quest V 59.45

J King's Quest VI • New' 67 95

J Leisure Suit Larry 1 29.95

J Leisure Suit Larry 5 33.95

J Leisu'e Suit Larry 6 - New.' (1194) .59 45

J Poke OuettOpen Season-Newf'W*). 59 45

J Red Baron. 29.99

J Rise of the Dragon 19.95

J Quest for Glory I - New! (12193) 59.45

J Quest for Glory. Shadows of Darkness -

New! (12193) 59.45

J Slater & Charlie • New.' 42.45

J Space Quest 1 25.45

J Space Quest IV 33.95

JStellar7 19.95

J Take-a-Break ! Crossword! Defeat He* 34.95

J Willy Beamish 33 95
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Get the Best in Interactive
Education - FOR FREE*

System Requirements: MS-DOS 286 or better, Mouse and Sound Card required

Children will love exploring
the ten different activities in

AJ.'s World1" of Discovery.

r 3toOl "Ov<?s

Ei®ECD@0Q0II)
J DE) CD ID00 BCD

c[R|5)rrnfi) f=t1fi=J1

EU3,
Writing Game. They'll love putting
words together—especially when the
words become objects that move and
make sounds.

AJ.'s World of Discovery is innovative educational software featuring

a unique, curriculum-based design. The basic program includes ten

different learning activities for children ages 4-7. This colorful, fun-filled

world develops your child's memory, logic, reasoning and creativity.

Learning That Grows With Your Child

AJ.'s World of Discovery is easily expandable. Once your child has

mastered the basic program, give him or her a head start in school with
add-on lesson modules. There are four modules to choose from, covering
math and language skills for children ages 4-5 and 6-7. Details are

included with your free game.

Award Winning Software

Released this summer, AJ.'s World of Discovery has already won two
prestigious awards:

The National Parenting Center Seal of Approval for 1993 and
NAPPA, the National Parenting Publications Award.

&M»L

Picture Maker. Children build their own
scenes and learn to identify objects and
words.

To get AJ.'s World of Discovery absolutely free, call:

1-800-757-7707
Monday-Friday, 7:00am • 7:00pm (PST) Offer Number 387. Expires 1/31/94. (*$7.00 shipping and

handling charge. Good in U.S. and Canada only. May not be combined with any other offer. One free

game per name and address.) O Bright Star Technology, Inc . a wholly owned subsidiary of Sierra On-Line, Inc.

" designates a trademark of Bright Star Technology, Inc



THE IMAGINATION NETWORK

ImagiNation Explodes

^b and Expands!&
The release of the NEW Fates ofTwinion

and Version 2.3 will thrill members with

more fun and friends!

Oakhurst, CA - "The times, they are

a-changin," and quickly, at Th

e

ImagiNation Network. INN is going
through major changes with the new
release of The Fates of Twinion, the sequel

to the popular The Shadow of Yserhius,

and the much-awaited launching of a

whole new release of ImagiNation version

2.3 software, filled with super new games.

Responding to the calls for "MORE!"
from the growing multitudes of INN
members, ImagiNation has been expand-

ing. There are new games and activities

that will explode with more fun for ill!

INN has delivered up a top-quality
collection of classic board games, sports

games and more.

Bv Vince Geraci

You'll be challenged by elaborate
labyrinths and bizarre dungeons.
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fads of Shallow of Yserhius can get in on the

magic and mayhem of halts of I wmion.

The Fates OfTwinion

The release of The Hates of Twinion,
The Shadow of Yserbiut't long-

anticipated sequel, will add a whole new
dungeon dimension to Medieval.and.
Enter through a newly-discovered
underground gateway that has been
revealed in The Shadow of Yserhius.

Winter 1993

talis of Tvvinon has new quests and creatures

you can really sink your teeth into.

There arc dozens of new quest levels,

legions of new warriors await you,

lurking in the shadowy corners. Nasty
monsters skulk among the cobwebs. Skill

levels abound. (Can you detect a

pickpocket?) A vast array of new weapons

and quest items will keep you adventuring

endlessly with a nationwide group of

enthusiastic game players.

Current INN members can order

the on-line version of The Fates of
Twinion by calling 1-800-IMAGIN-l, or

by going to the INN store in the

ImagiNation mall. The cost, including

shipping and handling, is $9.95. Non-INN
members interested in moving to the

neighborhood can also call 1-800-

IMAGIN-l for more information.

We're Renovating! ImagiNation Version 2.3

Soon after the expanded version of

Medieval.and is released, most of

ImagiNation is scheduled for an elaborate

reconstruction. Starting in the Clubhouse,

PRODIGY
Interactive Ftersonal Service

Prodigy users can now get in on the fun ofThe
ImagiNation Network.

INN will bring the Milton Bradley strategy

game Stratego® to cyberspace. Yes, this

game has been around for years and it is

truly a classic. It's an absolute "MUST
HAVE" in INNl

You'll find the graphics are
remarkable (even if you've played the

board game version). The outstanding
game enhancements make it a whole new
experience.

There are several default Stratego board

set-ups included, but you can change the

set ups as you see fit. (If you know your

opponent's strategy method, you can
quickly change your strategv to win.)

Square off against your friends and enemies in

the on-line version of Stratego.
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The 2p-

The Spy loses «»*ry
battle except when h*
attacks th« Marshal If

the Marshal attacks the
Spy fust, the Spy is

captured so it takes a

clever spy to jet the
Marshal.

Straicgo is strategic fun for beginners or

seasoned players.

It's a two-player game, with 40 pieces,

and if you find a set-up that is a total

killer, you can save it easily. It's always
available to use with new opponents or to

teach to new players.

You can make changes to your set-up

at any time before each game begins.

The game will take you approximately
one hour to finish. (It might be even
less... IF your strategy is as good you
think it is.)

What really makes Stratego so excellent

is that you get to play against an unlimited

number of opponents on-line. No more
bashing the heck out of a family member
because you've played him or her four

thousand times. You'll have to develop a

strategic methodology that will win
against any foe.

Stratego is perfect for every game
player looking for serious fun. Sure, the

board game is fun to play with your
friends, but are you ready to take on
players from all four corners of the
country? You'll fall in love with this game
all over again.
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(.beck the wind and choose your club when
you play the new 1 8-Holc JD Golf.

18-Hole/AW3-DGolf

Forget high-priced green fees. The best

tournament-level golf ever is now open
in ImagiNation. One to four people can

play 18-holc golf with all the variables.

You have all the blissful frustration of

an actual golf game: changing wind
directions, nasty overgrown roughs,
sand traps and varying breaking greens.

What club will you choose... a 9-iron or

driver for a 125-yard fairway? You
decide. But don't feel intimidated
playing the pros because handicaps level

the playing field. INN now offers you
the ultimate in nationwide pro golf

tournaments.
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The new and improved Chess now offers clock

limits and new graphics.

Chess At Its Best

Hang out all night long with royalty

—

not to mention bishops, rooks, and
knights. We've added new features to

Chess that allow standard play as dictated

by the United States Chess Federation.

This is a seriously fun game. We're talking

all-new graphics, game clocks (there's one
that even allows handicaps for new
players when they play against more
experienced players). Plus you can SAVE
GAMES, keep records of scores and
much, much more.
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What's Elvis' middle name? Ifyou know, you
should be playing the National Trivia Network.

Who is buried in Grant's Tomb?
INN version 2.3 will link you to NTN,

a nationwide network of trivia players

who are smart, cool, shrewd, friendly and
disarming. How good are you at trivia?

Yeah, yeah, yeah, you think you can beat

the best? Now can you prove it, and take

on the rest! Keep all your sports, movie,

and other reference books handy when
you play NTN games. You'll be linked to

an entire nation of trivia buffs.

It's All in the Cards

Spades is actually like two new card

games in one! This four-player INN
version ot Spades includes both Partner

and Cutthroat playing styles. The Partner
style of Spades really brings INN friends

together to have fun. The Cutthroat style

is every person for himself. You'll
discover card playing strategies you never
even knew existed.

Chicago Rubber Bridge takes the card
game Bridge to new levels. It's fast (and
sometimes furious), but Chicago Rubber
Bridge has all the options that will keep
you in suspense and clinging to the tip of
your keyboard.

1

Kuchrc, a Midwestern card favorite, is a coast-

to-coast smash on INN.

Euchre is a new, fast and exciting card

game for when you only have time for I

quick game. You play with a "short
deck." That means that you play with

less than 52 cards. You'll play with
either a 24-card or a 32-card deck. This

fast-moving card game gives you the

freedom to play with a partner or to

occasionally tell him or her to "chill

out." If you think the hand you have is

strong enough, then you have the option

of playing your hand out and winning on
your own. What an opportunity to meet
friends with common card game
interests. Set aside some time tonight and
play Euchre.

Hey Pilots! New Airplanes, Too!

All you flying fanatics who love Red
Baron: you'll be pleased to know that INN
version 2.3 offers a new, improved flight

simulator with additional planes and
plenty of raging dogfights and other new
challenges.

ImagiNation version 2.3 is scheduled

for a late October 1993 release. To
prcorder your upgrade, go to the "For

Better INN" store m the Mall, or call

1-800-IMAGIN-l. It's FREE! ($4.95
shipping &C handling I. or

I'Liv Spades (with special options) against

opponents from all over the country.

Red Baron is new and improved, with new
aircraft and action.
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hitch a ride with
sam & max:.,

they don't brake
for anything!!!

•TAW*

Join Freelance Police, Sam (don't call him a cartoon dog) and Max
a hyperkinetic, rabbity thing) as they pursue a runaway carnival Bigfoot

across America's quirky underbelly.

Based on Steve Purcell's unconventional cult comic books, Sam & Max will

toke you on an irreverent road trip adventure that will put hair on your back.

Collide with tacky tourist traps and intimidate their bizarre denizens.

Edgy animation! • Full-screen graphics!

• Twisted humor! • Easy, popup verb and dialog icons!

• Gratuitous antisocial behavior!

Mini-games to play when you're at work!

Roadside attractions your parents refused to stop at!

So tune up the car, water the cat and make
a half-crazed beeline to your nearest f^**
retailer for Sam & Max Hit the Road. (oNo»v»eABj) 'j rw£
Don't forget to bring clean underwear!

AVAILABLE FOR THE IBM PC. COMING SOON FOR THE IBM CD ROM.

\*P
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RUMOR MILL

The Magpie Flies Again....

Before I begin this episode of rumor-

mongering from the offices of Sierra

Publishing in O.ik hurst, CA, I'd like to take

just a second to thank all of you who wrote

letters of protest and dismay when my regular

feature article was taken out of InterActmn

magazine to make way for the article on

Pinball elbow. I thank you, my family thanks

>nii, and a super special thanks comes from

the bankers, utility companies and other

various public and private entities to whom I

am sincerely indebted.

Ken and Roberta fly the Coop.

Perhaps the top story from these hallowed

halls of hard disks comes the big news that

Sierra Corporate has moved to Seattle. While

temporarily taking refuge in the offices of

Bright Star la new Sierra subsidiary with its

eye on the education market). Ken and his

band of merry management types arc

working to build a bigger, better Sierra

World Headquarters.

Once the new headquarters is complete.

Ken intends to gather the sales, support,

and administration people all to the

Seattle location under one root. His stated

goal is to put the marketing and
management types in one place so that

they can better manage the business. His

real hope is that by getting all these people

out of the way ol his creative types, they

can better concentrate on making games

and software.

Still Many Stars to be seen in the Sierras....

To many. Ken and Roberta's move
meant that all of the game makers of

Sierra would soon be soaking in Seattle's

wet weather. But in reality, Roberta is the

only one of Sierra's stable of designers to

make the trip north (unless you count

Space Quest designer Mark Crowe, of

course. I ast year he left Sierra for

Dynamix in Eugene, Oregon).
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If you visit Sierra offices in the California

Sierras, you'll still be able to find Quest for

Glory's l.ori and Corey Cole, Space Quest's

Scott Murphy, Freddy Pharkas' Josh

Mandel, and Sonny Walls of Police Quest

fame. (Actually his Dad, Jim Walls, was the

Police Quest I through 3 designer. Jim's

gone, but Sonny is still with the company).

... but Al Lowe is in Fresno

Leisure Suit Larry designer Al Lowe was
never much for the high mountains of

Oakhurst, California. (He often complained

that the Japanese tourists confused his

forehead with the backside of Half Dome.)

But Al didn't go to Seattle either. He's

currently holed up in the North Fresno

offices of his new "Up and Coming
Productions", a small production company

that Al has spun off as another fine spinoff

of Sierra On-Line, Inc.

Al seems happy with the way production

is going on at Up and Coming Productions.

He recently told me that Larry 6 will be "the

longest, hardest, most enjoyable Larry ever."

(I never realized the double entendre of that

remark until my editor had a coughing fit

when he read it aloud while proofing an

early draft of this article).

Al also gave me a pre-release copy of the

upcoming "(.iris of Leisure Suit Larry"

Calendar for 1994. He enthusiastically

proclaimed that "..the girls of this Larry

Calendar are both high-rent and hot ..."

though he disavowed any knowledge of the

one he called "the crying game girl" until

after the calendar had gone to print.

The Calendar, by the way, is planned for

inclusion with all Leisure Suit Larry products

this Christmas season.

What's coming out for Christinas?

"Will Roberta's horror game appear for

this Halloween as reported here months ago?"

Sorry, don't expect to see any new games

from Roberta until at least the middle of

WARNING: Often right, mote often

wrong, and occasionally even wildly

inaccurate, Johnie Magpie is

InterAction Magazine's least con-

trollable and most. controversial

pseudo-journalist. Management does

not endorse, and in fact barely even

tolerates, the inclusion of this feature

in our magazine.

By Johnie Magpie

1994, which is her new planned completion

date for the shocking Phantasmagoria. Also.

don't expect to see the next King's Quest

installment till as late as early 1995, when
Roberta may be ready to launch King's Quest

VII if she doesn't feel she's rushing it.

What you will see, early in 1994, is a

full anthology of Roberta Williams' works

from Mystery House to King's Quest V.

This collection of early and recent works

of Roberta Williams offers a compre-
hensive collection of Roberta games. The
collected games have sold an ama/ing
2,000,000-plus units worldwide. While the

collection will not include Roberta's

magnum opus King's Quest V/-Multi-

media which appeared late this summer for

the first time on CD, this "Best of..." CD is

planned to include early works that

Roberta Williams originally wrote for the

Apple II computer. MS-DOS and
Windows'*' owners will be able to play

many of these games for the first time,

thanks to an Apple II emulation package

included with the software.

"Will Aces Over Europe ever get off the

ground?"

Dynamix has been "almost ready" to

release its successor to the long-time

bestseller Aces of the Pacific for almost a

year now, but has continually held the

product back to tweak, rewrite and refine

the flight experience. Eager pilots have

almost given up hope, but the Magpie can

report that it looks like this one is very

soon going to launch. Final printed

documentation, software boxes, and other

packaging materials have recently begun

arriving in the Sierra manufacturing areas,

a sure sign that Dynamix is confident that

the gremlins are all out of the software.

Look for this one to make Christmas.

Don't look for the Dynamix's much-
anticipated submarine sim, though. Word is

that this one won't surface till sometime in

mid- 1994.

"Why is Coktel Vision such a big hit in

Canada all of a sudden?"

About a year and a half ago. Ken and his

band of merry managers brought the first ot

the Coktel Vision products to America.

Although Coktel Vision's first game
Gobliiins got great reviews in the U.S., it

didn't get the audience of Coktel Vision's

Jnca, and neither product came close to the

success ot .1 Sierra Adventure or a Dyii.imix

flight simulation. But recently, the Coktel

Vision product line has "heated up" and

gotten suddenly more popular—especially

north of the border.
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Of coanc Canada has French Quehcc, so

we won't deny that Coktel Vision's products

have had a ready marketplace there, since

Coktel Vision games are offered in both
French and English. But the bigger answer on
why Inca—and the majority ol Coktel
Vision's new titles for this Christmas—have

been bigger sellers in Canada than the United

States this Christmas has to do with a limited

supply of CDs. Coktel's CD versions of

games like Inca. GobUiitU I and //, and Lost

in Time are of surprising high quality but

also in very limited supply.

It seems that Coktel Vision produced only

.1 small quantity of their CD game titles this

( linstmas, and the lion's share of these were
distributed to Canadian retailers and
distributors.

Because of a marketing promotion
arranged earlier this year with major
Canadian retailers (which featured the title

"The Best of France (onus to Canada,"
and offered consumer prizes such as

French wine, French cheeses and even a

free trip for two to Paris), Surr.i Sales

Management allotted almost 100% of the

limited shipment to Canada, and so few
were left over that not even one of the

major orders from the U.S. software store

chains could be filled. If you want to get

your hands on Inca, Gobliiins I or //, or

Lost in Time for this Christmas (and you
will) the only way to do it might be to

either call Crazy Nick or take off for the

Great White North.

Oynamix's first interactive box: just pull the

cat's tail to open it'.

Even more incredible boxes!

Did the folks from Bright Star who
traveled to Japan to research the Berlitz

"Japanese for Travelers" multimedia
software also perfect the origami boxes

that surround Jeff Tunnel Productions'

The Even More Incredible Machine?
Okay, users haven't written me in droves

to ask this question. In fact, The Even
More Incredible Machine was only
shipped for the first time in late September
and the product didn't get as much early

publicity as it deserved. The Berlitz

product isn't planned for release till way
after Christmas (though it was recently

shown behind closed doors to a panel of

software retailers and language arts

teachers and received more than a casual

round of applause).

This was my question actually, and I

asked it somewhat sarcastically the first

time I saw The Even More Incredible
Machine packaging. TEMIM features a

totally unique packaging: pull the cat's tail

and the box flies open! What'll they think

of next?

It seems that Jeff Tunnell's Incredible

Machine was a "sleeper" hit last year
(sleeper meaning people loved it but it didn't

sell well because it shipped so late).

Other publishers have asked Jeff for rights

to move the game to the Nintendo and other

machines. The Marketing People at

Dynamix decided the product got lost on the

store shelves, so they designed up this wild

box to make sure that the game got proper

attention from software buyers this

Christmas. If this was their intent, then I

guess they took the job seriously, though I

The first time box we actually experienced fear

looking at a Sierra box.

still think it's a silly box. (The Marketeer
who did the work once built a worldwide
brand name out of foam rubber ball called a

"Nerf," so I guess I'll keep my eyes open
and see how it does).

If you haven't played The Incredible

Machine yet, you'll be able to find it in at

least one Game Value Bundle that Sierra

plans to launch right around Christmas, lor

The Even More Incredible Machine (which

you can play even if you've missed the

original Incredible Game) you'll have to pick

up one of those silly boxes.

Don't judge a game by the cover...

Before 1 close up this article, and give

the impression that I'm making fun of

Dynamix for their extravagant packaging,

I'd like to point out that even the eagerly

awaited Gabriel Knight adventure game
from Sierra will be packed in one of the

irregular boxes for this Christmas, so it

appears to he a trend for all the software

companies. Gabriel's box won't be quite

is outlandish, but then designer Jane
Jensen got stars like Mark Hamill, Tim
Curry and Ffram Zimbalist, Jr. to speak
for the game. (All these talented
individuals, and also a few others like

Michael Dora, contribute voices to the
Gabriel Knight soundtrack).

Not only am I not making fun of
Dynamix, but I want to make sure to point

out that this group has launched two hot,

hot sellers in the last few months-Fro?;/
Page Sports: Eoothall Pro and Betrayal at

Krondor. These two games have totally

monopolized my available hard disk space

and also all my available time. If you
didn't go into the software stores this

summer because you were busy swimming,
golfing or pursuing some other healthy
activity, you may have missed them and
you really need to pick them up. Both
Krondor and Football .ire packaged in

plain old rectangular boxes so they might
be hard to find on a retail shelf beside all

the mousetraps, trapezoids, and other wild

boxes you're likely to see this Christmas,

so look for them in the "Bestselling
Software" section or just ask your retailer

for them by name.

See you next issue!

P.S. A special "Hello" to Michelle in

Accounting who audits my expense reports.

I'm sure we'll be seeing a lot of each other

over the next few months. Gosh, it's going to

be great working with you again. V
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If you have children, rush to the
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Highest recommendation. Five stars.
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TOP TEN CAMES

/. King's Quest VI:

Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow
Knter the world of fantasy and adventure that has

enchanted millions of people the world over. Join Prince

Alexander on his search for a princess in peril as you

explore the largest, richest, and most challenging chapter

of the best selling series in the history of computer

gaming. King's Quest VI is a mysterious and magical

adventure for your entire family. Also available in

multimedia CD-ROM and Macintosh.

2. Betrayal at Krondor

QuestBusters Magazine tails Betrayal at Krondor "a

genuine genre-bender—bound to inspire other designers

as much as it is to please adventurers." Dynamix and

best-selling author Raymond E. Feist bring the world of

Midkemia to life in a revolutionary fantasy role-playing

experience combining magic, storytelling, and state-of-

the-art technology. Betrayal at Krondor is an all-new tale

in the Rifrwar legacy. Take your place among legends in

an ancient battle of magic, darkness, and deceit.

3. Front Page Sports: Football Pro
-

1 993 Sports dame of the Year: New PRO edition."

-< omputer Gaming World

It has all the action, quality, and bone-crunching realism

of the original. It uses real NF1 players and their statistics.

The catalog of player animations is expanded to include

smash-mouth, helmet cracking spins and flips. The All-Pro

Game option offers the ability to pick your own uniform

colors, improved "football smarts" of ball carriers and

tacklers, an expanded number of playcall and dame Plan

options, and improved overhead camera angle. Football

Pro is everything you want it to be and more.

4. Aces ofthe Pacific

Simulation! Magazine calls the award-winning Aces of

the Pacific "the benchmark of the '90's for flight

simulators." Step back into history as you take up the

helm of historic war machines of W.W.II. You'll dogfight

enemy aces, intercept bombers, and dive-bomb enemy

carriers. Whether you choose to fly for America or

Japan, you'll feel your heart race as you turn your enemy

into spectacular mid-air explosions or clouds of smoke.

Strap on your goggles.. .the Zeros are coming in at 12

o'clock high!

5. Freddy Pharkas, Frontier Pharmacist

Freddy Pharkas is a bonanza of fast-paced action, bizarre

humor, and the most challenging puzzles ever created in a

Sierra adventure game. In this hilarious spoof, you'll meet

such colorful characters as: Madame Ovaree, the town's

"s<icial director"; Wheaton
_
Aces" Mall, J slick riverboat

gambler; and Snni, Freddy's faithful Indian sidekick.

They're |ust a lev. ol the funny folks who make Freddy

Pharkas a rib-tickling romp through the Old West, det

ready to smile when you play this, pardner!

*v

SPACE QUEST V
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6. Take-A-Break! Pinball

Limber up your flipper finger with eight exciting pinball

games, each featuring characters from Dynamix' and
Sierra's hottest titles. Each fast-loading, fast-plasing game
features its own rules and strategies. Take a crack at

pinball with leisure Suit Larry, Roger Wilco, King
Graham. Willy Beamish, and Gir Otaxon. With eye-

popping gorgeous play fields, digitized speech, out-of-

control sound effects and flipped-out pinball action, Take-

A-Break! Pmhall brings your Windows™ world to life!

From Daventry to Draxon, you gotta play the silver ball.

7. Space Quest Vr Roger Wilco in the

Next Mutation

In this hilarious new adventure, you'll join Roger Wilco,

the universe's favorite janitor, as he commands his own

starship, complete with an intcrgalactic gang of misfit

shipmates. After you help Roger cheat on, er, pass his test

at the StarCon Space Academy, you'll help him command
his own starship. Well, it's really |ust a beat-up garbage

wow. but he still gets to command it. Then Roger must

save the universe from the mutant menace, thwart his

nemesis Captain Quirk, and woo (he woman of his dreams

or he'll be gone—done with the Trash.

8. Leisure Suit Larry 5: Passionate Patti

Does a Little Undercover Work
Passionate Patti is a secret agent working undercover for

the FBI. Larry is working a low-level |ob for the slejzs

show. America's Sexiest Home Videos. Help Larry and

Patti take on organized crime, the FBI, and the music

industry in a spies serving of sex, thugs, and rock and roll.

Suggested for adults.

9. King's Quest V:

Absence Makes the Heart Go Yonder!

Take part in the greatest adventure in the history of

Daventry as you embark with King drafiam on the most

thrilling and perilous adventure of his career — the quest

for the missing Royal Family of Daventry. You'll face

dangers in a dark forest, scale steep mountains, and trek

across a scorching desert. With a rich, complex story,

highly developed characters, and beautiful, detailed

graphics. King's Quest V will enchant you. Also available

in multimedia CD-ROM and Macintosh.

10. The Adventures of Willy Beamish
The terminally cute, seriously warped world of Wills

Beamish is now Sierra's best-selling Sega CD and is also

available on CD-ROM. "Wills and company will make you

laugh in this terrific addition to the Sega CD line-up,'

Sega Visions. You'll experience what it's like to be a kid

again as you face neurotic yuppte parents, teachers pushed

over the edge, and a plot to Wow the city's sewer system sky

high. You'll also meet a ghostly grandfather back from the

grave, deal with the baby-sitter from hell, and play with a

pet jumping frog on steroids. Willy Beamish is chaotic.

Iiivenile, and definitely deranged.
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With Thunder Board, you

would have heard it coming.
A jet engine roars— bogey at

your six o'clock. But, because your

PC's internal sound is still at ground S^L/T
level, you've just become a painted star tp

under his cockpit canopy. So before ^^*"

you select "New Game", jet over to ^gf^mffS

your phone and call Media Vision ,J^

Resource, where Thunder Board'" is

on sale at a low-altitude price - just $59

That's not much to pay for the high-fidelity

"sound of adventure" that adds exhilarating new

realism to PC games, music and educational

software. Screaming highs. Shuddering lows.

More convincing sound effects. And,

because Thunder Board is 1(K)%

compatible with AdLib and Sound

Blaster" applications, it's an even

greater value. So react fast,

because this offer is gcxxl only

while supplies last!

After that, it goes

down in flames!

Call Media Vision today,

1 -800-684-6699. MediaVision

Call I-WX)^>84-66Wforinfonnation.O 1993 Mdfa Vision. Int.. ilKS l.aurclvuru Court, Fremont, CA 94538. (5 10) 770460a Iliundcr Board is a trademark of

Media Vision, Inc. Any other trademarks and registered trademarks are owned In their respective holders. \n\ and all bundled software subject to change without notice.



Nick

Special
Double Speed
rive & Software

JONES IN THE

FAST LANE

Internal Mode
Only

MIXED-UP

MOTHER GOOSE

Orig. $69.95 Orig. $69.95 Orig. $69.95

JONES

THE ADVENTURES OF

WILLY BEAMISH

PICK 2 FOR FREE!

Featuring the Matsushita/Panasonic
CR-562 Internal Double Speed Drive
Internal model only. Double Speed, 300KB data transfer
rate, 320ms access speed, AT-Bus model, 64K cache or
buffer, "Kodak" Photo CD compatible Multi-Session,
CD-Rom XA-Ready, Recommend 386 IBM or PC Compatible
or better, & music compatible sound card,

MPC Level II compliant

- ,4

which
includes

FREE BONUS
THE IMAGINATION NETWORK

START-UP KIT

Includes 3 FREE Hours of On-Line

Gaming Action Plus a $20.00 Users Credit

YOU GET
CD-ROM Drive
(Mfg. Sugg. Retail) 299.95

2 Software titles 139.90

The Imagination Network
Start-Up Kit (Sugg. Retail) 19.95

The Imagination Network
$20.00 Users Credit 20.00

Sneak Peeks 8.00

'Only Fed-Ex shipping offered in Continental U.S. for $10.00. (Canada, Hawaii, Alaska call for S&H and other details.) Orig. Value $487.80

HOT MEW CD-ROM TITLES
Buy any CD-ROM title below in combo with CD-ROM Kit above and take additional $10.00 off each sale price below with no additional S&H charges.

For individual CD-ROM titles ordered below include S & H $4 U.S., $5 Canada each, $2 extra for each additional title.

"Proof that d* era of^

CD gaming is upon us."

INCACD
Originally 569.95

NOW $49.95

GOBLIIINS I OR II CD
Originally $49.95

NOW $39.95 ea.

KING'S QUEST VI CD . KING'S .QUEST V CD
Originally $79.95 Originally $69.95

SPACE QUEST IV CD
Originally $69.95

NOW $49.95 NOW $44.95 NOW $39.95

CALL 1-800-757-7707
Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. PT Mention Offer #1396

All orders subject to Shipping and Handling charges and Sales Tax where applicable; CA 7.75%; II, TX 6.65%; MN, PA 6%; MA 5%; WA 6.5S. All prices in U.S. DollaB.

Offers good in U.S. and Canada only. Offers not valid with any other Sierra offer or coupons. Offer good while supplies last. Limited stock. Offer expires 1/31/94. No Back Orders.


